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COMFYi PEDIATRIC ELBOW ORTHOSIS
Provides gradual extension of non-fixed elbow contractures.
Padded covers and straps are made of soft, absorbent terry cloth for added
comfort. Use to treat elbow flexion pattern problems, arthritic changes and
any deformity related to neuromuscular impairment. Simply bend the orthosis
and cuffs into the desired position. Covers and straps are machine washable.
Fits left or right arm. Sizes indicate approximate age. Latex free.

Approximate Age

NC35040-1 Small Purple 1 to 4 yrs.
NC35040-2 Medium Blue 4 to 9 yrs.
NC35040-3 Large Green 9 yrs. to adult

Hinge Goniometer

Forearm 
Supination

Forearm
Pronation

Glove acts as a 
web space splint.

COMFYi GONIOMETER ELBOW ORTHOSIS
For non-fixed contractures of the elbow.
Use to increase elbow extension. Works in the same man-
ner as serial casting, gradually adjusting the amount of
extension. Included hex wrench adjusts angle on hinge
goniometer from 0° to 180° in 10° increments. Blocks flex-
ion or extension while allowing motion in opposite direc-
tion. Also may be set in the desired static position. Machine
wash terry cloth covers and straps. Fits either the left or
right arm. Sizes indicate approximate age. Latex free.
Child Approximate Age

NC27180-1P Small Purple 1 to 4 yrs.
NC27180-2P Medium Blue 4 to 9 yrs.
NC27180-3P Large Green 9 yrs. to adult

NC27180 Adult Navy
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COMFORT COOLi SPIRAL ARM SPLINT
For dynamic forearm pronation or supination.
Helps decrease abnormal tone and increase joint range of motion in persons
with neurological disorders, orthopedic conditions and brachial plexus
injuries. The strap supplies the dynamic force needed for forearm supination
or pronation, depending on its spiral placement on the arm. Applies a pro-
longed, gentle pull that places the upper extremity. Web
spacer glove is made of $" (3.2mm) loop neoprene with a
terry cloth liner for comfort. Low-cut glove with wrap-
around strap allows finger motion for hand use. The 2"
(5.1cm) wide spiral forearm strap is made of $" (3.2mm)
loop neoprene and easily attaches to the glove using
hook. Hand wash and air dry. Latex free.
Left Right MP Circumference

NC34800 NC34801 Pediatric 5!" to 6@" (14 to 16cm)

NC34802 NC34803 Small 6@" to 7" (16 to 18cm)

NC34804 NC34805 Medium 7" to 8" (18 to 20cm)

NC34806 NC34807 Large 8" to 9" (20 to 23cm)

Web Space Glove Replacement
Left Right

NC34800-H NC34801-H Pediatric
NC34802-H NC34803-H Small
NC34804-H NC34805-H Medium
NC34806-H NC34807-H Large

Forearm 
Supination

Child A B C

Small 5" (13cm) 5" (13cm) 6" (15cm)

Medium 5!" (14cm) 5!" (14cm) 8" (20 cm)

Large 6" (15cm) 6" (15cm) 8" (20 cm)

Adult 7" (18cm) 7" (18cm) 10!" (27cm)
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Olecranon Pad

Adjusts from full extension 
to 90° flexion.

Dynamic Attachment for the Progressu
Elbow Hinge Splint, sold separately.

Progressu Elbow Hinge Splint

PROGRESSi ELBOW HINGE SPLINT
Locks elbow in position or allows movement within a given range.
The Progressi Elbow Hinge Splint provides
range of motion from 0° to 140° in incre-
ments of 30°. The two hinge screws can be
adjusted with the included hex wrench to set
the desired angle of flexion or extension.
Attain blocked or full range of motion in one
or both directions. Bend the padded cross
supports gently for best fit. The foam
padding can be trimmed as needed. Screws on the side troughs can be
moved to extend or shorten the length. Protective covers over the hinge
axis provide a more comfortable fit. Includes straps with D-ring buckles
and Velcror strap tabs. Fits either the left or right arm. To size, measure
the circumference at the mid-humerus. Latex free.

Add the Dynamic Attachment to the Progressu Elbow Hinge Splint to
dynamically reduce elbow extension contractures or to maintain the elbow
in flexion while allowing protected extension within a given range for distal
bicep tendon repair conditions. Includes two mounting brackets and elastic
cord. Use only with the Progressu Elbow Hinge Splint (sold separately). 

Mid-Humerus 
Hinge Splint Circumference Weight
NC25657 Small/Medium 8" to 11"  (20 to 28cm) 11 oz. (312g)

NC25658 Medium/Large 11" to 14" (28 to 36cm) 12 oz. (340g)

Dynamic Attachment for the Progressi Elbow Hinge Splint
NC25661

Adjust angle easily 
with a hex wrench.

PROGRESSi-PLUS ELBOW TURNBUCKLE ORTHOSISr
Simplify contractures management.
Ideal for post-surgical repairs, contractures
or abnormal tone conditions affecting the
elbow. Turnbuckle design provides infinite
adjustability for static progressive position-
ing. Simply screw the turnbuckle in or out
to position the elbow at any point between 
0° extension and 110° flexion. No tools are
needed for adjustments. Kydexr outer shell
for optimal force distribution, stability and
durability. Removeable, washable, nylon-
covered neoprene liner provides comfort and protection. D-ring
Velcror straps for easy application and fitting. Fits either the left or
right arm. To size, measure circumference at the forearm and at the
biceps. Use orthosis length as a guide.

Up to 
110° 
flexion.

Forearm Circumference Biceps Circumference
Small 7!" to 9!" (19 to 24cm) 8!" to 11" (22 to 28cm)

Medium 9!" to 12" (24 to 30cm) 11" to 14" (28 to 36cm)

Large 12" to 15" (30 to 38cm) 13" to 16!" (33 to 42cm)

Orthosis Length
NC33800 Small 12" (30cm)

NC33801 Medium 14)" (37cm)

NC33802 Large 16@" (41cm)

Up to 0° extension.

PROGRESSi ELBOW SPLINT
Encourage progressive range of motion at the elbow simply by
recontouring the splint.
Fabricated from the same dense
foam and compatible hook fabric
as our Progressu Hand Splints. A
metal frame allows custom con-
touring of the trough sections
and positioning of the elbow
from full extension to 90° flexion.
Four straps with matching D-ring
buckles and Velcror strap tabs
secure the splint and apply coun-
terforce in the presence of
increased muscle tone. 
Use the optional Olecranon Pad with the Progressu Elbow Splint to add
cushioned counterforce at the elbow. The Olecranon Pad is made of dense
foam and compatible hook fabric. The pediatric elbow splint includes a
pediatric Olecranon Pad. Fits either the left or right arm. To size, measure
the circumference at the mid-humerus.
Progressi Elbow Splint Mid-Humerus Circumference
NC25653 Pediatric 5!" to 7" (14 to 17cm)

NC25650 Youth 7" to 9"     (17 to 23cm)

NC25651 Small/Medium 9" to 13"   (23 to 33cm)

NC25652 Medium/Large 13" to 16" (33 to 41cm)

Progressi Olecranon Pad (sold separately)

NC25649 Youth to Adult

The Pediatric elbow splint includes a
Pediatric Olecranon Pad for cushioned
counterforce at the elbow.
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COMFORT COOLi OPEN ELBOW SUPPORT
Open-end support is easy to don and doff.
Lightweight, ^" (1.6mm) thick, perforated neoprene offers light
compression and protection. Ideal for soft-tissue injuries such
as tennis or golfer’s elbow, ulnar nerve irritation, strains,
sprains, bursitis, tendinitis and arthritis. The open-end design
makes it easy to apply and fit larger upper arms. Hook and
loop tabs allow for quick adjustments. Trim for a custom fit.
Terry liner is soft against the skin. Hand wash and air dry. To
size, measure forearm circumference 4" (10cm) distal from the
elbow crease. Fits either the left or right elbow.

Circumference 4" (10cm)
Distal from Elbow Crease

NC79540 Small 8" to 9!" (20 to 24cm)

NC79541 Medium 9!" to 11" (24 to 28cm)

NC79542 Large 11" to 12!" (28 to 32cm)

NC79543 X-Large 12!" to 14" (32 to 36cm)

AIRCASTr TENNIS
ELBOW STRAP
Padded air cell increases 
effective pressure.
Made of nylon and polyure thane
foam with an inflated vinyl “air cell”.
Useful for treating medial or lateral
epicondylitis. A sealed air cell
increases the effective pressure
applied to a specific area. Padded
for comfort. Hand wash in cool,
soapy water. Air dry. One adjust able
size fits forearms with a circumfer-
ence of 10" to 14" (25 to 36 cm).
Latex free.
NC15430 Beige
NC15430-B Black

BANDITr TENNIS
ELBOW STRAP
Help relieve pain without 
constricting movement.
This strap is useful for treating
medial or lateral epicondylitis.
Unique design compresses across
the flexor, extensor and supinator
muscles. Allows movement without
compromising circulation. Hand
wash in cool, soapy water. Air dry.
One adjust able size fits forearms
with a minimum circumference of
8" (20cm).
NC15890

ERGOBEADSi
TENNIS ELBOW STRAP
Freeze compression pad for 
cooling relief.
Strap features a
unique ergoBeadsu
compression pad
that can be frozen
to help soothe
pain from forearm
and elbow injuries. Easily adjust
pressure for a custom fit using the
Velcror strap and plastic buckle.
Breathable cotton lining and soft
cushioning foam provide excep-
tional comfort. One size fits most.
Machine wash. Latex free.
NC10114

EPICONDYLITIS CLASP
Small size improves circulation.
Absorbent, wool felt support can be
used to treat medial or lateral epi-
condylitis. Sturdy elastic strap offers
a snug fit. Small, unobtrusive size
will not impair circulation. Wash
with wool-cleaning products. To
size, measure circumference of the
forearm 1!" to 1T" (3.8 to 4.8cm)
distal to the elbow crease.

Forearm
Circumference

NC15512-1 XS 8I" to 9^"
(22 to 23cm)

NC15512-2 S 9Y" to 9P"
(24 to 25cm)

NC15512-3 M 10@" to 10W"
(26 to 27cm)

NC15512-4 L 11^" to 11P"
(28 to 30cm)

NC15512-5 XL 12+" to 13_"
(31 to 34cm)

CHO-PAT TENNIS
ELBOW SUPPORT
Compression support helps 
control tennis elbow pain.
Use for medial or lateral epicondyli-
tis treatment. A unique, reinforced,
extended tongue molds to the fore-
arm contours, supporting the 
muscles. Durable, comfortable strap
features Velcror fasteners. To size,
measure the circumference of the
forearm 1!" to 1T" (3.8 to 4.8cm)
distal to the elbow crease.

Forearm Circumference
NC57165 S 9" to 10!" (23 to 27cm)

NC57166 M 10!" to 12" (27 to 30cm)

NC57167 L 12" to 13!" (30 to 34cm)

NC57168 XL 13!" to 15" (34 to 38cm)

NORCOi
TENNIS ELBOW STRAP
Breathable material is cool
and comfortable to wear.
Use for epicondylitis treatment.
Made of $" (3.2 mm) neoprene
with hook fastener. Easy to fit
and cinch, this strap provides
compression without binding.
Extra padding around the D-ring
provides pressure over muscle
tendon. Machine washable. One
size fits most.
NC15889



NEW! EPITRAINr ELBOW SUPPORT
Breathable knit support with silicone inserts for 
regulated elbow compression.
This lightweight, anatomically knit fabric support stimulates
circulation and enhances metabolism to promote accelerated
recovery. Use for treatment of lateral epicondylitis, medial
epicondylitis, pre- and post-operative elbow conditions,
elbow strains or sprains, chronic swelling and edema, and
arthritis/osteoarthritis. Features two contoured silicone
inserts that surround the medial and lateral elbow bones
and lay over the flexor and extensor muscles. These inserts
redistribute compression away from the epicondyles to the
surrounding soft tissues, relieving pressure and aiding in
the resorption of swelling and edema. Circulation problems
are prevented by reduced compression at the edges of the
support. Stretchy, breathable and moisture-dissipating fabric
will not retain heat and is machine washable. Fits either the
left or right arm. To size, loosely measure the circumference
of the arm, with the arm slightly bent, 4)" (12cm) below the
lateral elbow. If between sizes, choose the smaller size.

NEW! TENDON TRAKi
TENNIS ELBOW STRAP
Provides stress relief without applying direct
compression on the irritated tissue.
This strap is ideal for treating lateral and 
medial epicondylitis and tendinitis. Low-profile
design consists of two pads and a minimally
elastic 18" (46cm) strap. Unique method
“deloads” pressure by providing approximation
of the irritated tissue from its lateral margins.
This diminishes the risk of compressing the
inflamed tissue and other pain-sensitive areas.
Easy to apply and comfortable to wear. Does
not inhibit circulation. One size fits most.
Patent pending. Latex free.
NC15409

Size Forearm Circumference
NC57201-0 0 17" to 19" (43 to 48cm)

NC57201-1 1 19" to 21" (48 to 53cm)

NC57201-2 2 21" to 23" (53 to 58cm)

NC57201-3 3 23" to 25" (58 to 64cm)

NC57201-4 4 25" to 27" (64 to 69cm)

NC57201-5 5 27" to 29" (69 to 74cm)

NC57201-6 6 29" to 31" (74 to 79cm)
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NEW! SLING AND SWATHE
Comfortable immobilization for shoulder
injuries or post-op recovery.
Use following shoulder dislocations, separations,
strains, or post operative situations where com-
plete immobilization of the shoulder joint is
required. Positions the arm close to the body.
May be opened for use as a swathe when lower
arm, wrist and hand function are desired. Light-
weight and comfortable soft foam construction
with hook and loop closures. Easy to apply. Can
be worn on either the left or the right arm. One
size fits most adults.
NC16014

Can be used as 
a swathe to
allow lower 

arm, wrist 
or hand  

function.

NEW! GIVMOHRi SLING
Supportive positioning and protection for the flaccid
upper extremity.
The GivMohru Sling is designed to promote functional
positioning and dynamic joint compression of the upper
extremity during standing and ambulation. Useful in
treatment of conditions such as CVA, TBI, Brachial
Plexus Injury, and ALS. Reduces shoulder subluxation
and pain by elevating the humerus and holding it in near
neutral rotation. Protects the involved arm from injury
while facilitating increased balance, improved gait, and
neurological return. Easy to don and doff. Can be worn
over or under clothing. Hand washable. Universal design
fits either the left or right
arm. To size, use height
and weight ranges in the
chart below. 

Height Range Weight Range
NC16013-1 Small 5' to 5'5" (1.5 to 1.7m) 100 to 140 lbs. (45 to 64kg)

NC16013-2 Medium 5'4" to 5'10" (1.6 to 1.8m) 135 to 180 lbs. (61 to 82kg)

NC16013-3 Large 5'9" to 6'2" (1.8 to 1.9m) 175 to 210 lbs. (79 to 95kg)

NC16013-4 X-Large Over 6' (Over 1.8m) Over 210 lbs. (Over 95kg)



HARRIS HEMI ARM SLING
D-ring sternum strap makes this sling easy 
to don and doff.
This comfortable arm sling is
designed to prevent the straps
from slipping or riding up the
neck. Works well for clients
who are rehabilitating from
CVA, humeral fractures or
shoulder-girdle weakness. The wrist cuff 
measures 8!" x 5@" (22 x 13cm), and the elbow
cuff measures 9!" x 7!" (24 x 19cm). Hand wash-
able. Fits up to 52" (132cm) chest circumference.
NC16001-L Left
NC16001-R Right

STANDARD HEMI ARM SLING
Elbow-securing strap gives extra support 
to the arm.
Support the hand, arm and shoulder with the
Standard Hemi Arm Sling. Straps are adjusted
easily with metal buckles. Adjustable strap
between forearm cuffs is secured with hook
and loop fasteners. Once fitted, the sling can
be put on and removed without assistance.
The wrist cuff measures 9!" x 5!" (24 x 14cm)
and the elbow cuff measures 10" x 5" (25 x 13cm).
Hand washable. Fits left or right arm.
NC16006

CVA SLING
Padded sling strap cushions the shoulder. 
This sling provides comfort while positioning
the hand and arm. Foam-padded shoulder
strap ensures a comfortable fit. Support for the
hand and forearm is provided by two flannel-
lined cuffs. After the initial fitting, this sling 
can be put on or removed without assistance.
Small/Medium strap measures 25" (64 cm).
Large/X-Large strap measures 32" (81cm). Both
sizes can be adjusted plus or minus 5" (13cm).
Cuffs measure 15" x 5)" (38 x 15cm). Hand
washable. Fits left or right arm.
NC16004-1 Small/Medium
NC16004-2 Large/ X-Large

NORCOi UNIVERSAL ENVELOPE SLING
Affordable sling keeps the arm 
comfortably positioned.
Supports the forearm to help relieve stress on
the shoulder. Ideal for casted forearms/wrists
and for shoulder injuries. Cotton blend mate-
rial with webbing straps and a foam-padded
shoulder protector. Fastens with hook and
loop. Metal buckle allows strap adjustment.
Sling measures 18" long x 9" tall (46 x 23cm).
Machine washable. One size fits most. 
NC16005
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ABDUCTOR SHOULDER SLING SUPPORT
Secures the arm and shoulder in an abducted 
position for effective healing and comfort.
Use following shoulder dislocations or subluxations,
strains, post-surgical anterior shoulder repairs and
rotator cuff repairs. Great for casted forearms 
and wrists. Allows the arm to rest in a range of 
positions. Pillow location helps prevent internal
rotation contractures that can occur from conven-
tional sling use. Arm positioning allows air exchange
at the axilla and provides 15° of shoulder abduction.

Pillow is made of dense, contoured foam with a
removable plush cover. All straps have hook and
loop fasteners for easy adjustment. Strap secures
the pillow to the waist, stabilizing the arm close to the body and limiting shoulder move-
ment. Arm sling is made of breathable, non-stretch mesh fabric and attaches to either
side of the pillow with hook and loop fasteners. Shoulder strap features a soft foam pad
at the neck area, and a quick-release buckle for easy donning and doffing. The detachable 
3" (7.6cm) diameter soft foam ball provides wrist-hand-palmar arch support and promotes
gripping to help maintain muscle tone and stimulate circulation while the shoulder
recovers. Hand wash and air dry pillow, straps and
sling. Fits left or right. To size, measure from the
elbow crease to the MP joints.

Elbow to MP joints
NC16012-1 Small 11!" to 13!" (29 to 34cm)

NC16012-2 Medium 13!" to 14!" (34 to 37cm)

NC16012-3 Large 14!" to 16!" (37 to 42cm)

Soft
foam ball

Sling Support Pillow



Arm/Chest
Width

NORCOi SHOULDER IMMOBILIZER
Comfortably limits shoulder motion.
Use following shoulder separation, dislocation,
strains and other injuries. Waist strap holds
the arm against the body, limiting shoulder
movement. Special thumb loop inside the 
cotton sling helps keep wrist and hand in
alignment. Deep pocket supports the arm
from the elbow to the wrist. Waist and shoulder
straps are made of foam-padded, loop-covered
material. Large D-rings and hook fasteners.
Hand or machine wash and air dry. Latex free.
Fits either the left or right arm.

Sling Waist Strap 
Length Length

NC16008-1 Small 16" (41cm) 36" (91cm)

NC16008-2 Medium 16" (41cm) 39" (99cm)

NC16008-3 Large 16" (41cm) 43" (109cm)

NC16008-4 X-Large 16" (41cm) 46" (117cm)

SNOOPYr ARM SLING
Ideal for treating brachial plexus injury.
Use to support the shoulder, arm and hand, or
for the rehabilitation of brachial plexus injury,
post humeral fracture, shoulder-girdle weakness/
flaccidity and CP. Hook and loop strap adjusts
with a metal buckle. Sizes measure sling dimen-
sions. Hand wash, air dry. Fits left or right arm.
NC16009-1 Pedi. XS 5" x 10" (13 x 25cm)

NC16009-2 Pedi. S 6" x 12" (15 x 30cm)

NC16009-3 Pedi. M 7" x 15" (18 x 38cm)

NC16009-4 Adult 9" x 17" (23 x 43cm)

r United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Unlike other slings, the
North Coastu Hemi Sling
distributes pressure
evenly, reducing shoulder
subluxation with three
points of control.

Textured material helps
prevent the hemi sling
from sliding up or down
the arm.

North Coasti Hemi Sling Sizing

Measure from the affected axilla 
across the body to the waist. 

When measuring females, run tape
between, not over, the breasts. 

NORTH COASTi HEMI SLING
Reduces shoulder subluxation with 
three points of control.
Shoulder and humeral supports are made
of soft, perforated, suede-like material
lined with cotton for added comfort. Firm,
trilaminate foam material offers excellent
pressure distribution at the waist. Unique
waist belt design eliminates pressure on
the uninvolved arm and maintains constant
depression of the scapula and elevation of
the humerus to reduce subluxation. Ideal
for rehabilitation of conditions such as CVA,
post humeral fracture, brachial plexus injury
and shoulder-girdle weakness/flaccidity.
Trim for a custom fit. Sling can be donned
and doffed independently and worn over or
under clothing. D-ring straps on the humeral
cuff ensure a proper fit. Waist strap measures
57" (145cm). Universal design fits either the
left or right arm. 
NC15999 Small/Medium  16" to 22" (41 to 56cm)

NC16000 Medium/Large  22" to 28" (56 to 71cm)
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OTTO BOCKi SHOULDER SUPPORT
Elastic shoulder support provides
warmth and a conforming fit.
Made of $" (3.2mm) Thermopreneu. Use to
treat inflammation, pain or mild instabilities
of the shoulder joint. D-ring attachment in
front allows easy donning and doffing.
Elastic strap helps prevent discomfort and
pinching under the opposite arm. Sleeve
opening allows for a custom fit. Hand wash,
air dry. Fits either the left or right shoulder.
Latex free.

Biceps Circumference Arm/Chest Width
NC17198-1 Small 11" to 12!" (28 to 32cm) 18" to 25" (46 to 64cm)

NC17198-3 Medium 12!" to 13)" (32 to 35cm) 18" to 25" (46 to 64cm)

NC17198-5 Large 13)" to 15" (35 to 38cm) 20" to 27" (51 to 69cm)

NC17198-7 X-Large 15" to 16!" (38 to 42cm) 25" to 32" (51 to 69cm)

Arm sleeve opening
adjusts easily for a
custom fit.

Shoulder Support Sizing

Measure the arm/chest width and arm 
circumference at largest part of biceps.



NORCOi FOAM NECK SUPPORT COLLAR
Styled to give uniform support.
Offers stability and support following neck
injuries. Helps decrease pain and awkward
neck postures. This low-profile collar is made
of 1" (2.5cm) thick, medium-firm density foam
covered with stockinette. Secures with a hook
and loop closure. Collar measures 21" long
(53cm) and is available in 2" and 3" heights 
(5.1 and 7.6cm). Machine wash and air dry.

Collar height

NC92051-2 2" (5.1cm)

NC92051-3 3" (7.6cm)

PLAYMAKERi PROTECTIVE HELMET
Comfortable, lightweight headgear offers
maximum protection.
Unique web shell provides comfort and safety.
Made of _" (9.5mm) thick EVR rubber foam that
absorbs energy and then disperses it through-
out the headgear. This ensures total protection
and reduces the chance of serious head injury.
Velcror strap and adjust able laces at the back of
the helmet allow for a custom fit. Breathable
LYCRAr lining can be removed to hand wash
and air dry. To size, measure head circumfer-
ence at eyebrow level.

Head Circumference

NC95164-1 XS 18" to 19" (46 to 48cm)

NC95164-2 S 19!" to 20!" (50 to 52cm)

NC95164-3 M 21" to 22" (53 to 56cm)

NC95164-4 L 22!" to 23" (57 to 58cm)

NC95164-5 XL 23!" to 24" (60 to 61cm)

NC95164-6 XXL 24!" to 26" (62 to 66cm)

NORCOi PROTECTIVE HELMET
Lightweight, adjustable helmet is 
ventilated for air circulation.
This helmet has a hard plastic outer shell that
provides comfortable protection for persons
with head injuries or seizures. The small helmet
has T" (22mm) thick foam padding and the medi-
um helmet has W" (16mm) thick foam padding.
To size, measure head circumference at eyebrow
level. Not intended for small children.

Head Circumference
NC95165-1W Small 21@" to 22" (54 to 56cm)

NC95165-2W Medium 23" (59cm)

Lace closure at
back of helmet
for a secure fit.

T.O.T.i COLLAR
Promote correct head posture.
Use the Tubular Orthosis for Torticollis (T.O.T.u)
Collar for congenital muscular torticollis. When
used in conjunction with stretching exercises,
the T.O.T.u Collar helps restore proper head
posture. Clear, tubular design is unobtrusive
and accepted by children ages 4 months to 
10 years. Lightweight PVC tubing can be cut
with scissors for a custom fit. Firm vertical sup-
ports are 2!" (6.4cm) tall. Collar measures 16"
(41cm) and can be cut down to 6"(15cm).
NC92047
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HEADMASTER COLLAR
Help improve compliance with this 
comfortable, lightweight collar.
This unique, low-profile cervical collar has a
tubular design that reduces heat retention.
Easy to fit and adjust; bend the tubular sup-
port to adapt for neck flexion or extension.
To size, measure from the center of the chin
to the corner of the mandible. Large mea-
sures 5" (13cm), Medium 4!" (11cm), Small 4"
(10cm), Junior 3!" (8.9cm), Child 3" (7.6cm),
and Infant 2)" (7.0cm). If measurement falls
between two sizes, order the smaller size.
Soft foam extension pads and hard plastic
neck pads are available separately.

Adult Collar
Small Medium Large Color 
NC92043-1 NC92044-1 NC92045-1 Gray
NC92043-3 NC92044-3 NC92045-3 Beige

Junior/Child/Infant Collar
Junior Child Infant Color
NC92042-1 NC92041-1 NC92040 Gray
NC92042-3 NC92041-3 Beige

Foam Extension Pads (2)
NC92039-1 Adult Gray
NC92039-2 Adult Beige
NC92039-3 Jr./Child/Infant Gray
NC92039-4 Jr./Child/Infant  Beige

Plastic Neck Pad 
NC92038-1 Adult Gray
NC92038-2 Adult Beige
NC92038-3 Jr./Child/Infant  Gray
NC92038-4 Jr./Child/Infant  Beige

Extension pad

Neck pad



SAUNDERS SACROILIAC BELT AND STABILIZATION PADi
Nonslip design encourages compliance.
The Saunders Sacroiliac Belt won’t ride up as the patient moves. This
semi-elastic belt can be self-tightened easily for a comfortable fit.
Conforms to the natural contours of the pelvis while providing rigid
support to the SI joint. Belt can be used with or without the
Stabilization Padu, sold separately. Stabilization Padi fits between the
sacral sulci and provides firm, comfortable support and proprioceptive
input to the sacral area.

SEROLA SACROILIAC BELT
Extra-strong belt stabilizes the base of the spine to help increase
back, hip and leg strength.
The Serola Sacroiliac Belt is designed to compress and support the
sacroiliac joints, thereby relieving stress and instability at these weight-
bearing structures. Made of an open cell urethane with nonslip mesh and
outer double-pull elastic. Invisible when worn under most clothing.
Hook and loop closure allows proper tension adjustment without the
irritation of a buckle. Stop point on webbing limits excess motion.  

Stabilization
Padi

Fits hips
NC92480-1 Small Up to 34" (Up to 86cm)

NC92480-2 Medium 34" to 40" (86 to 102cm)

NC92480-3 Large 40" to 46" (102 to 117cm)

NC92480-4 X-Large 46" to 52" (117 to 132cm)

Sacroiliac Belt Fits hips
NC92457 Small 26" to 32" (66 to 81cm)

NC92458 Medium 32" to 42" (81 to 107cm)

NC92459 Large 42" to 52" (107 to 132cm)

Stabilization Padi
NC92463
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POSTURE BACK SUPPORT
Flexible support helps improve posture. 
Ideal for poor posture and weak scapula muscles. Lower strap attaches
over the lower part of the chest with hook and loop closure. Flexible
elastic straps are comfortable, yet very supportive. To size, measure
waist circumference.

Fits waists
NC79055-1 X-Small 25" to 28!" (64 to 72cm)

NC79055-2 Small 28!" to 31!" (72 to 80cm)

NC79055-3 Medium 31!" to 35!" (80 to 90cm)

NC79055-4 Large 35!" to 39!" (90 to 100cm)

NC79055-5 X-Large 39!" to 43!" (100 to 111cm)

The two shoulder
straps attach in front
and cross in back.

MOTHER-TO-BE r MATERNITY SUPPORT
Medical-grade support helps relieve back, abdominal and
leg pain during pregnancy.
Provides maximum support for women with strong symptoms,
pre-existing back conditions or who are carrying multiples.
Compresses the pelvic ring, restoring integrity and reducing
pain, relieves strain on muscles and ligaments by transferring the
weight of the abdomen to the spine. Relief is immediate. Lifts
and supports, reducing pressure at the pelvis and improving

circulation in the legs. Relieves pressure on the sciatic
nerve, if present. Hand wash and air dry.

Available with a low-temperature, heat-mold-
able, removable insert that provides maximum
support for the lower back. 

With insert Dress size
NC11372-1 Small 3 to 8
NC11372-2 Medium 9 to 14
NC11372-3 Large 15 to 18
NC11372-4 X-Large 19 to 21
NC11372-5 XX-Large    22 to 26

Without insert Dress size
NC11371-1 Small 3 to 8
NC11371-2 Medium 9 to 14
NC11371-3 Large 15 to 18
NC11371-4 X-Large 19 to 21
NC11371-5 XX-Large    22 to 26
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SAUNDERS WORK S’PORTr
Worn over clothing, this work support is easy
to put on and adjust.
This patented support threads through pant
loops to keep it from riding up. Hook panels
and side pull allow for easy adjustments.
Flexible stays provide firm, comfortable
lower back support. Spe cially designed
elastic contours provide maximum
compression to the back.

Fits waists
NC92450 Small 24" to 29" (61 to 74cm)

NC92451 Medium 30" to 35" (76 to 89cm)

NC92452 Large 36" to 43" (91 to 109cm)

NC92453 X-Large 44" to 53" (112 to 135cm)

Elastic contours provide
maximum compression
to the back.

TREAT YOUR OWN NECK AND TREAT YOUR OWN BACK
These practical manuals discuss anatomy, effects of posture and
causes of cervical and back pain. 
Appropriate exercises and guide-
lines for progression are clearly
described. The neck manual is 72
pages, the back manual is 61 pages.
Written by Robin McKenzie, PT.
Copyright 1995.
Treat Your Own Back

NC89008 English
NC89008-S Spanish

Treat Your Own Neck

NC89009 English
NC89009-S Spanish

WONDER ROLLi LUMBAR SUPPORT
Portable cushion inflates to a quarter, half or full lumbar roll.
Lean into the pillow to produce the ideal contour of comfort and sup-
port. Designed to allow automatic adjustment for the desired amount
of firmness and support. By simply adjusting the valve, the Wonder
Rollu inflates from 1!" to 3!" (3.8 to 8.9cm) thick, eliminating the need
to supply a variety of lumbar supports. Includes a strap for firm anchor-
ing to the back of a chair. Waterproof, nylon blend fabric. Measures
10!" x 5" (27 x 13cm). 
NC21053 Blue

Great for travel  

NEW! BARIATRIC SUPPORT PLUS
Both lumbar and abdominal support.
The unique abdominal support pad con-
tains and lifts the abdomen. The heat
moldable insert supports the spine
and transfers the load evenly and
comfortably. For sizing, measure
the widest part of the abdomen.
Without insert With insert Size
NC92445-1 NC92446-1 1+
NC92445-2 NC92446-2 2+
NC92445-3 NC92446-3 3+

Size Fits Abdomens
1+ 45" to 55" (114 to 140cm)

2+ 55" to 65" (140 to 165cm)

3+ 65" to 75" (165 to 191cm)

SAUNDERS POSTURE S’PORTr
Prevents stooped shoulders, reminding
the wearer to maintain good posture.
The comfortable Posture S’portr anchors
around the waist with an adjustable elastic
band. The suspender-style elastic straps criss-
cross over the back to gently pull the  shoul-
ders, spine and lower back into neutral
position, decreasing shoulder and back pain.
The elastic underarm straps are covered with
soft, cotton fabric to prevent pinching or
binding. Can be worn over or under cloth-
ing. To size, measure waist circumference. 

Fits waists
NC92454 Small 22" to 30" (56 to 76cm)

NC92455 Medium 30" to 42" (76 to 107cm)

NC92456 Large 42" to 54" (107 to 137cm)
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WORKMODr LUMBAR D-ROLL
Portable back support fits most 
flat-backed chairs.
Enjoy comfortable support while maintaining
good posture in a chair or car seat. Elastic
straps for easy fastening. Lightweight, medium
density foam provides sturdy support.
Measures 11" wide x 4!" tall x 2!" thick 
(28 x 11 x 6 .4cm). Straps measure 21" (53cm)
horizontally and 38" (97cm) vertically.
NC92028

WORKMODr BACK SUPPORT
MODEL 200
Promote good posture and reduce fatigue.
Features a sturdy, built-in frame and a deeply
contoured, firm cushion for maximum comfort
and support. Removable fabric cover is
machine washable. Measures 14" wide x 13!"
tall x 2" thick (36 x 34 x
5.1cm). Straps measure
38" (97cm) long.
NC73585

Three straps help 
keep the support in

a secure position.

MEDIC-AIRr INFLATABLE
SUPPORT PILLOWS
Inflate to provide the precise amount of
support needed.
Convert any chair into an ergonomically cor-
rect, comfortable seat. Ideal for office, car or
home use. Removable elastic strap is adjustable
to fit any seat or sitting position. The Lumbar
Roll helps counteract poor posture and main-
tain the lumbar curve
while seated. Measures
20" x 8" (51 x 20cm). The
patented design of the
Back Pillow supports
the curve of the lower
back. Measures 18" x 15"
(46 x 38cm). 
NC21047-B Lumbar Roll
NC21048-B Back Pillow

Back Pillow

NORCOi LUMBAR ROLL
Help reduce lower back pressure 
while seated.
Use to improve seating posture and alleviate
strain on the lower back. Available with
standard or firm-density
foam, with or without
straps. Measures 11"
(28cm) long with a
4)" (12cm) diameter.
Without Straps
NC89000 Standard

With Straps
NC88998 Standard
NC88999 Firm

NORCOi CONTOURED LUMBAR SUPPORT
Memory foam and contoured design offers improved back support.
This low-profile back cushion supports the lower back and encourages proper sitting
posture. Hook material on the back attaches to most fabric-covered chairs, so the roll
stays in place yet can be repositioned easily.
Use the included elastic strap to attach the
support onto chairs that do not have fabric
covering. Made of 2@" (5.7cm) contoured
viscolas foam. Washable velour fleece cover.
Width tapers from 6" to 4" (15 x 10cm). Support
measures 17" long.
NC88990

Velcror- covered side sticks to
most fabric-backed chairs
without a strap.

The Velcror strap makes it easy to
attach to most chairs.

Lumbar Roll
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NORCOi CERVICAL ROLL
Adapt pillows for better neck support
while sleeping.
Prevent cervical lordosis and excessive flexion in
the neck during sleep. Place roll between the
pillow and case so that the edge of the pillow
contacts the shoulders. Polyurethane, medium-
density foam roll measures 19!" (50cm) long
with a 3)" (9.5cm) diameter.
NC89007

NEW!
THE ORIGINAL
MCKENZIEr EARLY
COMPLIANCEi LUMBAR ROLLS
Superior lumbar support in a smaller
diameter roll. 
Early Compliance™ Lumbar Rolls are perfect
for youths, petite persons, or patients with
acute discomfort who cannot tolerate a larger
size lumbar roll. Roll measures 11" (28cm)
long with a 4" (10cm) diameter.
NC89014

NEW! THE ORIGINAL MCKENZIEr
LUMBAR ROLLS
Ensure proper posture throughout the day.
Adjustable elastic strap lets users secure
the roll to standard chair backs and auto
seats and can be removed when not in use.
Made of polyurethane foam with removable
cotton/poly blend cover. Rolls measure 11"
(28cm) long with a 4)" (12cm) diameter.

Density
NC89006 Standard
NC89005 Firm

Standard Midsize

Petite Cervical
Roll

Travel

Norco™ Orthopedic Support Pillows
Ordinary Pillows:
don’t support the
natural curve in the
neck. This results in
stiffness, pain and
possible long-term
neck problems.

Orthopedic
Support Pillows:
help support the
normal curvature of
the neck. This reduces
nerve pressure and
allows for a more
restful sleep. 

U-NECK
CUSHION WITH
HOT AND
COLD PACK
Removable gel
pack provides
soothing hot or
cold therapy.
The cushions U-Neck shape supports the
neck in a comfortable, anatomically correct
position. Hypoallergenic cushion measures
15" x 12" (38 x 31cm). 
NC82022

NORCOi ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORT PILLOWS
Exceptional support with the comfort of down.
These hypoallergenic pillows support the neck in a natural, ergonomic
position. Standard, Midsize and Petite pillows support the neck while
sleeping on the back or side. Each of these styles features a trapezoidal
center that cradles the head while sleeping on the back. Use the raised
sides of the pillow for side sleeping. 

The compact Travel pillow offers support while sitting or lying down. The Cervical Roll
features a soft center and firm ends to ensure maximum comfort and proper support. Position
the roll under the neck, back or knees. Standard and Midsize styles fit adults, Petite fits children
and small adults. Extend the life of Orthopedic Support Pillows by hand washing and fluffing
the pillows to their original shape. Pillow cover for Cervical Roll only, sold separately.
NC82027 Standard 24" x 16" (61 x 41cm)

NC82028 Midsize 22" x 15" (56 x 38cm)

NC82029 Petite 19" x 12" (48 x 31cm)

NC82030 Travel 18" x 9" (46 x 23cm)

NC82031 Cervical Roll 17" x 7" (43 x 18cm) NC82031-C Cervical Roll Cover

Trapezoidal Center
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POSEY r SIDERAIL WEDGES
Cushion siderails and help close gaps
between the siderail and mattress.
Use Posey r Siderail Wedges to help protect
patients from injury. These cushions also help
deter unassisted bed exits. Use individually to
close the gap between half siderails or to cover
the half siderail. Zip the pair of wedges together
to provide 6' (1.8m) of full-length protection.
Also may be used to cushion the headboard and
footboard. Constructed of durable, plush foam
with soft, water-repellent, bacteriostatic Staph-
CHEK r vinyl covers. Attaches with hook and
loop straps. Measures 35" long x 17" high x 2"
thick (89 x 43 x 5.1cm) at the top and bottom
edges. Sold in pairs. 
NC80015
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LATERAL WEDGE
Maintain position and alignment with this pressure-free alternative to pillows.
The Lateral Wedge helps eliminate pressure to
reduce the incidence of bed sores. Filled with
polystyrene beads, this lightweight wedge will
not retain heat nor compress like pillows.
Maintains shape and position for uniform ele-
vation. The dry surface helps prevent skin
breakdown. Wedge will not slip, allowing the
caregiver to turn a person easily. Ideal for use
with an alternating pressure mattress. Four
sizes are available. Machine washable. 
NC80001 Small
NC80002 Medium
NC80003 Large
NC80004 X-Long

Zip two wedges together for full siderail
protection. Hook and loop straps allow
quick, easy attachment.

BOPPY r PILLOW W/SLIP COVER
Safely support infants in a sitting position.
The Boppy r Pillow helps infants to develop
balance, sit up independently and view their
surroundings. Pillows are covered in removable

100% cotton fabric and
stuffed with a hypoaller-
genic poly-fiber fill. Both
pillows and covers can be
machine washed and dried.
Color and pattern may vary.
Gender neutral. 
NC82040-1

TORSO ELEVATION WEDGE
Unlike a pillow, this wedge keeps a client
comfortably elevated.
Provides support and comfort when head
and shoulder elevation is required. Also can
be used to elevate the legs for venous
thrombosis conditions. Eliminates the use of
bulky, hot, plastic-covered pillows. Maintains
shape and position for uniform elevation.
Covered with vinyl and filled with polystyrene
beads, this lightweight wedge breathes for
comfort and will not retain heat nor compress
like pillows. Can be used with an alternating
pressure mattress.
NC80019 Regular
NC80020 X-Large

X-Large shown
here at 50°or flip
to 40° incline. 

Regular measures:
18"L x 18"W x 13"H
(46cm x 46cm x 33cm)

X-Large measures:
27"L x 24"W x 18"H
(69cm x 61cm x 46cm)

Regular X-Large

Flip wedge
to change
the incline.

Regular at 35° Regular at 55° 

Lateral Wedge
Size
Small Cervical or Pediatrics 13" x 4" x 5!"

(33 x 10 x 14cm)

Medium Person < 180 lbs. (81kg) 16" x 6" x 7"
(41 x 15 x 18cm)

Large Person > 180 lbs. (81kg) 17" x 8" x 8"
(43 x 20 x 20cm)

X-Long For taller persons 25" x 8" x 8"
(64 x 20 x 20cm)



34" (86cm)

7" (18cm)

7!" 
(19cm)
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The Poseyr Wander Alarm System is a
restraint-free monitor that allows caregivers
to locate a patient using an audible alarm.
The patient wears an adjustable belt fitted
with a Personal Alarm and a corded magnet
that attaches to a chair or wheelchair. If the
patient rises from the chair, the magnet will
detach from the belt and activate the alarm.
The Personal Alarm is secured inside the
belt’s custom-fit pouch and the belt buckle is
concealed with layers of hook and loop to
minimize tampering. Adjustable belt fits
waists measuring 27" to 50" (69 to 127 cm).
Belt is machine washable. Personal Alarm
includes a 9-volt battery.

The Poseyr Fall Monitor is an effective,
restraint-free monitor that features five dis-
tinctive alarm tones, making individual
identification easier. The alarm volume is
adjustable and operates within OSHA stan-
dards. The on/off indicator flashes to provide
reassurance of normal operation and to
inform caregivers of alarm status. The Auto
Pause delays monitoring until the client is
positioned in a bed or chair. Once activated,
the alarm sounds immediately when a person
rises. When the patient sits or lies down
again, the Auto Reset shuts the alarm off
and automatically re-engages it.

The recessed on/off button helps protect the
switch from patient tampering. Monitor is
simple to use, with just one button. There are
no dials to set and no complex programming

required. Unit is powered by the included 9-volt
battery, so there is no break in operation
through power outage and no risk of electric
shock through wiring contact or incontinence.
Alarm Unit measures 4" high x 2" wide x 1"
deep (10 x 5.1 x 2.5 cm) and weighs 2! oz. (71g).

The Chair Pad Sensor can be placed directly
under the patient. The Chair Belt Sensor is
built into a self-releasing seat belt. Both chair
sensors have a one year warranty. Sensors oper-
ate with Alarm Unit (NC92350), sold separately.

The Extended Life Above Mattress Bed Pad
Sensor is warranted for six months. The
Reusable Under Mattress Bed Sensor is
available in two models, and can be used for
one year. One model is for standard mattresses
weighing under 42 lbs. (19kg), and the other is
for mattresses weighing over 42 lbs. (19kg).
Sensors operate with Alarm Unit (NC92350),
sold separately.
Wander Alarm with Personal Alarm
NC92335 Wander Alarm System

Fall Monitor
NC92350 Alarm Unit
NC92353 Chair Pad Sensor
NC92354 Chair Belt Sensor

Reusable Under Mattress Bed Sensor
NC92351-1L Mattresses under 42 lbs. 
NC92351-1H Mattresses over 42 lbs. 

Extended Life Above Mattress Bed Pad Sensor
NC92351-2 Mattresses over 42 lbs. 

All operate with Alarm Unit (NC92350), sold separately.

POSEY r PATIENT ALARMS
Monitor when a patient rises, falls or wanders unexpectedly.

*
*

*
*

*

*

Reusable Under Mattress 
Bed Sensor

Fall Monitor
Alarm Unit

Chair Belt Sensor

Wander Alarm

Double 
Bed Bolster

When placed closely together, the Double
Bed Bolster securely positions clients on their
right or left side. Eliminates time-consuming
pillow propping. The double-unit bolsters can
act as rail cushions and barriers for protection
against injuries that result when the arms, legs
or the head get caught between the siderails
and mattress. Bolsters protect people from

falling out of bed without the use of restraints.
A person is not substantially impeded from
getting out of bed. Designed to fit standard
twin and hospital-style beds. Bolsters measure
34" (86cm) long and are covered with durable,
washable, non-allergenic vinyl.
NC81004 Double Bed Bolster
NC81005 Single Bed Bolster

SKIL-CAREi BED BOLSTERS
Restraint-free safety barriers for the bed.
Available in double or single units, these
bolsters are designed for people who may
roll off the side of the bed. With one rail
raised, use the Single Bed Bolster to limit
the likelihood of rolling off the opposite
side. The single-unit bolster allows the
convenience of
simply lowering
the raised siderail
when access is
needed or when
the person wants
to leave the bed.

Use the Single
Bed Bolster when
a safety barrier is

needed for only
one bed side.

Single 
Bed Bolster
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SAFE-T MATEi ANTI-TIPPER
Universal, height-adjustable design prevents
wheelchair from tipping forward or backward.
Safe-T Mateu Front and Rear Anti-Tippers feature a
unique sliding adjustment that provides a univer-
sal fit between various wheelchair styles and
heights. Both models feature 2" (5.1cm) diameter
heavy-duty, non-marking wheels for easy gliding
and maneuverablilty. The Rear Anti-Tipper allows
unlimited height adjustments within a 10" (25cm)
range. Features solid bar construction and mounts
to )", T" or 1" (19mm, 22mm or 2.5cm) tubing.
Patent pending. The Front Anti-Tipper allows five
easy height adjustments and fits full-size to low
hemi-height wheelchairs. Features durable, powder-
coated steel tubing construction and heavy-gauge,
chrome-plated steel forks. Mounts to T" or 1"
(22mm or 2.5cm) tubing.
NC94995 Rear Anti-Tipper
NC94996 Front Anti-Tipper

Front Anti-Tipper

Rear
Anti-Tipper

Allows five 
easy height
adjustments.

Allows unlimited
height adjustments
within a 10" (25cm)
range.

COMFYi ANTI-TIP
Provide stability and 
prevent tipping while
reclined in a wheelchair.
When attached to the bottom
of a wheelchair, these easy-to-
install anti-tip devices provide
stability and security to the
wheelchair when patients are
placed in a reclining position.
Spring mechanism allows for

easy release of the device when not in use. The Comfyu Anti-tip device is
height adjustable to provide the exact angle needed for stability. No tools
are necessary for installation. Sold in pairs.
NC93904

POSEYr HIPSTERi
Foam pads minimize hip damage from falls.
Soft, impact-absorbing pads over the hip area
minimize damage from a fall. Low-profile pads
are sewn into a slim-fitting, poly-cotton-Lycrar
brief allowing the Hipsteru to be worn discreetly
under clothing. Slim, comfortable design with
elastic waistband improves patient compliance.
Unisex style slips easily over undergarments.
Latex free. Machine wash and dry. To size, mea-
sure the circumference at the waist and hips.

Unisex Waist Circumference Hip Circumference
NC93920-1 S 28" to 30" (71 to 76cm) 35" to 37" (89cm to 94cm)

NC93920-2 M 32" to 34" (81 to 86cm) 39" to 41" (99 to 104cm)

NC93920-3 L 36" to 38" (91 to 97cm) 43" to 45" (109 to 114cm)

NC93920-4 XL 40" to 42" (102 to 107cm) 47" to 49" (119 to 124cm)

NC93920-5 XXL 44" to 48" (112 to 122cm) 51" to 53" (130 to 135cm)

SAFE-T MATEi ANTI-ROLLBACK SYSTEM
Automatically locks wheelchair wheels to prevent accidental falls.
Allows a wheelchair to roll forward but locks the wheels automatically
to prevent backward movement when a patient sits or stands. If
the patient stands up, a seat lever releases and clamps down on the
wheels. Once the patient sits down, the lever unlocks the wheels.
Optional, temporary override lever makes it possible to back up an
unoccupied chair. Three height adjustments fit regular, hemi and
extra-low wheelchairs. An articulating/floating seat pad remains in
proper alignment with seat bottom for greater comfort. Two depth
adjustments move pad forward to accommodate residents who
slouch in their chairs. Durable stainless and chrome-plated steel
construction. Attaches to the rear of most sling-seat wheelchairs.
Optional alarm may be attached to the seat lever to notify the attendant
if a patient stands up. Available to fit standard or wide wheelchairs.

Wide: Fits chairs 22" to 24" wide (56 to 61cm)

NC95000-W Wide System 
NC95001-W Wide System with Alarm

Standard: Fits chairs 16" to 20" wide (41 to 51cm)

NC95000 Standard System 
NC95001 Standard System with Alarm

Improved design fits a wide variety 
of chairs and features exceptional 

adjustability and comfort.

Seat lever

Temporary
override

lever
Mounting 

bracket



15" (38cm)

13"
(33cm)

POSEY r FOOT HUGGER
Cushioned extension for standard 
wheelchair footrests.
Foam-padded footrest helps prevent patient’s
feet from slipping off and getting caught under
the wheelchair. This footrest extender also
increases the base of support and elevates the
footrest. Covered in water-repellent vinyl. Fits
18" (46cm) wide wheelchairs. Attaches easily with
quick-release buckles. Four thicknesses. 

Thickness
NC23554 1" (2.5cm)

NC23555 2" (5.1cm)

NC23556 3" (7.6cm)

NC23557 4" (10cm)
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POSEY r SLIM SUPPORTS
Ideal for clients who require bilateral
upper torso support.
Poseyr Slim Supports customize a standard
wheelchair to accommodate smaller clients or
those who need additional lateral support. The
1" (2.5cm) wide bolsters reduce the width of a
standard wheelchair by 2" (5.1cm) for greater
stability. Constructed of sturdy @" (6.4mm) thick
plywood and covered with foam and vinyl for
extra comfort. Adjustable hook and loop straps
for easy attachment. Sold in pairs.
NC91434 Pair

POSEY r WHEELCHAIR WING-BACKS
Firm lateral supports do not take up 
precious seating space.
These lateral wheelchair supports provide
firm, stable support for clients who lean. They
do not decrease the interior width of the
chair. The angle of attachment can be adjusted
with a screwdriver to accommodate the 
needs of each individual.
Each Wing-Back measures
10" x 8" (25 x 20cm). Sold
in pairs.
NC28436 Pair

LAP TOP CUSHION
Comfortably provide safety and positioning.
By providing a comfortable surface for arms
and elbows, this lap cushion helps clients
maintain correct positioning and prevent
sliding. Also acts as a safety barrier. Polyfoam-
padded for comfort and vinyl-covered for easy
cleaning. The cutouts position the cushion
securely on the armrest bars and do not
require buckles. Available in two thicknesses.
Measure the space between the side plate and
the armrest to determine the
appropriate thickness.
Lap Top Cushion
fits 16" and 18"
(41 and 46cm) wide
wheelchairs.

Thickness

NC94129 2!" (6.4cm)

NC94130 4" (10cm)

UPLIFT STUMPRESTi
Stump support system integrated into a wheelchair drop seat. 
This height-adjustable wheelchair drop seat features two slide-
out supports for the stump(s) of below-knee amputees.
The retractable sliders adapt for right, left and dual
amputees. The base is made of moisture-proof ABS
plastic with Velcror strips for attaching a wheel-
chair cushion. The system includes a wheelchair
drop seat, a 7@" x 11" x 3" (18 x 28 x 7.6cm) stump
cushion, a waterproof cushion cover and a
wheelchair clamp attachment. Two models fit
most standard crossframe wheelchairs.
Additional stump cushions are available. 

Wheelchair width Position
NC81012-1L 16" to 17" (41 to 43cm) Left
NC81012-1R 16" to 17" (41 to 43cm) Right
NC81012-2L 18" to 19" (46 to 48cm) Left
NC81012-2R 18" to 19" (46 to 48cm) Right

NC81012-C Stump Cushion w/cover
Easily removable for wheelchair
folding and transportation.

Stump
Cushion

Height-adjustable 
drop hook hardware

Measure here
for thickness.
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NORCOi WHEELCHAIR
FOAM ARM TRAY KIT
D-ring straps offer secure attachment.
This durable plastic wheelchair tray com-
fortably positions the client’s arm. The
1" (2.5cm) wide double D-ring with hook
and loop strap secure  ly attaches the tray to
the wheelchair arm. Tray measures 21)" x
5!" (55 x 14cm). Arm tray kit includes a foam
insert for cushioned elevation. Additional
foam inserts and plastic arm trays are avail-
able separately.
NC94128 Kit
NC94123 Foam Insert (2)
NC94121 Arm Tray (1)

NORCOi WHEELCHAIR
ARM TRAY
Tray slides easily onto armrest.
Simply slide the tray over the armrest for a
secure fit on a standard or a desk arm wheel-
chair. The elevated model includes a remov able
foam insert.
Standard Arm
Right Left
NC95121 NC95122 Standard
NC95123 NC95124 Elevated 

Desk Arm
Right Left
NC95125 NC95126 Standard
NC95127 NC95128 Elevated 

Standard 
Elevated Arm Model

Desk Arm
Elevated Model

Standard 
Arm Model

The Standard and Desk Arm Elevated Models
include a removable foam insert.

NORCOi WHEELCHAIR SEAT INSERT
Create firm support and better posture.
Help avoid internal hip rotation with the
Norcot Wheelchair Seat Insert. Ideal for insti-
tutional use. Easy to slip on and off most
wheelchairs. Can be cleaned with a damp
cloth. The lightweight, nine-layered plywood
insert measures !" (13mm) thick.
NC92008 16" x 16" (41 x 41cm)

NC92012 18" x 16" (46 x 41cm)

Ties easily onto
wheelchair arms.

LATERAL BODY SUPPORT
Improve sitting posture for wheelchair
clients who lean left or right.
This vertical, hardboard support helps stabi-
lize the torso. Foam-cushioned armrest
trough supports the arm. Soft, comfortable
forearm strap has a hook and loop fastener.
Safety ties allow easy attachment onto stan-
dard wheelchair arms or geriatric chairs.
Synthetic sheepskin cover can be removed for
laundering. Support measures 12)" tall x 18"
long (32 x 46cm). The arm trough measures 
7" (18cm) wide.
NC28460

SKIL-CAREi SLIDING
WHEELCHAIR ARM SUPPORT
Adjustable mobile arm support for 
full arm wheelchairs.
Locks into place or can
be set to allow sliding
movement forward and
back, and from side to
side. Adjusts to fit your
clients’ specific needs by providing appropriate
arm support, especially for neurologically
impaired clients. Easy installation onto full arm
wheelchairs. Available in a level or elevated-
arm model for either the left or right arm. The
elevated-arm model provides full hand elevation
for edema control. Removable nylon arm trough
is made of high-density foam. Measures 6" x 20"
(15 x 51cm). Clean with a mild cleanser and
damp cloth.
NC91440 Level-Arm Model Left
NC91441 Level-Arm Model Right
NC91442 Elevated-Arm Model Left
NC91443 Elevated-Arm Model Right

Level-Arm Model

Elevated-Arm
Model
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ECONOMY WEDGE CUSHION
Versatility and value in one cushion.
Place the high edge of this cushion forward to
prevent sliding. Place the high edge at the back
for easy wheelchair exit. High edge measures
3!" (8.9cm) thick. Low edge measures 1" (2.5cm)
thick. Made of polyurethane foam. Cushion
measures 16" x 18" (41 x 46cm) and weighs 8 oz.
(227g). Vinyl covering can be wiped clean with
a damp cloth.
NC92025

POSEY r WEDGE OR CONVEX
GEL CUSHIONS
Fills in the wheelchair sling to distribute
weight evenly and improve posture.
Poseyr Gel Cushions are made of a unique gel-
foam that won’t bottom out. Convex bottoms
prevent hammocking. Nonslip, water-repellent
vinyl cover unzips for easy cleaning. Both cover
and cushion are waterproof. 
Wedge cushion measures 18" x 16" (46 x 41cm).
Incline measures from 2" to 4" (5.1 to 10cm).
Weighs 7 lbs. (3.2kg).
Convex cushion measures 18" x 16" (46 x 41cm),
and is 3" (7.6cm) thick. Weighs 6! lbs. (2.9kg).
NC91200 Wedge
NC92365 Convex

ZERO-ELEVATIONi SEAT INSERT
Correct sagging wheelchair sling seats.
Eliminates wheelchair seat hammocking and
provides a stable transfer base without sharp
edges. Improved weight distribution makes sit-
ting more comfortable by creating a proper
foundation for therapeutic cushions. Made of
closed-cell, semi-rigid foam. Available with or
without the easy-to-clean vinyl cover.  
With Cover Weight
NC92013 16" x 18" (41 x 46cm) 16 oz. (454g)

NC92015 16" x 16" (41 x 41cm) 13 oz. (369g)

Each size 55.50

Without Cover Weight
NC92014 16" x 18" (41 x 46cm) 9.4 oz. (267g)

NC92016 16" x 16" (41 x 41cm) 7.7 oz. (218g)

Includes cover and pump.

STARr CUSHIONS
Therapeutic air-flow system provides stability, positioning and
state-of-the-art pressure management.
These lightweight cushions feature a special Dynamic Air Flowu
technology that utilizes flexible, interconnected air cells. The air
cells adjust to each individual, providing exceptional pressure
relief. Starr Contour Cushions are available in Short 2" (5.1cm) or
Standard 4" (10cm) thicknesses.
Starr CXR Cushions feature a combination of 4" and 2" high
(5.1 and 10cm) air cell chambers with separate air valves. CXR cushions
utilize the same Dynamic Air Flowu technology as the Contour
Cushions. The isolated 2" (5.1cm) air cells minimize coccyx pressure. 
Both models are made of latex-free, flame-resistant neoprene. Each
cushion includes a cover, hand pump, manual, repair kit and two-
year manufacturer’s warranty. The washable cover has a 4-way stretch 
cotton/LYCRAr top and a vinyl-covered woven fabric bottom. 
Contour Contour
Standard 4" Short 2" Approximate
(10cm) (5.1cm) Width x Depth
NC90011-11 NC90013-11 15!" x 15!" (39 x 39cm)

NC90011-12 NC90013-12 15!" x 17@" (39 x 44cm)

NC90011-14 NC90013-14 17@" x 15!" (44 x 39cm)

NC90011-15 NC90013-15 17@" x 17@" (44 x 44cm)

CXR Approximate
Cushions Width x Depth
NC90016-11 15!" x 15!" (39 x 39cm)

NC90016-12 15!" x 17@" (39 x 44cm)

NC90016-14 17@" x 15!" (44 x 39cm)

NC90016-15 17@" x 17@" (44 x 44cm)

Shaded areas in the diagrams below represent 2" (5.1cm) air cells 
isolated by a separate valve chamber to minimize coccyx pressure. 
The balance of air cells are 4" (10cm) high.

Starr CXR Cushion

NC90016-11
15!" x 15!"
(39 x 39cm)

NC90016-15
17@" x 17@"
(44 x 44cm)

NC90016-12
15!" x 17@"
(39 x 44cm)

NC90016-14
17@" x 15!"
(44 x 39cm)
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NORCOi WHEELCHAIR CUSHION
Foam cushion offers comfort and support 
for decubitus management.
Made of long-lasting, polyurethane foam. Cushion
measures 18" x 16" (46 x 41cm) and is available in
three thicknesses: 2", 3" or 4" (5.1, 7.6 or 10cm). Tie
straps allow easy attachment to wheelchairs.
Durable, poly-cotton blend cover can be removed
for washing. One-year manufacturer’s warranty. 
NC91408 18" x 16" x 2" (46 x 41 x 5.1cm)

NC91409 18" x 16" x 3" (46 x 41 x 7.6cm)

NC91410 18" x 16" x 4" (46 x 41 x 10cm)

TORSO SUPPORT

This restraint alternative provides
comfortable support for the upper torso.
This self-releasing support helps prevent tilting,
leaning and forward sliding. Velcror fastener
allows the wearer to put on and take off the
support unassisted. Provides soft, broad sup-
port around the chest and over the shoulders.
Machine washable. Sizes X-Large and XX-Large
fit geri-chairs or tall-back wheelchairs.

Weight capacity
NC92355 S 80 to 120 lbs. (36 to 54kg)

NC92356 M 110 to 155 lbs. (50 to 70kg)

NC92357 L 145 to 190 lbs. (66 to 86kg)

NC92358 XL 180 to 230 lbs. (82 to 104kg)

NC92359 XXL 220 to 275 lbs. (100 to 125kg)

POSEYr GSS DELUXE
WHEELCHAIR CUSHION
Fluid-filled bladders protect against 
shear and friction.
This cushion features sewn-in LiquiCellr bladders
that are filled with low-viscosity fluid. Strategically
placed baffles control the flow of the fluid, help-
ing to reduce tissue shear stress. Polyurethane
foam is gently contoured for comfort and posi-
tioning. SoffTICKu Supreme cover is durable
and waterproof, with a non-skid bottom that
prevents forward sliding.
NC92368-1 16" x 16" x 2" (41 x 41 x 5.1cm)

NC92368-3 18" x 16" x 2" (46 x 41 x 5.1cm)

NC92368-5 20" x 18" x 4" (51 x 46 x 10cm)

EXTRA SECURE WHEELCHAIR BELT
Additional security and padding.
This belt crisscrosses in
back of the wheelchair
and loops around the
tilt levers, providing
extra security. Consists of soft, comfortable
foam attached to a wide, heavy-duty nylon
strap. Padded front area measures 4!" x 22" 
(12 x 56cm). Slide the buckles on the straps to
adjust length. Straps measure 40" (102cm) long.
Fits comfortably around hips. Machine wash
and dry. Light blue with dark blue trim.
NC91377

COCCYX GEL SEAT CUSHION
Cut-out minimizes coccyx pressure.
The comfortable Coccyx Gel Seat Cushion is made
of 3" (7.6cm) thick, high-density foam with a gel
pad in the center. Cut out area at the back edge of
the cushion helps reduce pressure on the tail
bone and spine. Removable navy cover with fleece
top can be machine washed.
NC92312 18" x 16" x 3" (46 x 41 x 7.6cm)

POSEY r MOLDING FOAM
WHEELCHAIR CUSHION
Foam provides stability and even pressure
distribution without constricting blood flow.
Constructed of 1!" (3.8cm) thick visco-elastic
“memory foam” that is laminated to a firm ure-
thane foam base. Lessens the risk of decubitus
ulcers by distributing pressure evenly without
constricting blood circulation. Convex bottom
reduces hammocking. Vinyl cover is waterproof,
odor-resistant and helps reduce forward sliding.
Zippered outer cover is removable for washing.
Weighs 3 lbs. (1.4kg). 
NC92367 18" x 16" x 3" (46 x 41 x 7.6cm)

“Memory foam” distributes
pressure evenly and conforms
for comfort.



POSEYr DELUXE GEL FOAM CUSHION
Firm seat helps equalize pressure and
reduce soreness.
Ideal for persons who are at risk for pressure
sores, require posture support or are inclined
to slide forward. Waterproof, foam-encapsulated
gel bladder will not bottom out, regardless of
sitting position. Easy-carry handles. Available
with a washable fleece cover or a water-repellent
Staph-CHEKr cover. Both cushions measure 
18" x 16" x 2" (46 x 41 x 5.1cm). Cushions weigh
6 lbs. (2.7kg). 
NC92362 With fleece cover
NC92363 With Staph-CHEKr cover

POSEYr POMMEL CUSHION
Promotes proper positioning and alignment.
This firm foam cushion is designed to stabilize 
seating position and support hip abduction. 
The convex bottom on the cushion prevents
hammocking. Waterproof vinyl cover is easy to
clean. Cushion measures 16" x 18" (41 x 46cm).
Incline measures from 1!" to 3!" (3.8 to 8.9cm).
Pommel is made of dense foam to keep the
patient from sliding out of the wheelchair.
Pommel measures 4" wide x 5" high x 4!" deep
(10 x 13 x 11cm). Cushion weighs 2 lbs. (.91kg).
NC91203

GEL FOAM WEDGES AND CUSHION
Perfect for controlling sliding and for
retaining a level seated position.
Endothermic gel and layers of foam offer last-
ing comfort and stability. Gel is protected by a
removable, incontinent-proof cover. Buckle
strap allows easy attachment to chairs. Vinyl
and cloth seat covers can be cleaned easily.
Cushion and wedges measure 16" x 18" 
(41 x 46cm). The 4" (10cm) wedge weighs 8 lbs.
(3.6kg). The 5" (13cm) wedge weighs 11 lbs.
(5.0kg). Cushion weighs 8! lbs. (3.9kg).       
Wedge Seat Incline 
NC91400 1!" to 4" (3.8 to 10cm)

NC91401 1!" to 5" (3.8 to 13cm)

Cushion Seat Thickness 
NC91405 4" (10cm)

Gel and
foam layer

Gel Foam Wedge
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PRESSURECARE DELUXE WHEELCHAIR CUSHION
Pressure and temperature sensitive for maximum relief and comfort.
This wheelchair cushion is made of PressureSoftu, a material that responds to pressure
and temperature by becoming more fluid-like, molding to body contours and equalizing
weight distribution. This increased surface area contact between the body and the cush-
ion reduces high-pressure points and the risk of tissue breakdown. Helps prevent, reduce
and eliminate decubitus ulcers. Density remains constant to maintain support. Cushion 
features a barrier top and nonslip base. Resists bacteria, fungus and stains.
NC92032-2 16" x 16" x 2!" (41 x 41 x 6.4cm)

NC92032-3 16" x 16" x 3@" (41 x 41 x 8.3cm)

NC92033-2 18" x 16" x 2!" (46 x 41 x 6.4cm)

NC92033-3 18" x 16" x 3@" (46 x 41 x 8.3cm)

POSEY r DELUXE WEDGE CUSHION
Helps prevent slouching in wheelchairs with
sling seats.
The Posey r Deluxe Wedge Cushion improves
posture and weight distribution. Placing the
high edge of the firm, high-density foam cush-
ion forward helps prevent sliding. Placing the
high edge at the back eases wheelchair exits.
Incline measures from 2" to 4" (5.1 to 10cm).
Waterproof, textured vinyl cover can be cleaned
easily. Cushion measures 16" x 18" (41 x 46cm)
and weighs 2 lbs. (.91kg).
NC91201
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SLO-FOAMi
Open-cell foam cushions feature 100% memory and absorb 
90% of shock energy.
Provides low-pressure uniformity,
helping to prevent decubitus ulcers
and pressure sores. Flame-retardant,
lightweight, open-cell foam lets air 
circulate, reducing perspiration.
Cush ions are 16" x 18" (41 x 46cm) and
available in three thicknesses. Soft,
medium and extra-firm cushions are
color-coded for quick, easy selection.

Soft Pink Thickness Supports 
NC91571-1 1" (2.5cm) Up to 100 lbs.  (Up to 46kg)

NC91571-2 2" (5.1cm) Up to 100 lbs.  (Up to 46kg)

NC91571-3 3" (7.6cm) 100 to 130 lbs. (46 to 60kg)

Medium
Blue Thickness Supports
NC91572-1 1" (2.5cm) Up to 140 lbs.  (Up to 64kg)

NC91572-2 2" (5.1cm) Up to 140 lbs.  (Up to 64kg)

NC91572-3 3" (7.6cm) 140 to 170 lbs. (64 to 78kg)

Extra-Firm
Green Thickness Supports
NC91574-1 1" (2.5cm) Up to 160 lbs.  (Up to 72kg)

NC91574-2 2" (5.1cm) Up to 175 lbs.  (Up to 79kg)

NC91574-3 3" (7.6cm) 165 to 200 lbs. (75 to 91kg)

STAPH-CHEKr COVERS
Removable vinyl covers help keep cushions sanitary and protected.
Vinyl-coated, easy-to-clean nylon seat
covers are anti  microbial, fire-retardant
and waterproof. Fits cushions measur-
ing 16" x 18" (41 x 46cm). 

Thickness
NC91652 2" (5.1cm)

NC91653 3" (7.6cm)

SYNTHETIC SHEEPSKIN
Increase comfort and reduce the chance of skin breakdown.
Ideal for lining splints and position-
ing devices, covering bed and chair
surfaces, and padding handles or
other pressure areas. Can be sewn
with a standard sewing machine.
Natural color. Made of 100% polyester.
Machine wash and dry. Roll measures
36" x 60" (91 x 152cm).

NC24100

EGG CRATE WHEELCHAIR PAD
Our most economical wheelchair pad.
This egg crate foam pad evenly cush-
ions and supports body weight and
relieves pressure on bony promi-
nences. Fits easily onto any wheelchair.
Promotes air circulation through the
foam “fingers” that contour and adjust
to the body. Pad measures 16" x 18" 
(41 x 46cm). Weighs 3 oz. (85g).

Thickness
NC14117 3" (7.6cm)

NC14119 4" (10cm)

2 3

FOLDING ARM SLING FRAME

Rolls easily and folds to an 8" (20cm)
thickness for storage. Upright bar
adjusts from 52" to 78" (132 to 198cm)
tall with a 31" (79 cm) wide floor
base. Slide under a wheelchair, chair
or bed for use with the Suspension
MAS or Suspension Sling (     or     ),
sold separately. 

NC38003

1

RECLINING SUSPENSION MOUNT

Attaches to reclining wheelchair back post to hold the
Suspension Rod ( ).

T" (22mm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38008 Left
NC38009 Right

1" (2.5cm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38008-1 Left
NC38009-1 Right

2@" (5.7cm)

1

ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION MOUNT

Attaches to the wheelchair back post to hold the Suspension Rod
( ). Use when client is upright. 

T" (22mm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38006 Left
NC38007 Right

1" (2.5cm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38006-1 Left
NC38007-1 Right

2@" (5.7cm)

Orthoses facilitate proximal motion.

2 3

1

1 SUSPENSION ROD

Connects to standard or reclining
wheelchairs for attachment of the
Suspension MAS or the Suspension
Sling ( or ). The Y" (11 mm)
diameter Suspension Rod measures
32" (81cm) vertically and 20" (51cm)
horizontally. Adjustable Suspension
Mount sold separately below.
NC38005

3

2 SUSPENSION MAS
Holds the forearm in a balanced posi-
tion. Ideal for muscle re-education,
horizontal reaching and elbow and
shoulder range of motion.
NC38001 Left
NC38002 Right

SUSPENSION SLING

Nonslip leather slings are ideal for
muscle re-education, horizontal
reaching and proprioceptive input.
Wrist support is 1" (2.5cm) wide and
forearm support is 5" (13cm) wide.
Suspension Rod ( ) sold separately. 

NC38004

Leaves hands free for
tabletop tasks.
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FOREARM SUPPORT WITH
SWIVEL AND COVER

The Forearm Support with
Swivel is a metal trough with
padded elbow dial and swivel.
The Cover is padded for comfort and
protection. Made of $" (3.2mm) soft,
washable polyfoam with hook
closures. See page 132 for sizing.
Forearm Support with Swivel
NC38080 Small
NC38081 Medium
NC38082 Large

Forearm Support Cover
NC38033-SC Small
NC38033-MC Medium
NC38033-LC Large

Forearm
Support
with Cover

3OFFSET SWIVEL WITH
FOREARM SUPPORT SLIDE

Easily balance the forearm and
adjust height using the
included hex wrench and
integral up/down stop.
Brings the hand closer to the
mouth, and allows the elbow dial
to clear the distal arm. Made of
anodized steel. Works with all MAS forearm
supports with holes. The Offset Swivel replaces
the original swivel under the forearm support.
Fits left or right. Instructions included.
NC38056

2

WRIST/HAND SUPPORT AND COVER

The Wrist/Hand Support is a
metal “T” Bar that attaches to the
Forearm Support to stabilize 
the wrist and palm. The
Cover is padded for com-
fort and protection. Made of
$" (3.2mm) soft, washable
polyfoam with hook closures.
Wrist/Hand Support
NC38033-H Left 
NC38034-H Right

Wrist/Hand Support Cover
NC38033-1 Left 
NC38034-1 Right

Wrist/Hand
Support
with Cover 

For a complete MAS setup, order the 
following items:

• Jaeco/Rancho MultiLink 
Mobile Arm Support, choose
(NC38047-1 through NC38048-3)

• Jaeco/Rancho Mount, (NC38046-1)

To size the arm: Measure the distance
from the wheelchair back post to the
patient’s mid forearm while positioned in
maximum forward reach.

To size the forearm: see chart, page 132.

Sizing Chart for MultiLink MAS
To order complete 

Jaeco/Rancho MAS setup:

JAECO/RANCHO MOUNT

Quick and easy!
Designed for easy use
with the Jaeco/Rancho
MultiLink (left) or basic
MAS Kit (page 132). Takes
1)" (4.4 cm) of space on
the back post. Bi-planar
dials and knobs allow for
easy adjustments without
tools. Bubble Level is
included and makes level-
ing easier (required for MultiLink MAS, left).
Fits left or right. Instructions included.
NC38046-1 Jaeco-Rancho Mount
NC38046-2 Replacement Bubble Level

Bubble 
Level

Jaeco/Rancho Mobile Arm Supports

JAECO/RANCHO
MULTILINK MOBILE ARM SUPPORT
Compact profile with functional range.
Three articulating segments give this mobile
arm design a compact profile, allowing it to
clear doorways easily. Made of lightweight,
black anodized, tubular aluminum. Includes
( ) MultiLink Arm, ( ) Offset Swivel with
Forearm Support Slide, and ( ) Forearm
Support. Fits left or right. Use with any orig-
inal MAS mount or the Jaeco/Rancho Mount
(NC38046-1, right). The 20" (51cm) model fits
most adult and pediatric patients. The 24"
(61 cm) model fits patients with forward
reach greater than 22" (56cm). To size, see
chart below.
20" (51cm) 24" (61cm) Forearm Support
NC38047-1 NC38048-1 Small
NC38047-2 NC38048-2 Medium
NC38047-3 NC38048-3 Large

1

1 2
3

Instructions included.

MOUNT RELOCATORS
Use when back posts are restricted or 
are not present.
Use the Standard Mount
Relocator to mount the
MAS to wheelchairs with
round back posts. Clamp
attaches to tubing with a
)" to 1" (19 mm to 2.5 cm)
diameter, even if covered in fabric. Clamp
requires 1!" (3.8cm) to mount to the back post.
The Mount Relocator for Molded
Backrest mounts directly to the
back of plastic or metal molded
backrests. The Mount Relocator
for Keyed Back Post is for
wheelchairs with keyed back
posts. All three Relocators include
a 10" (25cm) mounting shaft and
articulated arm that create up to
8" (20 cm) of added mounting
space. Remove and replace the
relocator arm, without losing its
preset adjustments. Instructions
are included.

NC38050 Standard Relocator
NC38051 Molded Backrest Relocator
NC38052 Keyed Back Post Relocator

Standard

Molded
Backrest

Keyed
Back Post

JAECO MAS EVALUATION STAND
Quickly determine if MAS is appropriate.

Simply place this
stand next to
wheelchair in
alignment with
the wheelchair post
and mount MAS kit
to the stand. Height

can be adjusted easily from 26" to 50"
(66 to 127 cm) using the telescoping
frame and wing-set screws. Use with all
MAS kits with T" (22 mm)
diameter tubing.

NC38057
24" to 36 "(61 to 91cm)

(2
8

cm
)

23"

(58cm)

26
" t

o 
39

" (
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 9

9
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)
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ELEVATING MAS KIT
This elastic-band assisted MAS provides
additional ROM for clients with poor shoul-
der girdle/deltoid strength. Clients can
reach higher for facial hygiene, self feeding
and tabletop tasks. Helps improve or
maintain strength and ROM. Universal
design fits left or right arm. Requires
Wheelchair MAS Mount (right) or Jaeco/Rancho
Mount (page 131), sold separately.
Elevating  MAS Kit includes: 

• Forearm support, slide and standard swivel
• Dual rod proximal arm with rubber 

bands and distal arm 
• Hex keys

NC38054-1 Small
NC38054-2 Medium
NC38054-3 Large

BASIC MAS KIT (ORIGINAL)
For persons with poor minus muscle-grade
shoulder/elbow strength. Allows the arm
to move horizontally and vertically for tasks
such as joystick use, feeding, grooming and
writing. Motion is achieved by using gravity
and adjusting the balance points at the
three joints of the device. Basic kit requires 
Wheelchair MAS Mount (right) or Jaeco/Rancho
Mount (page 131), sold separately.
Basic MAS Kit includes: 

• Proximal arm and distal arm 
• Hex keys
• Forearm Support with Swivel

Left Right
NC38070 NC38071 Small
NC38072 NC38073 Medium
NC38074 NC38075 Large

FRICTION FEEDER MAS KIT (ORIGINAL)

Use for persons with mild to moderate
incoordination, spasticity, tremors or ataxia.
Extraneous motion of the shoulder and
elbow is reduced by setting stops and adjust-
ing the friction resistance. 
Friction Feeder MAS Kit includes: 

• Reclining Wheelchair MAS Mount 
T" (22mm) post

• Connected proximal and distal arm 
with four friction bands

• Hex keys
• Forearm Support with Swivel

Left Right
NC38039-1 NC38039-2 Small
NC38039-3 NC38039-4 Medium
NC38039-5 NC38039-6 Large

To size, measure from the olecranon to
the wrist crease and subtract 2" (5.1cm).

TABLE MOUNT MAS KIT (ORIGINAL)

For persons who have shoulder girdle weak-
ness but are not wheelchair bound. Easily
attaches to table surfaces up to 3@" (8.3cm)
thick. Allows a 21" (53cm) reach from table
edge to the center of the arm trough. 
Left Right
NC38038-1 NC38038-2 Small
NC38038-3 NC38038-4 Medium
NC38038-5 NC38038-6 Large

Forearm Length
Small 8" (20cm)
Medium 9" (23cm)
Large 10" (25cm)

Forearm Sizing Chart for MAS Kits

MOBILE ARM SUPPORT
(MAS) MANUAL

Evaluate, assemble and treat using this
valuable reference.
Provides descriptions
of each original Mobile
Arm Support kit, step-
by-step photo instruc-
tions, evaluations and
treatment forms with
patient criteria for original
Jaeco MAS use. 150 pages.
Copyright 1997.

NC99660

SUPINATOR

Replaces the original swivel
under the forearm support
and helps supinate the arm
when the elbow flexes or with 
the Forearm Support Slide (NC38055,
above) for easier adjustment.
NC38030 Left
NC38031 Right

FOREARM SUPPORT SLIDE

Balance forearm position with ease. Simply
push a button to move the forearm 
support forward or backward to
optimize forearm balance. Can
be used with the original
MAS Forearm Support
with Swivel, the Offset
Swivel and the
Supinator. Fits
the left or right.
NC38055

Forearm Support 
sold separately.

RECLINING WHEELCHAIR
MAS MOUNT

Original MAS mount for MAS
Kits (left). Use on wheelchairs
reclining more than 10°. Helps
to keep MAS arms level. 
T" (22mm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38028 Left
NC38029 Right

1" (2.5cm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38028-1 Left
NC38029-1 Right

2@"
(5.7cm)

WHEELCHAIR MAS MOUNT

Original MAS mount for the 
Elevating Proximal Arm 
and Basic MAS Kits (left).
T" (22mm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38026 Left
NC38027 Right

1" (2.5cm) diameter wheelchair post
NC38026-1 Left
NC38027-1 Right

2@"
(5.7cm)

Jaeco Mobile Arm Supports
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CLEAR HEAVY DUTY LAP TRAY
All the benefits of a transparent tray plus
excellent durability.
The Lexanr in this tray is virtually unbreakable
and provides a clear line of sight to lap and legs.
Transparent tray measures @" (6.4mm) thick.
Light scratches can be removed easily with auto-
mobile rubbing compound. Rim completely
surrounds tray front. The tray can withstand
heat up to 300° F (149° C). Attaches to wheelchair
armrests with hook and loop straps.
NC94118

NURSING HOME LAP TRAY
Easily attaches to most any chair.
This tray has an easy fastener that secures the
sturdy nylon safety belt. Adjustable belt fits
around a chair back or wheelchair. Made of @"
(6.4mm) Masoniteu with a vinyl woodgrain 
finish that can be washed easily. Attach the
tray to the chair with hook and loop straps.
Armrests have safe, rounded corners with
nonslip foam padding.
NC94106

ECONOMY LAP TRAY
An economical choice with quality features.
Made of Masoniteu, the Economy Lap Tray fea-
tures two hook and loop straps secured to the
armrests that keep the lap tray in place. Easy-
to-clean surface. Measures @" (6.4mm) thick.
Tray has rounded corners for added safety.
NC94103
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SEE-THRU WORK TRAY
Ideal for clients with visual 
perception problems.
Attaches to all types of wheelchairs
and is made of strong, transparent
polycarbonate for a clear line of sight
to lap and legs. Hook and loop straps
attach onto the wheelchair armrests.
Durable tray has an all-aluminum lip
that keeps items from falling off. Tray
measures @" (6.4mm) thick.
NC94102

FLIP AWAY ARMREST
Enter and exit the wheelchair without
removing the armrest.
This armrest pivots upward for easy entry and
exit from the wheelchair. A convenient beverage
holder is built into the armrest. Thick padding
provides exceptional comfort. Accommodates
almost any wheelchair.
Wide Narrow
NC94138 NC94140 Left
NC94139 NC94141 Right

Custom laptrays are available.
Call for information.
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OXYGEN CARRYON!i
WHEELCHAIR BAG
Conveniently stores oxygen tanks 
out of the way.
The lightweight Oxygen CarryON!u Wheelchair
Bag is ideal for persons with emphysema or
other respiratory conditions. Large mesh bag
measures 16" x 23" (41 x 58cm) and holds one
or two “E” cylinder tanks. Also features an 11"
(28cm) deep mask/nasal cannula pouch. Bag is
machine washable.
NC94333

See-through tray provides an 
unobstructed view of legs 

and lap area.

COMFORTLINEi FLIP AWAY 3/4 TRAY
Premium upholstered tray has a large surface area, yets flips up easily like an armrest.

This Comfortlineu tray features 1" (2.5cm) thick
foam over a !" (13 mm) wood base, and is 
covered with black, molded satin vinyl. The
pre-installed, height-adjustable bracket allows
the tray to flip up and out of the way when get-
ting in or out of the wheelchair. The tray may
remain attached to the wheelchair at all times.

The attached bracket adjusts to fit armpads mea-
suring up to 2!" wide x 1!" tall (6.4 x 3.8cm).
NC31321-L Left
NC31321-R Right

The Clear Flip Away Armrest Tray is made of
sturdy, transparent polycarbonate for a clear line
of sight to lap and legs. This _" (9.5mm) thick
tray pivots upward for easy entry and exit from
the wheelchair. Armrest bracket measures
2" wide x 9" long x 1" thick (5.1 x 23 x 2.5cm).

Unbreakable and scratch-
resistant tray is available for
either the left or right side.
NC31311 Left
NC31310 Right

CLEAR FLIP AWAY ARMREST TRAY
Combines the benefits of a clear lap tray with the convenience of a flip away tray.

WOODEN FLIP AWAY ARMREST TRAY
Convenient and easy to adjust with a 
simple flip.
The Wooden Flip Away
Armrest Tray is made of 
7-ply natural birch with a
clear lacquer finish. This tray
pivots upwards for easy entry
and exit from the wheelchair.
Tray measures _" (9.5mm) thick. Can be used on
either the left or right side.
NC31328

8"

9!"

22"



ECONOMY WHEELCHAIR BAG
Durable wheelchair bag is priced right!
Sturdy yet affordable, the Economy Wheelchair
Bag is great for shopping and keeping fre-
quently used items handy. Small inner pocket
measures 6@" x 11!" (16 x 29cm) and the large
pocket measures 16" x 16" x 3" (41 x 41 x 7.6cm).
Nylon webbing straps slide over wheelchair
handles to secure the bag in place. Vinyl mate-
rial wipes clean with a damp cloth. Bag weighs
11 oz. (312g).
NC28887

DELUXE DOWN-UNDER!i
WHEELCHAIR BAG
Keep belongings within reach.
This wheelchair bag fits neatly under the seat
for easy access. The side-release Adapt-A-Strap
Systemu allows for easy attaching and detach-
ing. Two roomy pockets have zipper closures
and large, circular pull rings. Unique suspen-
sion system holds the bag open. Fits rigid or
folding wheelchairs. Bag measures 11" x 7" x 3"
(28 x 18 x 7.6cm).
NC84501-1 Black
NC84501-2 Blue
NC84501-3 Purple

WHEELCHAIR DAY PACi
Sporty and convenient wheelchair pack. 
This exceptionally roomy pack fits any wheel-
chair with or without push handles. Adjustable
straps allow the pack to slip over the back of
any wheelchair seat loosely or snugly so that
the user can remove it from a seated position.
Dual zipper system opens pack from either side
and includes large pull rings for persons with
limited or no grasping ability.
Pack measures 12" x 12" x 4"
(30 x 30 x 10cm). Made of
waterproof nylon.
NC84500-1 Black
NC84500-2 Blue
NC84500-3 Purple

Premium Transparent
Tray with Heavy Duty 

Top Drop Easel
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Premium 
Transparent Tray 

PREMIUM TRANSPARENT TRAY AND HEAVY DUTY TOP DROP EASEL
E-Z Lock clamps allow the tray to slide on and off the front of the wheelchair.

The Premium Transparent Tray is made of a
_" (9.5mm) thick, break-resistant polycarbonate
with a PVC rim. The tray includes pre-installed
E-Z Lock Quick-Fit Clamps for standard arm
wheelchairs. The clamps fits up to 1!" (3.8cm)
thick armchair/pad. Available in two sizes to
accommodate both adults and children.

The Heavy Duty Top Drop Easel securely
attaches to the Premium Transparent Tray. Made
of transparent polycarbonate, the angle is
adjustable and the large front lip holds a book
or magazine. Attaches easily and can be quickly
removed. Available in the same two widths as
the Premium Transparent Tray.
Premium Transparent Tray
NC95151 Child
NC95152 Adult

Heavy Duty Top Drop Easel
NC95154 Child
NC95155 Adult

Sizing for Premium Transparent Tray
A B C D

Child 21" (53cm) 18" (46cm) 12" (30cm) 6" (15cm)

Adult 23!" (60cm) 22" (56cm) 14" (36cm) 9" (23cm)
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NORCOi PUSH KUFFS
Unique design allows for easier 
self-donning and doffing. 
These universal Norcou
Push Kuffs feature a D-ring
strap design and an elastic
finger loop that allow easier
donning and doffing for
patients with spinal cord injuries. An expanded,
textured rubber, palmar pad protects the wrist
and ulnar side of the hand from wheelchair
rims. One size glove fits hands snugly. Dorsal
cinch design ensures a great fit. Sold in pairs.
NC94320

ECONOMY MESH GLOVES
Mesh-backed gloves keep hands cool.
Half-finger glove allows for manual dexterity.
Soft, goatskin leather is durable and strong.
Available in black or tan. Machine washable.
Line dry. For sizing information, refer to the
chart for the Hatch Heavy Duty Gloves, sold to
the right. Sold in pairs. 
Black Tan 
NC53890-2 NC53893-2 Small
NC53890-3 NC53893-3 Medium
NC53890-4 NC53893-4 Large
NC53890-5 NC53893-5 X-Large

HATCH HEAVY DUTY GLOVES
Gel inserts cushion and protect palms 
during wheelchair use. 
These gloves are constructed of long-lasting,
tan, cowhide leather with a cotton, crocheted
back. An extra layer of durable leather in the
palm covers the viscoelastic polymer gel inserts.
Gel retains its original shape. Machine wash, air
dry. To size, measure hand width across the MP
joints. Sold in pairs.

Width at MP joints
NC53894-2 Small Up to 3)" (Up to 9.5cm)

NC53894-3 Medium 3)" to 4@" (9.5 to 11cm)

NC53894-4 Large 4@" to 4!" (11 to 11cm)

NC53894-5 X-Large 4!" to 4W" (11 to 12cm)

PUSH EASEi
WHEELCHAIR HAND GEAR
Designed specially for wheelchair use,
these gloves are reinforced and seamless 
in the high-stress, thumb web space.
Soft, supple leather on the palm and thumb provides a durable gripping surface. Gel padding
helps protect the palm from calluses and blisters. Terry cloth on the back of the glove provides
a comfortable fit and helps the glove maintain its shape through vigorous use. Patented
forefinger tabs and hook and loop closure allow for easy application and removal. Machine
wash in cold water, air dry. To size, measure hand circumference at the MP joints. Sold in pairs.

Circumference
Full Finger (Pair) Half-Finger (Pair) at MP joints
NC63222 NC63232 Small 7!" (19cm)

NC63223 NC63233 Medium 8" (20cm)

NC63224 NC63234 Large 8!" (22cm)

NC63225 NC63235 X-Large 9" (23cm)

Full
Finger

Half-Finger

HATCH LIQUICELLr GLOVES
Unique LiquiCell r layer reduces shear stress.
LiquiCellr pad weighs significantly less and is
dramatically less bulky
than other forms of
padding. The liq-
uid in LiquiCellr
provides a thin
layer of fluid on
the entire contact
surface. This fluid layer
provides a friction coefficient
of zero (comparable with
that of a layer of ice),
thus allowing free
movement with-
out shear force at
the contact area.

These half-finger
gloves have finger loops
for easy removal. Gloves feature terry
cloth thumb backs for wicking perspiration,
strategically placed grip pads for control and
LYCRAr backs for exceptional fit. Sold in pairs. 

NC53885-1 X-Small
NC53885-2 Small
NC53885-3 Medium
NC53885-4 Large
NC53885-5 X-Large
NC53885-6 XX-Large

Finger loops make it easy
to take off the glove.



EASY GLIDERi FOR WALKERS
Helps walkers glide smoothly.
Attach Easy Glideru tips onto any walker to help
reduce drag and improve maneuverability. No
tools are required. Tips fit onto standard size
walkers and will accommodate a variety of
indoor or outdoor surface conditions. The
bright color also helps with depth perception
on uneven surfaces. Sold in pairs.
NC23539

SYNTHETIC SHEEPSKIN WALKER PADS
Fleece-like material adds softness to 
walker handles.
These soft pads attach to
handles easily with a
simple hook and loop
closure. Machine wash
and dry. Sold in pairs.
NC94342

TERRY CLOTH WALKER PADS
Comfortably pads hard walker handles.
Terry Cloth Walker Pads
wick away moisture.
Pads attach easily with a
hook and loop closure.
Machine wash and dry.
Sold in pairs.
NC94340

CANE/CRUTCH HOLDER
Keep canes and crutches handy.
This clip-on holder bal-
ances the cane and
keeps it within reach.
Rubber pad helps keep
the holder from sliding.
The Cane/Crutch Holder
securely grips a cane or
crutch with a W" to 1"
(16mm to 2.5cm) diameter.
NC94308

ICE PICKS
Encourage exercise and improve safety in
icy conditions.
Ice Picks can be attached
to walkers or canes with
T" (22mm) tube diame-
ter. Standard model can
be flipped up out of the
way when not in use.
Retractable model has
steel tips that safely
retract into the rubber
base when not in use. 
NC89521 Standard 
NC89522 Retractable 

Retractable 

Standard

CAMELBAKi DRINKING SYSTEM
Bring your drinks everywhere!
Insulated container holds up
to 70 fl. oz. (2.1liters). Keeps
contents hot or cold up to four
hours. Biting and sucking on
the mouthpiece controls
liquid flow. Attaches to wheel-
chairs or headboards for easy
access. Made of rugged, plastic-
insulate, polyurethane foam.
NC28863
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Wear as a backpack for
hands-free drinking.

BEVERAGE HOLDERS
Convenient, lightweight holders are easy
to attach. 
Molded plastic brackets firmly hold cans or
glasses measuring 2!" to 3!" (6.4 to 8.9cm) in
diameter. Metal grips are plastic-coated for
stable attachment. Available for wheelchairs
with standard or desk arms.
Standard Arm
NC35291

Desk Arm 
NC35290 

CLIP-ON
GLASS HOLDER
An economically
priced holder.
This steel wire holder
can be attached to
wheelchair arms or
tubular poles with a
diameter of )" to 1"
(19mm to 2.5cm). The Clip-On Glass Holder
measures 2T" x 3" (7.3 x 7.6cm).
NC35249

Cup not included.

Standard Arm Desk ArmDRINK THINGr
Secures a variety 
of container sizes.
This two-ring system
securely holds cans,
glasses and bottles
ranging from 8 oz. to
44 oz. (.23 to 1.3liters).
Attaches with plastic-
 coated clips. Folds
down when not in
use. US patent.
NC35292

Bottle not included.
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GUARDIANr FLIPTRAY
Walker tray easily flips out of the way.
This multi-use tray is ideal for carrying snacks,
drinks, crafts or other items. Exclusive “over-
center” design positions the tray to maintain
walker stability when the tray is up. When in
use, the tray securely locks into position. Two
deep, notched cup wells and a )" (19mm) high
safety edge help prevent tips, slips and spills.
Made of high-impact, textured plastic. Fliptray
measures 16" x 12" (41 x 31cm) and weighs 1 lb.
(.45kg). Fits walkers measuring 18" (46cm) wide.
NC94348

CARRYING BAG FOR WALKERS
Four pockets provide plenty of storage.
The Carrying Bag for Walkers has two large
storage pouches and two small inner pouches.
Bag measures 12" x 10" (30 x 25cm). Just sling
the bag over the crossbar for quick and easy
attachment. Vinyl wipes clean with a damp
cloth. Weighs 14 oz. (.40kg).
NC94322

ECONOMY WALKER BAG
Great walker bag at an economical price.
Keep books and personal items close at hand
with the Economy Walker Bag. Hook and loop
tabs on the straps make this bag easy to put on
and take off. Cloth bag measures 12!" x 8@"
(32 x 21cm) and is machine washable. Color
may vary. Weighs 3 oz. (85g).
NC94350

WALKER TRAY
Tray slides forward for safe walking. Nonslip placemat helps secure plates and cups.
The easy on and off clips make this tray ideal
for persons with limited hand strength. Tray
clips to side bar when not in use. Fits both
folding and non-folding walkers that have an
18" (46cm) horizontal front bar, such as the
Guardianr Red Dotr and Easy-Carer Walkers
(page 141). Top rack dishwasher safe. Measures

NORCOi NARROW WALKER BASKET
Less cumbersome basket easily fits on the
outside or inside of most walkers.
This plastic-coated wire walker basket measures
only 16" x 6" x 7" (41 x 15 x 18cm). Clear plastic
insert prevents small items from slipping
through the basket. Also can be attached to the
inside of a walker. Easily attaches with hook and
loop straps. Weighs 12 oz. (.34kg).
NC92126

12)" deep, 21@" wide at the base, 15!" wide at
the top (32 x 54 x 39cm) and weighs 28 oz. (.79kg).
Placemat color may vary. 
NC94349 Walker Tray
NC94349-1 Replacement Placemat
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Clips to the side 
for storage.

Fits on the inside
of a walker.

Clear plastic liner 
is included.

Small items stay
in the basket.



QUILTED WALKER POUCH
Quilting makes this pouch durable 
and attractive.
This versatile pouch hangs on the front of a
walker. Two large storage pockets provide easy
access to frequently used items. Hook and loop
material keeps the pouch in place. Each pocket
measures 13)" x 15)" x 10" (35 x 40 x 25cm).
Pouch weighs 5 oz. (142g). Machine washable.
Fabric pattern may vary.
NC28886

COMBO WALKER/WHEELCHAIR BAG
This multi-pocketed bag fits both walkers
and wheelchairs.
Easily attach the Combo Walker/ Wheelchair Bag
over a walker bar or wheelchair arm by fasten-
ing the hook and loop tabs. Blue denim bag
measures 9!" x 13" (24 x 33cm). The large inner
pocket measures 13" x 8!" (33 x 22cm) and has a
hook and loop closure. The largest of the three
outside pockets measures 5!" x 6" (14 x 15cm),
and the two smaller pockets measure 2!" x 6"
(6.4 x 15cm). The Combo Walker/Wheelchair Bag
weighs 8 oz. (.23kg). Machine washable.
NC94310

CARRYON!i WALKER BAG
Durable, mesh bags allow a visual 
survey of contents.
The CarryON!i Walker Bag has two pockets
with hook and loop closures. The small pock-
et measures 5" x 5" (13 x 13cm) and is handy for
keys or coins. The larger pocket measures
13!" x 9!" (34 x 24cm). Bag attaches to walker
with hook and loop fasteners. Lightweight,
mesh-type fabric is stain and mildew resistant.
Bag weighs 4! oz. (128g). Machine washable. 
NC94353
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CANVAS WALKER BASKET
Collapsible walker basket features a lid for
safe storage of personal items.
This functional basket collapses for easy travel
and storage. Privacy lid conceals contents and
secures with Velcror fasteners. Basket measures
16!" wide x 6" deep x 7@" tall (42 x 15 x 18cm).
Interior includes an elastic strap to keep items
upright. Attaches quickly and easily to most
walkers with hinged wire clips. No tools are
required. This basket works best on walkers
with a flat front design and bars that are 6"
(15cm) apart.
NC94323

Attachment wires bend easily 
for a snug fit. No tools are needed!

Clear plastic 
liner is included. 

NORCOi ADAPTABLE
WALKER BASKET
Clear plastic tray liner keeps small
items from falling through the basket.
Handy for carrying small or large items, the
Norcou Adaptable Walker Basket is con-
structed of vinyl-coated steel wire. Secure the
basket in place with attachment hooks that
bend to fit most regular and folding walkers.
Includes a clear plastic tray that prevents
small items from slipping through the 
basket. No tools are needed for assembly or
attachment. Basket measures 18" x 7" x 7"
(46 x 18 x 18cm). Weighs 26 oz. (.74kg).
NC94326-1 Single
NC94326-6 Box of six



NORCOi DELUXE TWO-BUTTON
FOLDING WALKER
Push the buttons with the fingers, palm or
side of the hand for easy folding.
Double steel crossbraces for stability. Push-buttons
fold each side independently to 5" (13cm) deep.
Lightweight, 1" (2.5cm), anodized aluminum tub-
ing. Height adjusts from 29)" to 34!" (76 to 88cm)
in 1" (2.5cm) increments. Measures 20" wide x 17"
deep (51 x 43cm). Weight capacity is 300 lbs. (136kg).
Avail able with or without 5" (13cm) rubber wheels.
NC88017 Walker 
NC88018 Walker with 5" (13cm) wheels 

Wheels optional.

NORCOi HEAVY DUTY BARIATRIC
FOLDING WALKER
Easy-folding walker for heavier clients.
Double steel crossbraces ensure stability. Push the
button to fold each side independently. Folds to 5"
(13cm) deep for easy transportation and storage.
Frame is made of 1" (2.5cm), heat-treated tubing.
Height adjusts from 32" to 40)" (81 to 104cm) in 1"
(2.5cm) increments. Measures 21!" wide x 21"
deep (55 x 53cm). Overall width is 24" (61cm).
Weight capacity is 500 lbs. (227kg). Available with 
or without 5" (13cm) dual rubber wheels. Lifetime
manufacturer’s warranty on frame.
NC88020 Walker
NC88021 Walker with 5" (13cm) wheels

Wheels optional.
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NORCO™ ROLLING WALKER
Rugged walker rolls and stops with ease.
The Norcou Rolling Walker features large, 6" (15cm) wheels that
accommodate uneven surfaces. Hand brakes control speed and
lock the wheels in place. Just press down on the brakes to lock.
Convenient, padded seat is attached to the frame and stows out of
the way when not in use. Wire basket keeps items within easy
reach. To collapse the walker to a compact size that fits easily in a
car, simply pull on the attached cord.  

Overall width and depth of the walker is 23!" x 22" (60 x 56cm).
Height range of the handles measures 34" to 37" (86 to 94cm).

The seat measures 12" x 12" (30 x 30cm) and has a 250 lb.
(113kg) weight capacity.
Walker weighs only 12 lbs.
(5.4kg). Available in
Burgundy or Teal.
NC89084 Burgundy
NC89085 Teal 

MERRY WALKERr INSTITUTIONAL WALKER*
Rolling walker maximizes physical potential and safety.
The Merry Walkerr is designed to accommodate individuals who
have conditions that require assistance for ambulation. This bottom-
weighted, tip-resistant walker is stabilized when the patient leans on the frame to stand up, pre-
venting rolling. Restraint-free when the patient is able to open and close the cross arm latch.
Foam-padded seat and arm rests are vinyl-covered for easy cleaning. Storage pouch with three
pockets keeps items within easy reach. Seat measures 22" (56cm) wide. Base width measures 27"
(69cm). Weight capacity is 300 lbs. (136kg). Wheels measure 2" or 4" (5.1 or 10cm), depending on
the walker size. Walker weighs 28 lbs. (13kg). Folds to 12" (30cm). Some assembly is required.

Person’s Height
NC89071 Small 4' 10" to 5' 2" (1.5 to 1.6m)

NC89072 Medium 5' 3" to 5' 7" (1.6 to 1.7m)

NC89073 Large 5' 8" to 6' 0" (1.7 to 1.8m)

NC89074 X-Large 6' 1" to 6' 6" (1.9 to 2.0m)

* Homecare models are available. Call for information.

Flip the lever to
release cross arm.



GUARDIANr RED DOTr WALKERS
Walker folds with a simple push tab.
Features a patented dual-folding mechanism that releases simply by depressing the tab with
the finger, palm or hand. The Standard size adjusts in height from 32" to 36" (81 to 91cm).
Youth size adjusts in height from 29" to 33" (74 to 84cm). Both walkers are 16" (41cm) wide
and weigh 5) lbs. (2.6kg). The Heavy Duty size is lightweight, yet strong enough to support
400 lbs. (181kg). Height adjusts from 34" to 38" (86 to 97cm). The width is 19" (48cm). Weighs
6! lbs. (2.9kg). Pairs of 3" and 5" (7.6 and 13cm) rubber wheels that fit all Red Dotr Walkers
are sold separately.
NC88104 Standard 
NC88105 Youth 
NC88108 Heavy Duty
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Youth

NC88112 Pair of 3" wheels
NC88111 Pair of 5" wheels

GUARDIANr EASY-CAREr WALKER
Steel crossbrace for maximum strength.
The dual-folding mechanism on this walker lets
the sides fold independently of each other.
Folds to less than 4" (10cm) deep for easy trans-
port and storage. Weighs 5) lbs. (2.6kg).
Standard size adjusts in height from 32" to 36"
(81 to 91cm). Youth size adjusts in height from
29" to 33" (74 to 84cm). Each walker is 16" (41cm)
wide. Pairs of 3" and 5" (7.6 and 13cm) rubber
wheels sold separately.
NC88101 Standard size
NC88100 Youth size
NC88112 Pair of 3" wheels
NC88111 Pair of 5" wheels

NEW! CAREXr 5" (13CM) FIXED WHEELS
Designed for use on the front of a walker.
Wheels roll freely, helping clients to walk naturally
while taking fewer steps. Allows walker to glide
easily over irregular surfaces such as carpeting
and thresholds. Fits 1" (2.5cm) walker tubing.
Weight capacity of 300 lbs. (136kg). Wheels are 5"
(13cm) diameter. Sold in pairs.
NC88115

NORCOi WALKER
PLATFORM ATTACHMENT
Vinyl-covered foam pad provides comfortable
resting while using a walker.
This attachment works with most standard
walkers that have two side cross bars. The fore-
arm rests on the platform for added stability.
Velcror strap provides easy, secure use. Adjusts
to fit most positions and heights. No tools are
required for assembly.
NC88011

NORCOi SIDEWALKER
Convenient as a cane, sturdy as a walker.
The Norcou Sidewalker combines the stability of
a walker with the maneuverability of a cane.
Lightweight and durable anodized aluminum
frame. Bi-level hand grips provide two levels of
support. Folds easily with a sliding action. The
height adjusts from 32" to 36" (81 to 91cm).

NC88001

Standard 

Heavy
Duty 

Wheels
optional.



Grip combines
shape, softness

and texture 
for long wear 
and comfort.

GUARDIANr UNI-POISEr CANE
Balanced cane helps ensure stability.
The Guardianr Uni-Poiser Cane provides comfortable, secure
support and adjusts from 31" to 40" (79 to 102cm). The SureGripu
handle is anatomically designed to relieve palm fatigue.
Weighs 1 lb. (.45kg).

NC88103

NORCOi ADJUSTABLE CANES
Lightweight, balanced canes ensure stability.
The Norcoi Adjustable Aluminum Cane provides comfortable, secure
support. Made of high-quality, anodized aluminum with a vinyl-covered,
nonslip handle. Cane weighs just ) lbs. (.34kg). Easy push-button height
adjusts quickly from 30" to 38" (76 to 97cm) in 1" (2.5cm) increments.
Supports up to 250 lbs. (113kg).

The Norcoi Offset Adjustable Aluminum Cane is balanced to help
ensure stability. Made of lightweight, anodized aluminum tubing with a
comfortable, foam hand grip. Includes hand strap. Cane height adjusts
from 30" to 39" (76 to 99cm) in 1" (2.5cm) increments. Supports up to 
250 lbs. (113kg).

The Norcoi Adjustable Quad Cane features an offset handle and
four-point base for better balance and stability. Lightweight, anodized
aluminum tubing with a comfortable, foam hand grip. Height adjusts
easily from 29" to 38" (74 to 97cm) in 1" (2.5cm) increments. Adjusts without
tools for left- or right-hand use. Two four-point bases are available.
Wide Base model measures 7" x 11" (18 x 28 cm) and weighs 2! lbs. (1.1kg).
Small Base model measures 5" x 7" (13 x 18cm) and weighs 2+ lbs.
(1.0kg). Both models support up to 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC87110 Adjustable Aluminum Cane
NC87111 Offset Adjustable Aluminum Cane
NC87113 Adjustable Quad Cane: Wide Base
NC87114 Adjustable Quad Cane: Small Base

CAREX r ADJUSTABLE FOLDING CANES
Choose from a variety of handle styles.
These canes fold for easy storage when traveling. All have height adjust-
ments ranging from 33" to 37" (84 to 94cm) in 1" (2.5cm) increments.
Canes support up to 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC88126 Bronze w/ Yorki Handle
NC88127 Black w/ Walnut Finish

Derby Handle

Bronze with
Yorki Handle

Black with
Walnut Finish
Derby Handle

NORCOi BARIATRIC CANES
Secure support for heavier patients.
These bariatric canes feature a high-strength design that supports up to
500 lbs. (227kg). A push-button adjustment mechanism with a locking
ring allows for a secure fitting. Attractive  black finish. The height adjusts
from 30!" to 39$" (77 to 99cm). The Small Base frame measures 9" x
6@" (23 x 16cm). The Large Base frame measures 11@" x 7@" (29 x 18cm).
The Offset Cane is balanced to ensure stability. No assembly is required.

NC87118 Small Base
NC87119 Large Base
NC87120 Offset Cane
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Adjustable
Aluminum  Cane

Offset Adjustable
Aluminum Cane

Adjustable Quad Cane 
with Wide Base 

Norcoi Bariatric Cane 
with Large Base 

Norcoi Bariatric Cane 
with Small Base 

Norcoi Offset
Bariatric Cane

❯
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NORCOi ADJUSTABLE CRUTCHES
Easy-to-adjust, lightweight crutches.
Made of aluminum, these crutches
have push-button height adjustments.
The height scale is printed on the
crutches for easy, accurate fittings.
Available in three sizes. Sold in pairs.
Weight capacity is 250 lbs. (113kg).

Patient Crutch 
height adjustment

Youth  4' 6" to 5' 2" 38" to 44"
(1.4 to 1.6m) (.97 to 1.1m)

Adult  5' 2" to 5' 10" 44" to 52" 
(1.6 to 1.8m) (1.1 to 1.3m) 

Tall Adult 5' 10" to 6' 6" 52" to 60" 
(1.8 to 2.0m) (1.3 to 1.5m)

NC88120 Youth
NC88121 Adult
NC88122 Tall Adult

NORCOu FOREARM CRUTCHES
Cuff helps disperse weight across forearm rather than hand.
Made of lightweight, 1" (2.5cm) anodized tubing. Metal cuff is
wrapped in sturdy, comfortable rubber. Hand grip features
welded, heavy steel construction with a contoured vinyl grip.
Extra-large crutch tip includes molded metal inserts for durabil-
ity. Crutch height adjusts easily in 1" (2.5cm) increments. The
approximate user height for the Adult Crutch is 5' to 6" 2" (1.5
to 1.6m) tall. Youth fits users 4' 0" to 5' 0" (1.2 to 1.5m) tall. Crutches
sold in pairs. Weight capacity is 250 lbs. (113kg).

Floor to Hand Grip
Hand Grip to Cuff

NC88141 Adult 29" to 38@" (74 to 97cm) 7!" to 10!" (19 to 27cm)

NC88142 Youth 21" to 30" (53 to 76cm) 7!" to 10!" (19 to 27cm)

Forearm cuff is wrapped
in sturdy, comfortable 
rubber. Hand grip is made
of contoured vinyl.

THE MILLENNIALi CRUTCH
Unique ergonomic design reduces the chance 
of injury and enhances mobility.
This crutch offers the latest in technological and
ergonomic advances. Features a large underarm
cradle and angled ergonomic handgrip. Special
shock absorber/ power assist helps alleviate
stress, vasoconstriction and compressive forces
that lead to fatigue and discomfort in the arms,
back and shoulders. 

The Millennialu
Crutch helps
users maintain
proper posture to
relieve stress and
reduce the overall
chance of injuries
common to long-
term crutch use,
such as carpal 
tunnel syndrome,
wrist tendinitis,
epicondylitis, rotator
cuff strains and tears. 
The spring-assisted Shock Absorber/Power

Assist System cushions each step by absorbing negative impact energy
and redirecting it into positive energy while the user walks forward.  
Height is adjustable in 1" (2.5cm) increments. The extended height range
ensures a correct fit for the user. Weight capacity for both models is 
320 lbs. (145kg). The Short model folds to 23!" (60cm) long and the 
Tall model folds to 27!" (70cm) long. Sold in pairs.

User Height
NC88144 Short (pair) 4' 7" to 5' 7" (1.4 to 1.7m)

NC88145 Tall (pair) 5' 7" to 6' 10" (1.7 to 2.1m)

Easy-fold feature 
allows convenient
transport and storage.

Ergonomic 
Grip

Shock Absorber/
Power Assist
Feature

NEW! GUARDIANr CRUTCHES
Clip-lock handles allow easy adjustments.
These lightweight aluminum crutches 
feature unique, clip-lock handles for easy
handgrip adjustments. Crutch height adjusts
by push-button in 1" (2.5 cm) increments.
Jumbo-size, non-skid tips provide excellent
traction. Latex free. Available in three sizes.
Sold in pairs. Weight capacity is 300 lbs. (136kg).

Patient Crutch 
height adjustment

Youth  4' 6" to 5' 2" 37" to 45"
(1.4 to 1.6m) (.97 to 1.1m)

Adult  5' 1" to 5' 9" 44" to 52" 
(1.6 to 1.8m) (1.1 to 1.3m) 

Tall Adult 5' 10" to 6' 6" 52" to 60" 
(1.8 to 2.0m) (1.3 to 1.5m)

NC88153 Youth
NC88152 Adult
NC88151 Tall Adult



Blue
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NORCOi TRANSPORT CHAIRS
Lightweight, folding design is a great 
alternative to wheelchairs when patient
transport is the priority.
Norcou Transport Chairs are designed to provide
easy and safe patient transport. An attendant is
needed to push the chair. Chairs feature a
padded armrest, swing away and removable
footrests and front casters with 8" (20cm) rubber
wheels. Weight capacity is 300 lbs. (136kg). Both
models are 19" wide x 15!" deep (48 x 39cm),
have a 18!" (47cm) high backrest and 19" (48cm)
floor-to-seat height. The Standard Model is
chrome-plated and weighs 25 lbs. (11kg) without
rigging. Lightweight Model is made of alu-
minum and weighs 19 lbs. (8.6kg) without 
rigging. Chairs fold to 30" x 24" x 8" (76 x 61 x
20cm) for easy storage. Lifetime warranty on side
frames and crossbraces.
Standard Model
NC88030 Chrome-plated

Lightweight Model
NC88031-BL Blue
NC88031-BD Burgundy

Lightweight
Model

Standard
Model

Chairs fold to 30" x 24" x 8"
(76 x 61 x 20cm) for easy 
transport and storage. 

HARDWOOD TRANSFER BOARD
The ends of this transfer board are tapered to $" (3.2mm) for easy 
sliding. Smooth lacquer finish. Board measures 8" (20cm)
wide, )" (19mm) thick in the center and weighs 
3 lbs. (1.4kg). Supports 250 lbs. (113kg). Available
with or without a hand-hold slot.
Without Slot
NC94203 24" (61cm)

NC94204 30" (76cm)
Transfer Board without Slot

POLY TRANSFER BOARD WITH
HAND HOLES AND NOTCHES
Durable plastic board measures 9" wide x !" thick
(23cm x 13mm). Textured surface on one side,
smooth on the other. Hand-hold slots
and notches allow transfers 
from either side. Board weighs 
4 lbs. (1.8kg). Supports up to
400 lbs. (181kg).
NC94218 26" (66cm)

NC94219 29" (74cm)

ECONOMY HEAVY DUTY TRANSFER BOARD
This birch board measures 9" wide x _" thick
(23cm x 9.5mm). Weighs just 2 lbs. (0.9kg).
Smooth, rounded edges. Supports
up to 400 lbs. (181kg).
NC94214 26" (66cm)

NC94215 29" (74cm)

DELUXE TRANSFER BOARD
This !" (13mm) thick birch board tapers at both
ends for easy transfers. Board measures
8" x 24" (20 x 61cm) and weighs
2! lbs. (1.1kg). Supports up
to 450 lbs. (204kg).
NC94205 24" (61cm)

OFFSET TRANSFER BOARD
This _" (9.5mm) thick plywood board fits around a wheel-
chair wheel when the armrest is removed. Tongue
fits between the seat and wheel. Board
measures 11)" x 28" (30 x 71cm) and
weighs 2! lbs. (1.1kg). Supports
up to 350 lbs. (159kg).
NC94206 28" (71cm)

Transfer Board
with SlotWith Slot

NC94222 24" (61cm)

NC94223 30" (76cm)



Rainbow
PastelWhite

Rainbow

Blue

GAIT TRANSFER BELTS
A safe, easy way to transfer clients.
These versatile transfer belts also may be used as walker belts. The
white, rainbow pastel and blue belts have metal buckles. The rainbow
belt has a plastic buckle. Safety-locking teeth hold the belt securely.
Belts measure 2" (5.1cm) wide. Machine-washable cotton. Measure waist
to determine size.

Length Fits waists
NC91380 White 54" (137cm) 15" to 51" (38 to 130cm)

NC91381 Rainbow Pastel 60" (152cm) 15" to 54" (38 to 137cm)

NC91382 Rainbow 60" (152cm) 15" to 54" (38 to 137cm)

NC91383 Blue 72" (183cm) 15" to 68" (38 to 173cm)

VELCROr PATIENT WALKER BELT
Soft, sturdy material offers comfortable security.
Two hand-holds on the back of this belt give the therapist control
and security while treating the client. The soft, sturdy, double-
loop material makes a comfortable and fully reliable belt.
Double-lapped hook and loop closure is com plete ly adjust able.
Belt measures 3" (7.6cm) wide. Machine washable. Measure waist
to determine size.

Fits waists
NC91001-48 31" to 36" (79 to 91cm)

NC91001-54 34" to 42" (86 to 107cm)

NC91001-60 38" to 48" (97 to 122cm)

VELCROr SECURITY WALKER BELT
Double D-ring attachment adds security.
Two D-rings offers both the patient and the caregiver an ex tra
sense of safety and strength. Design in cludes a secure gripping
point with a comfort grip handle. This fully adjustable belt mea-
sures 3" (7.6cm) wide. Available in pediatric and adult sizes.
Machine washable. Measure waist to determine size.

Fits waists
NC38452-34 Pediatric 24" to 30" (61 to 76cm)

NC38452-50 Adult 41" to 48" (104 to 122cm)

PREMIUM COATED GAIT BELT WITH
SPRING-LOADED BUCKLE
Coated webbing is thicker than the Plastic-Coated Gait Belt
for better grasping and support.
Assists caregivers with the lifting, walking and transfer of
patients, helping to prevent back injury. Spring-loaded buckle is
molded from rugged polyethylene, making it self-locking and
easy to secure. Belt wipes clean with liquid disinfectant to avoid
cross-contamination during patient transfers. Can be cut to the
desired length without fraying. Measures 60" x 2" (152cm x 5.1cm).
NC91351-1 Heavy Duty Black
NC91351-2 Heavy Duty Blue
NC91351-3 Heavy Duty Pink

Heavy Duty Black

Heavy Duty Blue

Heavy Duty Pink
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PLASTIC-COATED GAIT BELT
Avoid cross-contamination during patient transfers.
This Gait Belt is constructed of a polymer-
coated webbing that can be wiped
clean using a mild disinfectant. Use
to assist patients in walking and
transfer activities, helping to
prevent caregiver back
injuries. Airline-style buckle
secures quickly and easily.
Length can be cut without
fraying. Belt measures 60" x 2"
(152 x 5.1cm).
NC91350 Black

ASSUREi SAFETY TRANSFER BELT
Vertical and horizontal handgrips offer
seven holding positions.
This comfortable, foam-padded belt can
be used as a transfer device and a walker
belt. Fixed-lock buckle allows the tension
to be adjusted without unfastening. Anti-
slip fabric lining helps reduce upward
slippage when transferring. Transfer belt
available in standard and fleece-lined
styles. Machine washable.

Standard Waist Circumference
NC84503 Small 24" to 36" (61 to 91cm)

NC84504 Medium 32" to 48" (81 to 122cm)

NC84505 Large 39" to 60" (99 to 152cm)

Fleece-lined Waist Circumference
NC84517 Small 24" to 36" (61 to 91cm)

NC84518 Medium 32" to 48" (81 to 122cm)

NC84519 Large 39" to 60" (99 to 152cm)

Standard

Fleece-lined



CARCADDIEi
Get in and out of the car with ease.
The CarCaddieu attaches to the frame of most
vehicle doors, and offers balancing support
when entering or leaving a vehicle. Adjustable
strap is made of quality nylon for long-lasting
use and can be adjusted to accommodate vary-
ing window heights. Soft, cushion
grip fits comfortably in the hand.
The ergonomically contoured
buckle can be attached easily to
most cars, vans or trucks. One-year
manufacturer’s warranty. Patent
applied for. 
NC94271
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THIGH LIFTER
Ideal for repositioning legs.
Easily reposition the leg while sitting or trans-
ferring from a wheelchair, car or bed with the
Thigh Lifter. Perfect for patients who have had
spinal cord injuries, or lack the hand strength
needed to move their legs. Double-stitched,
gray nylon taffeta loop with Velcror straps
adjusts to accommodate thigh sizes up to 22"
(56 cm) in circumference. Easy-grasp D-ring
assists persons with
limited hand function
or strength.
NC94300

ASSUREi SAFETY TRANSFER BOARD
Translucent plastic board allows a quick visual check of transfer surface edges.
Bridge the gap between two transfer surfaces with the Assureu Safety Transfer Board. Ideal
for transfers between a wheelchair and a bed, toilet, chair or car seat. Features a smooth
upper surface and high-friction lower surface for secure transfers. Translucent, flexible
plastic can be bent against the wheel of the chair enabling the patient to slide over a pro-
truding wheel or brake lever. Accommodates surface height differences up to 4" (10cm).
Supports up to 400 lbs. (181kg).
NC84508 23" x 12!" (58 x 32cm)

NC84509 30" x 12!" (76 x 32cm)

ASSUREi SAFETY TRANSFER PIVOT DISC
Portable turntable facilitates transfers for
patients who cannot turn.
Use with clients who can stand but have diffi-
culty turning when making a transfer. Anti-slide
tape on both sides of the turntable add stability.
For maximum safety, the disc should be used
with the Assureu Safety Transfer Belt, on page
145. Constructed of lightweight, polyethylene
discs with recessed nylon wires. Measures 13"
(33cm) in diameter.
NC84507

SWIVEL CUSHION
Cushion allows for easy movement in any
lateral direction.
Help prevent back and hip strain with this 
comfortable 1" (2.5cm) thick polyfoam cushion.
Swivels 360° for easy entry and exit from vehi-
cles. The diameter measures 15W" (40cm). The
@" (6.4mm) thick Lauanr plywood provides
durability. Supports up to 800 lbs. (363kg).
Cover is available in gray
velour or fleece, and is
machine washable.
NC29001 Gray
NC29003 Fleece
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FREEDOM GRIPr
An easy, affordable solution for people who
have difficulty getting out of bed.
Sturdy, steel transfer handle is mounted to a 
20" x 29" (51 x 74cm) bed board that is placed
between the mattress and box spring. Will not
tip or pull out. Ideal for people who have back
pain or for those who need assistance to sit up.
Handle measures 9" wide x 17" tall (23 x 43cm).
Supports up to 150 lbs. (68kg).
NC94254    

ARCORAILi BEDSIDE HANDRAIL
Offers mobility, security, comfort and convenience
when getting in and out of bed.
Rotating, professional-grade handrail offers maximum
bedside mobility for home, clinical care and hospital
settings. Attaches securely to the metal bed frame and
helps persons who require assistance while sitting up,
repositioning, balancing, standing or transferring. Rotates
360° and locks in place at 90° increments. Antimicrobial
properties prevent bacteria growth. The Arcorailu
Bedside Handrail fits twin to king-size beds and standard
and pillow-top mattresses. One-time installation requires
no tools. Supports up to 300 lbs. (136kg). 
NC94264

The Arcorailu rotates 360° and
locks in four positions.

FURNITURE RISERS
Elevate a couch or bed for easier standing
and sitting.
Made of heavy-duty plastic reinforced with
ribbed construction. Nonskid pads protect
furniture and floor. Includes four 3" (7.6cm)
risers and four 4" (10cm) risers that may be
used alone or stacked for a total raised height
of 5" (13cm). Deep cavity with padded insert
ensures a secure fit. Risers accom-
modate furniture legs that
measure up to 2!" (6.4cm)
in diameter. Weight capac-
ity is 350 lbs. (159kg).
NC94231

EZ ADJUST BED RAIL
Easily adjusts to four different positions.
This adjustable-length rail allows for use as both a bed
rail to prevent falling out of bed and as a hand rail to
assist in getting out of bed. Rail adjusts easily to three
settings: 26", 34" and 42" (66, 86 and 107cm) after it has
been placed on the bed. Rail folds down for clearance
and allows space for changing linens. Rail can be placed
on either side of the bed. Dual-safety strap secures the
bed rail to the bed frame. Rail measures 23" (58cm) high
from the base of mattress. Supports up to 300 lbs.
(136kg). Easy assembly using included hex wrench.
NC94234

Use as a bed rail (shown at
34" width setting).

Use as a hand rail (shown at
26" width setting).

Rail folds 
down for easy
access to the bed.
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THE TRANSFER HANDLEi
Two handle heights allow a stable,
graded move for safe transfers.
The Transfer Handlei measures 6" x 23"
(15 x 59cm). Model 2025 provides mini-
mal to moderate assistance when get-
ting in or out of bed. The steel handle is
mounted to a bed board that fits
between the mattress and box spring.
Board measures 29" x 37" (74 x 94cm).
Supports up to 250 lbs. (113kg).

Model 2001 is for moderate to very dif-
ficult transfers when maximum stability
is required. Recommended for persons
with limited strength who need help
transferring from wheelchair to bed.
Mounts directly onto metal bed frames.
Supports up to 300 lbs. (136kg). 

Model 2025H fits hospital beds and
most metal box spring beds. The steel
handle is mounted to a bed board that
fits between the mattress and box
spring. Bed board
will not interfere with
the mattress pivot
point when the bed is
in an upright posi-
tion. Board measures
29" x 37" (74 x 94cm).
Includes all necessary
hardware. Sup ports
up to 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC94255 Model 2025
NC94256 Model 2001
NC94257 Model 2025H

BEDCANEi
Provides minimum to moderate
assistance when moving to and
from bed.
The BedCaneu features a durable,
height-adjustable steel handle with a
powder-coat finish and a padded
gripping surface. Handle is mounted
to a solid wood bed board that is
placed between the mattress and
box spring. A safety strap provides
additional security, ensuring that the
board will not tip or pull out of place.
Bed board measures 23!" x 18!" 
(60 x 47cm). Easy-to-grip, cushioned
handle measures 16" wide (41cm) and
can be installed on either side of the
bed. Cane folds down for travel or
storage. Cane height may be set at
19" or 22" (48 or 56cm). Includes the
convenient  BedCaneu Organizer for
holding small items. Sup ports up to
300 lbs. (136kg).
NC94273

Model
2025

Model
2025H

BedCanei Organizer

PORTABLE CUSHION
Take this economical cushion
just about anywhere.
Foam cushion with cotton/poly
blend cover fits on most standard
chairs and wheelchairs. Resists
compaction, even after repeated
use. Measures 15" x 15" (38 x 38cm).
Available in 3" and 4" (7.6 and 10cm)
thicknesses. The 3" cushion weighs
20 oz. (567g) and the 4" cushion
weighs 27 oz. (765g) Cover may be
removed for washing. Shoulder
length strap allows easy transport.

Thickness

NC92029 3" (7.6cm)

NC92029-1 4" (10cm)
Ties attach to
most chairs and
wheelchairs.
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UPLIFTi SEAT ASSIST
Lifts 75% to 80% of a person’s weight without
electricity, batteries or switches.
The gentle action of this hydraulic lift raises or 
lowers a person to or from most chairs. The
Standard Model supports persons weighing from 
80 lbs. to 240 lbs. (36 to 109kg). The  Deluxe Model
supports up to 350 lbs. (159kg). Both models have
six weight adjustments and raise seat height by 2"
(5.1cm). Seat measures 17" x 19" (43 x 48cm), and
weighs 8 lbs. (3.6kg). Navy blue upholstery. Op tion -
al blue waterproof cover is available separately.
NC82016 Standard Model
NC82018 Deluxe Model
NC82017 Waterproof Cover

NEW! LEVER EXTENDER

Extends the length of a reclining chair 
handle for easier reach.
Made of heavy-duty steel with a padded design
that protects the chair handle against scratch-
es. Black color blends with any decor. Secure
four-bolt attachment.  
NC94272

NORCOi LEG LIFTER
Helps post-hip surgery clients raise or lower their legs. 
Ideal for hip replacement patients who have weak hip flexors. The Standard model has
an aluminum rod and the new Rigid model has a stainless steel rod that holds retains
its shape while lifting heavy legs or casts. Both models are covered with 1" (2.5cm) wide,
soft nylon webbing. The 10" (25cm) loop foothold bends easily to accommo-
date any foot or cast. Rod measures 22" (56cm) long. Total
length including hand strap measures 42!" (108cm). 
NC94301 Standard
NC94294 Rigid NEW!

UPLIFTi POWER SEAT
Lifts 100% of a person’s weight from a chair, recliner or sofa.
This electric-powered seat gently raises or lowers a person to or from most any chair just
by pressing up or down on the Power Lever. The patented “flex seat” design provides 
stable support and eliminates the “sliding” feeling of other seat lifts. High-density, slow-
release memory foam conforms to the body, providing superior comfort. Lifts 100% of a
person’s weight, up to 300 lbs. (136kg). Features a built-in handle for
easy portability. Two detachable Power Levers allow for use with
either hand. Detachable power supply and cord are UL and CSA
approved. Measures 16" wide x 19" deep (41 x 48cm). Seat weighs
12 lbs. (5.4kg). Navy blue upholstery. Optional, blue waterproof
cover is available separately. U.S. Patent 5,316,370.
NC82010 UPlifti Power Seat
NC82017 Waterproof Cover



M-RAILi
Ergonomic, M-shaped handrail adds bedside mobility and security.
This contoured bed rail is safer and easier to
grip than conventional assistive rails. Perfect
for home or travel, M-RAILu fits any standard
size bed. It is lightweight and sets up and
dismantles easily. Unique design allows for
two-handed gripping when user rises to the
seated position. Nonslip, foam-covered grip
for added safety. M-RAILu is ideal for people
with weakness in their legs, knees or hips,
dizziness when they sit or stand up. Strong
nylon straps that wrap around box spring
provide more counter weight and extra-
secure installation. Three-piece construction
easily dismantles for transportation. No
tools required. Fits standard single to king
bed sizes. Height adjustable with three settings. Supports up to 300 lbs.
(136kg). Fits standard-size to pillow-top mattresses. 
NC94258

 BED RAIL ADVANTAGE
Provides assistance reaching sitting position in bed.
The Bed Rail Advantage requires no assembly and is ready to be placed
on any bed. Features heavy-duty steel construction with a powder-coat
finish for long-lasting quality. The 17" (43cm) wide handle with foam
grip folds down for storage and portability. A safety strap secures the
base to the mattress. The 1!" (3.8cm) diameter handle
features a closed-cell foam cushion grip for added
comfort. Handle measures 22" (56cm) high from
bottom of box spring. Fits on either side of the bed.
Includes a four-pocket mesh organizer to keep small
items close at hand. Supports up to 300 lbs. (136kg).
NC94274

Safety strap secures
rail to mattress.

MODRAILi AND MODBARi TRANSFER DEVICES
Pivots and locks every 45° to move in step with the user.
The ModBaru and ModRailu devices allow patients to make use of their
available strength to transfer while the caregiver provides supervision.
These transfer devices are ideal for applications where the ceiling height
or structure will not accommodate a floor-to-ceiling pole.

The ModRaili features a side gate that defines the bed edge for safe
repositioning, yet will not hinder an exit from bed. The triple-bar mea-
sures 1@" in diameter, 16" long with 4" (3.2 x 41 x 10cm) between bars.
Only basic tools are required to install both units on standard beds with
metal angle iron frame. Weight capacity is 250 lbs. (113kg).

The ModBari easily repositions to an optimal support location. Simply lift
to unlock the pivoting bar, hold up to rotate freely and lower any time to
lock. The pivoting bar on both devices measures 1@" (3.2 cm) and is 16"
(41cm) long with a grey, premium quality, non-latex grip. The removable,
threaded top grip measures 13" (33cm) long and is 1@" (3.2 cm) in diameter.
The pole measures  24" (38cm) in length and 1@" (3.2 cm) in diameter.
NC93025 ModBari
NC93026 ModRaili
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ModRaili ModBari

Pockets keep 
items bedside.
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SuperBari

SuperTrapezei
Plus

Advantage-RailiADVANTAGE-RAILi
Height-adjustable,
floor-mounted support.
Similar to the SuperPoleu/ SuperBaru
combination, sold above, except that
the Advantage-Railu is floor-mounted
and does not extend to the ceiling.
Pin adjustment allows rail height
settings of 30", 32", 34", 36" and 38"
(76, 81, 86, 91 and 97cm). Simply lift the
rail to unlock, hold up to pivot freely
and release to relock. The 22" (56cm)
rail locks in 45° increments. Features
durable, all-steel construction with
baked-on enamel finish. Soft-edge
base plate measures 6)" (17cm) in
diameter. The Advantage-Railu sup-
ports up to 250 lbs. (113kg). 
NC93019

SUPERPOLEi SYSTEM
Easily modify to suit individual needs. Installs in minutes–
no structural reinforcements are needed. 
SuperPolei Basic features a floor-to-ceiling pole held by a jackscrew
expansion. It provides assistance to persons who need extra help
getting from a seated position to a standing position.

• Made of heavy-gauge steel. Rubber pads protect ceiling and floor.
• Fits a floor-to-ceiling range of 93" to 101" (236 to 257cm).
• Pole has a 1!" (3.8cm) diameter. Base has a 5" (13cm) diameter.
• Weight capacity is 250 lbs. (113kg).
• SuperPolei Basic Heavy Duty model, with a weight capacity of

450 lbs. (204kg), also is available. 
The SuperBari pivoting and locking rail is ideal for persons who
need added support when transferring or getting up. Rail locks
securely for assistance when rising to a seated position. A gentle lift
is all that’s needed to unlock the bar for movement. Keep the bar
raised to pivot, or release it down at any time to lock.

• Fits a floor-to-ceiling range of 93" to 101" (236 to 257cm).
• Bar height measures 58" (147cm) from ceiling to top of bar. 
• Rail measures 16" (41cm) long. Moves with the user in small

increments, providing support that is similar to a walker. 
• Features eight locking positions. 

SuperTrapezei Plus is ideal for persons who require added support
during the transition from lying down to sitting up, or when standing.

• Fits a floor-to-ceiling range of 93" to 101" (236 to 257cm).
•Measures 42" to 70" (107 to 178cm) from the ceiling to the top of

the 12" (30cm) long trapeze handle. The handle extends 17"
(43cm) out from the pole.

•Eliminates the need for special beds or attachments. Stores out
of the way.

• Trapeze should be used for assistance when repositioning or sitting
up only. No more than 150 lbs. (68kg) of weight should be exerted
on the trapeze system.

NC93020 SuperPolei Basic
NC93024 SuperPolei Basic Heavy Duty
NC93021 SuperBari with SuperPolei Basic
NC93022 SuperTrapezei Plus with SuperPolei Basic
NC93022-AK SuperTrapezei Add-on Kit only
NC93021-AK SuperBari Add-on Kit only

NORCOi BED PULLUP
Simple, non-bulky design helps
clients sit up in bed.
The 1" (2.5cm) wide webbing of the
Norcot Bed Pullup helps clients
use upper body strength to sit up
in bed. Four pullup loops are
spaced 10" (25cm) apart. The 40"
(102cm) long white loop attaches
around a leg or bed frame. A hook
and loop strap holds the bed
attachment buckle securely. Weighs 
4 oz. (113g). Machine washable. 
NC94302



PEENED GRAB BARS
Textured surface aids in gripping.
These stainless steel Peened Grab Bars mount 1!" (3.8cm) from
the wall, meeting ADA requirements and government guidelines.
Anti-slip textured grip area offers security. Weight capacity is
300 lbs. (136kg) when securely installed per the instructions.
Hardware for installation is not included. Professional
installation recommended.

NORCOi LOW PROFILE WALL MOUNTED GRAB BARS
Provide a secure handhold in the bathtub or shower.
These chrome-plated grab bars are made of 1@" (3.2cm) diameter heavy-
duty steel for strength and durability. Bars feature a textured, nonslip
finish. Available in five straight lengths. Bars extend 1!" (3.8cm) away
from the wall. Mounting hardware and instructions are included.
Professional installation recommended.
NC35805 12" (30cm)

NC35806 16" (41cm)

NC35807 18" (46cm)

NC35808 24" (61cm)

NC35809 32" (81cm)

SAFETY TREADS
Create a safe, nonslip surface.
Prevent slipping in a shower or tub with
these easy-to-apply Safety Treads. Nonslip
strips measure )" x 8!" (19mm x 22cm).
Sold in a package of 20 strips.
NC28911 (20)

Concealed Screw 1@" (3.2cm) diameter bar
NC34200-12 12" (30cm)

NC34200-18 18" (46cm)

NC34200-24 24" (61cm)

NC34200-36 36" (91cm)

NC34200-42 42" (107cm)

NC34200-48 48" (122cm)

Grab Bars meet the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) specifications.
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Hinged P.T. Raili

The Hinged model
folds to store out of
the way.

P.T. RAILi
The P.T. Railu combines an exceptionally solid feel with an
innovative offset rail design.
The P.T. Railu is a hinged or fixed support rail that promotes safe
standing and transfers to and from a toilet. Can be mounted to
wall or Floor Mast (see below). Provides rigid support where it is
needed, on one or both sides of the toilet. Generous 1!" (3.8cm)
diameter rail size for easy gripping. ADA compliant. Offset rail
design prevents wrist strain when using the lower rail. Made of
alloy steel with white baked enamel.
The Hinged model folds to store out of the way, yet pulls down in
an instant when needed. Smooth “fluid feel” hinge holds its posi-
tion wherever it is, without inadvertently falling down and causing
injuries. Both Hinged and Fixed Rails measure 28" (71cm) from wall
to tip of rail. Rail offset is 6" (15cm) vertical, 1!" (3.8cm) horizontal.
The Fixed Wall Plate measures 5!" x 9" (14 x 23cm) with four _"
(9.6mm) fastener holes.  
The P.T. Raili Floor Mast is a
floor-mounted column that allows
installation of the P.T. Rail™ in sit-
uations where wall mounting is
not possible. Clamping system
permits top rail height setting
between 32" and 36" (81 and 91cm)
from floor level. Both the hinged
and fixed rails work with the P.T.
Railu Floor Mast. The Floor Mast
plate measures 4" x 6" (10 x 15cm)
with four _" (9.6mm) holes.
Weight capacity is 350 lbs. (159kg).
Hinged Rail 28" (71cm) length 
NC93030-01 Left 
NC93030-02 Right 

Floor Mast (purchase rails separately)
NC93033 

P.T. Raili with Floor Mast

Fixed Rail 28" (71cm) length
NC93031-01 Left 
NC93031-02 Right



GUARDIANr TUB
SAFETY HANDLE
Designed for safety
and convenience.
Bi-level design features
multiple hand-holds for
security. Large, rubber
pads protect tub surface
from marring. Clamp
adjusts from 2)" to 6@"
(7.0 to 16cm) with the
turn of a knob. Height
above tub measures
13!" (34cm). Handle
measures 7@" (18cm)
wide. Supports up to
250 lbs. (113kg).
NC28907
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NEW! SUCTION TUB AND SHOWER BARS
Powerful dual suction cups adhere grab bars
for added assistance in the tub or shower.
Easily attach these unique grab bars without
having to hire a contractor for installation.
Position on a smooth, clean, dry surface. To
secure, hold in place and apply pressure while
pushing down the tabs located at both ends.
Release suction by flipping the tabs upwards for
easy removal. Suction Tub and Shower Bars do
not screw permanently into a wall, making them
a perfect solution for renters or for use when
traveling. Attach in the bath for better balance
when exiting the tub. Can be used horizontally
or vertically. Features a textured grip surface
with nonslip grip rings for added security. Bars
fit 4", 6" and 8" (10, 15 and 20cm) tiles. 

NC34235-12 12" (30cm)

NC34235-16 16" (41cm)

NC34235-24 24" (61cm)

Flip-up tabs make
installation and
removal quick
and easy.

LUMEXi TUB-GUARDr
BATHTUB SAFETY RAIL
Ergonomic handle provides
a safe and secure grip.
Help prevent accidents in the
bathroom with Lumexu Tub-
Guardr Bathtub Safety Rails.
These rails feature an
ergonomically designed han-
dle for a comfortable, safe
grip. No tools are necessary
for mounting. The clamping
mechanism securely attaches
the rails to the tub. Width of clamp adjusts from 2!" to 6!" (6.4 to 17cm). The rustproof plastic body
features a textured surface for a confident, nonslip grip. The Standard Safety Rail extends 12"
(30cm) above the tub rim. The Tall Safety Rail is an easy-to-reach 16" (41cm) above the tub rim. The
added height reduces the amount of bending required for taller people, making tub entry and exit
safer and easier. Not recommended for use with fiberglass tubs. Supports up to 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC28380 Standard 
NC28381 Tall 

StandardTall 

TUB SAFETY BARS
ADA-compliant tub safety bars.
These bars feature a sturdy, no-wobble design and different handle heights for easy grasp-
ing. Designed with textured grab areas for a secure hold. Bars clamp onto the tub wall for
quick, tool-free installation and easy removal. Includes nonskid pads to prevent scratches
on the tub surface. All three models are designed for use on bathtubs with walls from 
3!" to 5@"(8.9 to 13cm) thick and have an attractive glacier white, rust-proof finish.
Supports up to 350 lbs. (159kg).

Made of molded plastic, the Dual Tub Safety Bar features two handles, 12" and 8" (30 and
20cm) high. Designed with textured grab areas that are shaped flat for better gripping.  

Made of coated steel, the MultiGrip Tub Safety Bar offers grips at two heights, 7" low and
15" high (18 and 28cm). Clamp pads prevent tub from scratching (38 and 18cm). 

Made of coated steel, the High Profile Tub Safety Bar provides a higher 15" (38cm) grab. 

NC34209 Dual Tub 
NC34207 MultiGrip Tub 
NC34206 High Profile Tub 

Dual Tub
Safety Bar

MultiGrip Tub
Safety Bar

High Profile
Tub Safety Bar

Tub Safety Bars meet The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) specifications.
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FOLDING SHOWER SEAT
Lightweight, durable seat folds for storage or travel.
Seat folds to just 2" (5.1cm) deep and weighs only
4 lbs. (1.8kg). Frame constructed of lightweight
aluminum with nonslip rubber feet. Seat features
easy-to-clean, quick-dry mesh material that resists
mold and mildew. Built-in handles. Fits inside
most standard tubs and showers. Seat measures
23" wide x 20" high (58 x 51cm). Supports up to
250 lbs. (113kg).
NC32220

NEW! EDGE SHOWER STOOL
Triangular stool fits easily in shower corner.
Nonslip feet feature soft ferrules that ensure a
stable grip on wet or dry surfaces. Adjust
height of legs from 16!" to 22!" (42 to 57cm)
using easy push buttons. Weighs 5) lbs.
(2.6 kg). Seat measures 17)" (45cm) wide.
Total width measures 20!" (52cm). Made of
durable, corrosion-free polypropylene and
aluminum. Supports up to 287 lbs. (130kg). 
NC24593

Ideal for small spaces.

Stable shower chair allows add-on 
Armrests or Backrest as needed.
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Armrests
Backrest

NEW! SWIFT SHOWER CHAIR/STOOL
Designed to ensure stability and safety.
Adapts to uneven floors and provides exceptional stability. Features
a contoured, nonslip seat with drainage holes. A cutout for personal
hygiene can be positioned at the front or back. Easily add on the
optional armrests or open, perforated backrest. Legs adjust in
height from 31!" to 37_" (80 to 95cm) using easy push-buttons. Seat
measures 21@" x 16E" (54 x 41cm). Measures 21@" (54cm) wide.
Simple assembly requires no tools. Made of durable, corrosion-free
polypropylene and aluminum. Supports up to 287 lbs. (130kg).
NC24591-1 Swift Shower Stool 
NC24591-A Armrests
NC24591-B Backrest

Armrests and backrests fit
easily into preformed holes.

Contoured, nonslip seat
with drainage holes.

Push-button 
height adjustment.

Cutout for 
personal hygiene 



Small Basket
Organizer

CAREXr PORTABLE SHOWER BENCH
Convenient one-piece bench for the bath.
This Portable Shower Bench is ideal for persons
with restricted mobility. Quality Carexr construc-
tion and design. Compact size is convenient for
travel and storage. Rubber stops hold the bench in
place firmly without scratching the surface of the
bathtub. Measures 31" x 14@" (79 x 36cm). Fits stan-
dard bathtubs from 19" to 28" (48 to 71cm) wide.
Supports up to 300 lbs. (136kg). 
NC28954

Bath and Shower Seat 
with Back

CAREXr ADJUSTABLE BATH
AND SHOWER SEATS
A heavy-duty, easily adjustable bath 
and shower seat.
The sturdy Carex r
Adjustable Bath and
Shower Seats have
large, easy-to-grasp
handles and a raised
edge at the rear of
the seat for added
security. Convenient
built-in storage for handheld shower spray
and soap dish accessories. Holes in the seat
allow for proper drainage. Available with or
without a back that is easy to remove and
replace. Both models measure 25@" wide
and 19!" deep (64 and 50cm). Seat height
adjusts from 17" to 22" (43 to 56cm) with
the unique, patented, easy-to-use Exact
Levelu System. Just turn the rubber feet
until the seat reaches the desired height.
Heavy-duty, all-plastic construction. No
tools are needed for assembly. Seats safely
support up to 300 lbs. (136kg).

NC28970 Seat
NC28971 Seat with Back

Exact Levelu System
adjusts height with a

turn of the leg.
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Handheld Shower
Attachment

Add-On Handles

Shower ChairTransfer Bench

Accessories not
included.

Large Basket
Organizer

TOOL-FREE SHOWER CHAIR AND TRANSFER BENCH
Bath seats designed to accommodate modular add-on accessories (left).
These heavy duty seats can be customized
with the accessories shown to the left. No
tools are required for assembly or adjustment.
The Tool-Free Shower Chair is designed as a
seat that is contained within a bathtub or
shower. Overall width is 22" (56cm). Leg height
adjusts from 15" to 21" (38 to 53cm).

The Tool-Free Transfer Bench straddles the
tub wall for easy transfers to the bath seat.
Split-seat design allows shower curtain to
tuck within the tub. Overall width is 33@"
(84cm). Leg height adjusts from 17" to 21" 
(43 to 53cm).

MODULAR BATH
SAFETY ACCESSORIES
Attach easily to Tool-Free Shower 
Chair and Transfer Bench (right).
Large and Small Basket Organizers have
drainage holes and are ideal for shampoos,
lotions or soaps. The Handheld Shower
Attachment directs spray towards floor. Add-
On Handles provide a comfortable, ergonomi-
cally designed, nonslip grip with a flat, textured
top. All accessories attach easily without tools
and are dishwasher safe.
NC34212-1 Large Basket Organizer
NC34212-2 Small Basket Organizer
NC34212-3 Add-On Handles
NC34212-4 Handheld Shower Attachment

Large, comfortable seats measure 32!" x
19@" (83 x 49cm). The chair backs are con-
toured for comfort and both have oversized
seat pans with drainage holes. The nonslip
rubber feet provide stability and protect the
tub from nicks and scratches. The chair and
bench both support up to 400 lbs. (181kg)
and assemble without tools.
NC34210 Shower Chair
NC34211 Transfer Bench



NORCOi HEAVY DUTY/BARIATRIC SHOWER BENCHES
Durable benches support up to 500 pounds.
Heavy-duty frame is constructed of 1" (2.5cm) aluminum tubing and features
strong cross braces and legs for added stability. The seat measures 17@"
wide x 16" deep (44 x 41cm). Seat height adjusts from 17" to 19" high 
(43 to 48cm). Width at the base is 18!" x 19" (47 x 48cm). Overall height
measures 30!" to 32!" (77 to 83cm). No tools required for assembly.
Lifetime warranty on the frame. Benches support up to 500 lbs. (227kg).
NC28981 Bench 
NC28982 Bench with back

NORCOi SHOWER BENCHES
Secure comfort in the bath or shower.
Anodized aluminum legs are rubber-tipped and angled outward to help
prevent accidental slipping and to protect the tub. Bench height adjusts
from 14" to 18" (36 to 46cm). Benches measure 12" x 20" (30 x 51cm).
Back measures 16" x 8" (41 x 20cm). Maximum width at base measures
18)" (48cm). Benches support up to 300 lbs. (136kg). 
NC87100 Bench with Back
NC87101 Bench
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Shower Bench
with Back

Shower Bench 
without Back 

Shower Bench

Shower Bench
with Back

Benches feature blow-
molded, high-density 
polyethylene plastic. 

FOLDING SHOWER SEAT
Features versatile seat angle and height adjustments.
Safe, stable shower seat folds easily for compact storage. Seat
angle inclines forward, making it ideal for people with stiff knees
or hips. The seat has a cut-out for personal hygiene. Backrest and
seat are made of molded polypropylene with an anti-slip texture
on the seat. Frame is made of epoxy polyester-lacquered steel 
tubing and measures 29" to 36" high x 23" wide x 17!" deep 
(74 to 91x 58 x 44cm). Seat height adjusts from 17!" to 23!" 
(44 to 60cm). Clean with regular household cleansers and disinfec-
tants. Weighs 14! lbs. (6.6kg). Supports up to 285 lbs. (129kg).
NC24590

NORCOi ROLLING SHOWER TRANSPORT CHAIR
Move chair into desired position and safely lock rolling casters.
This mobile shower chair features four 4" (10cm) swivel casters
with rear caster locks for safety. Anodized aluminum construction
prevents rusting. The nylon backrest and plastic seat are easy to
clean. The seat measures 16" deep x 14!" wide (41 x 37cm). Seat
height from the floor measures 18" (46cm). Overall height from
the floor to the top of backrest measures 34!" (88cm). The inside
width between chair arms measures 19" (48cm). Maximum width
at base measures 22!" (57cm). Supports up to 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC28921

Rear casters 
lock for safety.

Durable, anodized 
aluminum construction.

Folds for easy
compact storage.

Seat can 
be tilted.



7" (18cm)

19" (48cm)
31!" (80cm)

16" to 21"
(41 to 53cm)

16!"
(42cm)

26)" (68cm)
26!" (67cm)

16@"
(41cm)

26" (66cm)16" (41cm)

27" (69cm)

16)"
(43cm)
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The Exact Levelu System allows
easy height adjustments. Just 
turn the rubber feet until the 
seat reaches the desired height.

CAREXr BATH TRANSFER BENCH
Enter and exit the tub safely with this adjustable transfer bench.
The Carexr Bath Transfer Bench is lightweight
and rustproof. A safe, convenient means for tub
entry, this bench is ideal for individuals who
need to bathe while seated. Features a support-
ive seat back, a large, easy-to-grip handle and a
raised edge at the rear of the seat for added
security. This bench also features convenient
built-in storage for a handheld shower spray
and soap accessories. Holes in the seat provide
drainage. Designed for bathtub entry from

either the left or right side. Unique, patented
Exact Levelu System allows easy for adjustment
of seat height from 18!" to 23!" (47 to 60cm).
The overall width measures 35" (89cm). Bench
supports up to 300 lbs. (136kg).
NC28968

NORCOi TUB TRANSFER BENCH
Stabilize tub transfers.
Features a lightweight, anodized aluminum
frame, a textured, molded backrest and a non-
slip seating surface with drainage holes.
Backrest attaches on either side of the bench for
bathtub entry from the left or right side. Height
adjusts from 17" to 22" (43 to 56cm) in 1" (2.5cm)
increments. Bench overall measures 20!" deep
x 30" (52 x 76cm) wide. Overall width at base
measures 31" (79cm). No tools are required for
assembly. Supports up to 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC28923

Note: All bath chairs can be cleaned with household cleansers and disinfectants.

(43 to 55cm) tall. Fits tubs from 11" to 17" (28 to
43cm) deep. Use the optional legs with suction
cups to increase stability and prevent move-
ment in the tub. Both benches support up to
300 lbs. (136kg). 

NC28949-1 Vinyl Seat 
NC28949-2 Plastic Seat
NC28949-3 Legs with Suction Cups (2)

HEAVY DUTY TRANSFER BENCH
Tested to support up to 400 pounds.
This transfer bench allows easy entry into the
bath with its one-piece textured top. Convenient
built-in shower head holder. Rustproof alu-
minum frame. Bench seat height adjusts from
19!" to 23@" (50 to 60cm). Seat measures 27" x
16)" (69 x 43cm). Optional suction cups provide
a safe, nonslip hold on smooth surfaces.
Supports up to 400 lbs. (181kg).

NC24599 Transfer Bench
NC24599-1 Suction cups (2)

Available with either plastic or padded vinyl-
foam seats. The Economy Plastic Transfer Seat
has a nonslip textured surface and drainage
holes. Seat height adjusts from
15!" to 20!" (39 to 52cm). The
waterproof Economy Vinyl
Transfer Seat has a thick, high-
density foam seat for comfort.
Seat height adjusts in !" (13mm)
increments from 16)" to 21)"

ECONOMY UNIVERSAL TRANSFER SEATS
Two options provide comfort and safety at an economical price.

Legs with 
suction cups

Economy Vinyl Transfer Seat   Economy Plastic Transfer Seat   
Hand held shower

sold separately. 



17%" (44cm)

15"
(38cm)
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GUARDIANr 3-IN-1 HEAVY DUTY COMMODE
Versatile commode features a heavy-duty frame for extra support.
Use as a bedside commode, a shower chair or an
over-the-toilet safety frame. Nonskid feet and
handles with foam grips add security when sit-
ting and rising. Constructed of reinforced steel
braces with a gray, powder-coated surface. Seat
attachment is secured by @" (6.4mm) steel bolts.
Clean with household cleansers. The removable,
contoured commode bucket features a plastic
handle and rim for secure handling. Measures
18" long x 24" (46 x 61cm) wide, and adjusts
from 18" to 22" (46 to 56cm) in height with an
easy-to-use push button. Seat depth measures 16" (41cm). Width between
arms measures 21" (53cm). Overall width measures 23)" (60cm).
Supports up to 400 lbs. (181kg). 
NC24555

Commode

ECONOMY COATED COMMODE
An all-in-one commode, bath seat and raised toilet seat.
This coated commode unit can be used in three
different ways: as a toilet safety frame with rails,
as a shower seat, or as a free-standing commode. 

Remove the pail and add the splash guard for use
as a toilet safety frame. Use without the pail and
splash guard as a shower seat. With the pail, it
acts as a free-standing commode. 

Clean with household cleansers. Durable, gray
coated steel frame has overall width of 23!" (60cm).
Width between arms measures 17!" (44cm). Seat
measures 14" wide x 15" deep (36 x 38cm). Seat height is adjustable in 
1" (2.5cm) increments, from 15!" to 23!" (39 to 60cm). Splash guard and
pail are included. Supports up to 300 lbs. (136kg).
NC24596

Commode

Shower SeatToilet Safety FrameShower SeatToilet Safety Frame

CAREXr ADJUSTABLE
TRANSFER BENCH
Provides safer, easier
access getting in and
out of tubs.
The sturdy, all-composite
plastic Adjustable Transfer
Bench helps people with
weakness or poor mobil-
ity to enter or exit the
tub safely. Rubber feet
provide added security.
Seat measures 30" wide
x 19" deep (76 x 48cm).
Backrest measures 23"
(58cm) wide and is 14!"
(37cm) from seat to top.
Seat height adjusts from
18!" to 23!" (47 to 60cm) using the patented Exact Levelt System.
Just turn the rubber feet until seat reaches the desired height.
Can be adapted easily for bathtub entry from either side. No
tools are needed for assembly. Supports up to 400 lbs. (181kg). 
NC28967

Sturdy, reversible side rail 
for added support.

30" (76cm)19" (48cm)

PADDED TRANSFER BENCH WITH COMMODE OPENING
Suction cups grip securely for safer transfers.
Features a side rail for extra
support and push-button
height adjustment that raises
the seat from 17!" to 22" 
(44 to 56cm). Comfortable,
vinyl-covered foam cushions
are secured to an aluminum
frame. The 8" (20cm) diame-
ter commode opening allows
for improved personal
hygiene. Clearance beneath
frame is 14" to 18!" (36 to
47cm). Overall width is 29@"
(74cm), overall depth is
16)" (43cm). Assembles for
bathtub entry from either
the left or right side. Replacement suction cups and extension legs
sold separately. Supports up to 300 lbs. (136kg). 
NC28955 Transfer Bench
NC28955-1 Replacement Cups
NC28955-2 Extension Legs

25" 
(64cm)

Suction-cup feet prevent
movement in tub.

15)"
(40cm)



36" 
(91cm)

26" 
(66cm)
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The 26" wide model (left) supports up to 800 lbs.(363kg) and the 
36" model (above) supports up to 1000 lbs.(454kg).

NORCOi HEAVY DUTY/BARIATRIC DROP ARM COMMODE
Supports up to 1000 pounds.
Drop arm commodes feature welded steel construction for excep-
tional strength. Drop arm allows easy transfers. The seat has a
polyurethane molded design for comfort and a larger opening.
Available in two models: the 26" (66cm) wide model supports up to
800 lbs. (363kg) and the 36" (91cm) wide model supports up to 1000 lbs.
(454kg). The seat height for both models measures 18!" (47cm) from
the floor and the seat depth measures 21" (53cm). Seat opening 
measures 10" wide x 13@" (25 x 34cm) deep. Clean with household
cleansers and disinfectants. Lifetime warranty on frame.

Width
NC28983 26" (66cm)

NC28984 36" (91cm)

DROP ARM COMMODES
Easy-to-operate drop arm mechanism facilitates lateral transfers.
These convenient commodes feature a side arm that drops out of the
way for easy transfers from a bed or wheelchair. Durable all-steel
frame with powder-coating is warm to the touch. The plastic seat is
easy to clean and will not chip or crack. Pail and lid are included and
lift out for easy cleaning. Seat can be angled to reduce bending by the
user. The Norcoi Standard Drop Arm Commode measures 25"
high x 21!" wide x 21" deep (64 x 55 x 53cm). The seat measures 
15" wide x 16" deep (38 x 41cm). Seat height adjusts from 14" to 19!"
(36 to 50cm). Weighs 15! lbs. (7.0kg) and supports up to 250 lbs. (113kg).
Clean with regular household cleansers and disinfectants.

The X-Large Drop Arm Commode
has a molded platform seat that
extends the length and width of the
commode. Measures 32" high x 31"
wide x 21" deep (81 x 79 x 53cm). The
seat height adjusts from 19!" to 23!"
(50 to 60cm) in 1" (2.5cm) increments.
Seat depth measures 18!" (47cm).
Width between arms measures 25!"
(65cm). Weighs 25 lbs. (11kg) and
supports up to 400 lbs. (181kg).
Clean commode with household
cleansers and disinfectants.
NC28925 Standard 
NC25002 X-Large 

X-Large
Drop Arm Commode

Drop-arm
mechanism
allows easy
transfers.

Norcoi Standard 
Drop Arm Commode

Lever allows 
easy operation of drop arm.



GUARDIANr LOCKING ELEVATED
TOILET SEAT WITH ARMS
Larger seat with raised arms is ideal for
elongated toilets.
This locking seat adds 5" (13cm) to the height
of a toilet seat. Turn dial fits and secures the
seat to the toilet rim. Raised armrests add
security and are padded with wraparound foam
for comfort. Seat measures 16" x 14" (41 x 36cm).
and can be used on an elongated toilet. Made 
of easy-to-clean composite resin. Overall
dimensions (including arms): 20!" x wide x 18"
deep x 11" tall (52 x 46 x 28cm). Weight capacity
is 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC28930

LUMEX r TOILET SAFETY FRAME
Offers safety and support for persons with
limited grasp.
The Lumexr Toilet Safety Frame has a unique
arm design that helps add confidence and
increase balance when rising and sitting.
Built-up handles are great for persons with
arthritis or weak grasps. Attaches quickly and
easily to most toilets. Clean with household
cleansers. Arm height adjusts from 26" to 30"
(66 to 76cm). Width between the arms adjusts
from 17" to 20" (43 to 51cm). Weight capacity is
250 lbs. (113kg).
NC28950

TOILEVATORr
Adds height at the base of the toilet instead
of the seat for an unobtrusive look.
The aesthetically pleasing Toilevatorr adds 3!"
(8.9cm) to the height of standard 14" to 15" 
(36 to 38cm) tall toilets with round or elongated
bowls. The extra height is added between the
floor and the toilet’s base, so that the original
seat remains in use. Includes instructions and
everything needed for easy installation. A safe,
economical and easy-to-
clean alternative to raised
toilet seats. Measures 23"
long x 11!" wide x 3!" tall
(58 x 29 x 8.9cm). Total weight
capacity is 500 lbs. (227kg).
NC29010

NORCOu ADJUSTABLE TOILET SEAT
Raised seat adjusts to fit most toilet bowls. 
This adjustable seat features a unique locking
system that consists of five rubber-tipped,
rustproof aluminum brackets. The brackets
can be reversed to fit a wide variety of bowls,
excluding elongated seats. Toilet seat measures
16" deep x 15" wide (41 x 38cm). Opening mea-
sures 8!" wide x 9!" deep (22 x 24cm). Height
adjusts from 3" to 6" (7.6 to 15cm) in 1" (2.5cm)
increments. Removable plastic splash guard.
Made of blow-molded plastic. Weight capacity
is 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC28920
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Women’s
Regular

Men’s
Clear

Special spout helps
prevent spills.

RAISED TOILET SEAT WITH ARMS
The first raised seat with molded-in arms.
These elevated seats feature molded-in arms
for security and support. Adds 3!" (8.9cm) to
toilet seat height. Wider front opening slopes
inward to guard against spillage. The width
between the arms is 19" (48cm), with a 21" (53cm)
exterior arm width. Extra-long screws attach
the raised seat and toilet seat to the bowl 
(hardware included). Made of durable, easy-to-
clean plastic. Weight capacity is 300 lbs. (136kg).
Limited lifetime warranty.
NC28966-2 Standard
NC28966-1 Elongated

SPIL-PRUF r URINALS
Unique design helps prevent leaks.
Specially designed spout prevents spills and
leaks once urine is in the storage container.
Helps reduce odor problems. Holds 500cc of
liquid. Autoclave at 250° F (121°C). Works best
when used in a sitting position. Perfect for bed-
side use. May be hung on a walker. Complete
instructions are included. Available in women’s
or men’s, regular or clear models. Replacement
O-ring gaskets sold separately in packages of 6.
NC28714 Men’s Regular
NC28714-1 Women’s Regular
NC28711 Men’s Clear
NC28712 Women’s Clear
NC28714-6 O-ring Gasket (6)

Turn dial
secures seat
to the toilet.
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GUARDIANr TOILET SAFETY FRAME
Offers secure support while getting up or 
sitting down.
This easy-to-clean toilet safety frame features
closed-cell foam armrests that provide a com-
fortable, sure grip. Height of the aluminum
frame adjusts from 26" to 31" (66 to 79cm) to
accommodate elevated or standard toilets.
Adjustable bracket mounts the frame onto the
toilet bowl securely. Armrest width adjusts
from 18" to 24" (46 to 61cm). Overall depth of
frame measures 16)" (43cm). Weight capacity
is 250 lbs. (113 kg). Clean with household
cleansers and disinfectants. 
NC28953

TOILET SAFETY RAIL
Leaves the area around the base 
accessible and free of obstructions.
Two 9" (23 cm) high armrests and a stable
mounting platform offer maximum security.
Attractive rustproof frame is designed to
attach directly to the toilet. Overall width
measures 23)" (60 cm). Space between the
handles measures 20" (51 cm). Clean with
household cleansers and disinfectants
NC34215

UPLIFTi COMMODE ASSIST
Restores independence for people who have difficulty moving
from sitting to standing while using the toilet.
The versatile and sturdy UPliftu Commode Assist can be used in
any room as a bedside commode and converted easily for use on a
toilet. For safety, it automatically locks into position when fully
depressed. With or without assistance, the UPliftu Commode
Assist absorbs 80% of the person’s weight to gently lower to a sit-
ting position and smoothly lift to a standing position. Lifts only
as needed, allowing the user to maintain muscular strength. The
commode bucket slides out for easy cleaning. Includes splash
guard and lid. Removable back rest allows for easy position-
ing over the toilet. Base measures 20!" x 25)" (52 x 65cm).
Seat measures 16!" x 16!" (42 x 42cm) and seat height adjusts
from 17" to 23" (43 to 58cm). The lift raises the seat 20° up
to 10" (25cm). Coated steel frame supports 80 to 220 lbs.
(35 to 100kg). Clean with household disinfectants.
NC82007 To stand, the user presses

down on the seat release
lever. This lever locks, freeing
both hands for stability.

The UPliftu Commode Assist lifts only as needed, allowing
users to maintain muscular strength. 

LOCKING ELEVATED TOILET SEAT
Raised toilet seat locks securely, and can be removed and reattached easily.
This elevated seat fits most
round or elongated toilet bowls.
Raises seat height 4!" (11 cm).
The locking bracket remains in
place, making seat removal or
reattachment easy. The Add-On
Handles can be attached easily
and provide a comfortable, non-
slip grip. Weight capacity is 350 lbs.
(159 kg). Clean with household
cleansers and disinfectants. 
NC34214 Toilet Seat
NC34212-3 Handles

Locking bracket
remains in place 
for easy seat removal
and reattachment. 

Add-On 
Handles

Locking Elevated Toilet Seat



Bumpers 
prevent seat
from shifting.

NEW! BIG JOHN TOILET SEATi
Ideal for plus-size users.
Big John can be used by anyone who wants a
more comfortable toilet seat. Highest-grade
plastic is resistant to stains and chemicals. Seat
is 2" (5.1cm) higher than standard toilet seats.
Seat measures 19" x 19" (48 x 48cm). Inside
dimensions are 11!" (29cm) front to back and
8)" (22cm) side to side. Attaches with durable
stainless steel hinges and synthetic rubber
bumpers that grip the porcelain to prevent the
seat from shifting. Weight capacity is rated at
over 1200 lbs. (544kg). Fits standard round or
elongated toilets. Available with or without front
opening. White.
NC34220-1 Without front opening 
NC34220-2 With front opening

Meets The Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) specifications.

Available with either
left or right side slope.

TALL-ETTE r III ARTHROr 
WITH LOK-IN-ELr BRACKET
For one-sided lower extremity injuries.
The Tall-etter III Arthror raises the toilet seat
4" (10cm) with a gentle slope on either the left
or right side for lower extremity disability.
Ideal when less than 90° hip flexion is
required. Made of easy-to-clean polyethylene
plastic. Weight capacity is 250 lbs. (113kg). Not
for use on elongated toilets.
The Lok-In-Elr Bracket easily slides under
the hinge pin of the existing toilet seat while
two large posts mate to the raised toilet seat,
providing a secure fit. 

NC28934 Left
NC28935 Right

HINGED ELEVATED TOILET SEAT
Increase toilet seat height while maintaining standard seat and cover.

Cover and seat may be
raised independently.

The Hinged Elevated Toilet Seat adds 3" (7.6cm) of
height to the toilet. Ideal for persons who have
trouble sitting down and getting up from a stan-
dard toilet. Constructed of two parts that are
hinged together for the convenience of raising the
seat in the same manner as a standard toilet seat.

Install using your own toilet seat and cover. Can
be used with the the Lumexr Toilet Safety Frame
(NC28950) shown on page 160. U.S. Patent
#5,251,338. Weight capacity is 250 lbs. (113kg).
NC25050 Standard
NC25051 Elongated
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ELEVATED TOILET SAFETY SEAT
Fits directly on the toilet seat.
Simple to install and remove, this toilet seat
adds 5" (13cm) of height to the toilet. Made of
durable plastic. Weight capacity is 350 lbs.
(159kg). Fits most round or elongated toilets.
ADA compliant.
NC34216

Meets The Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) specifications.

ECONOMY ELEVATED TOILET SEAT
Our best value in raised seats.
One-piece molded seat has a tapered flange
that sits directly on the porcelain bowl. Adds
4)" (12cm) to seat height. Attaches without
tools or clamps. Fits seat openings measur-
ing from 10" to 12" (25 to 31cm), or slightly
larger. Durable, polyethylene plastic is easy
to clean. Weight capacity is 250 lbs. (113kg).
Weighs 3 lbs. (1.4kg). Not for use on Lowboy
or elongated toilets. 
NC28945

Lok-In-Elr Bracket

Other Tall-etter seats are available. Call for
information or visit www.ncmedical.com.
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Suppository 
Inserter

Digital Bowel
Stimulator

E-Z REACH BOWEL MANAGEMENT
TOOL COMBO
Two tools combined in one convenient unit.
This easy-to-use tool has two interchangeable
attachments: a digital bowel stimulator and a
suppository inserter. The bayonet snap allows
easy changing of attachments. Shaft measures
10" (25cm) long. Rigid plastic handle. Angle
adjustments can be made with a heat gun.
Total length measures 13@" (34cm).
NC28707

Suppository 
Inserter

Digital Bowel
Stimulator

DIGITAL BOWEL STIMULATOR AND
SUPPOSITORY INSERTER
Hook and loop handle is ideal for people
with quadriplegia or limited hand use.
Both the Digital Bowel Stimulator and the
Suppository Inserter are constructed from stain-
less steel with polyethylene collars and tips. The
D-rings on the quad handles allow for easy
adjustments. The stimulator has a 2" (5.1cm)
long, firm insertion tip. The inserter has 2"
(5.1cm) long, hollow plastic tip that holds a stan-
dard suppository. Spring-loaded design pushes
the suppository out. Both units measure 8!"
(22cm) long, and can be sanitized easily. 
NC28703 Bowel Stimulator
NC28704 Suppository Inserter

CLESSENCEi ADVANCED TOILET SEAT
Cleanliness that only advanced bidet technology can realize.
This bidet seat fits most standard and elongated toilets. Flat, easy-
to-clean control panel allows convenient access. The Posterior Wash
function directs warm water almost vertically with a three-jet nozzle
arm. The Feminine Wash function projects a softer ten-jet spray of
warm water upwards and forwards. Automatic Nozzle Cleaning is
activated after each use. The Warm Water heating system features a
thermostat sensor, thermal fuse and high temperature cut-off
switch to prevent overheated water from being sprayed. Low-
wattage Heated Toilet Seat is built with the strictest safety standards.
A dryer supplies warm air after each use of water sprays. The
Occupied Seat Sensor prevents spray functions from activating
while the seat is unoccupied. The Slow-Down feature lowers the
seat and lid gently to prevent them from banging shut when
released. Installs directly to tap water supply. Includes a 3' (.91m) power cord. Maximum rat-
ing AC 120V, 297W, 60Hz. Standard model measures 19" x 20)" x 6" (49 x 53 x 15cm).
Elongated model measures 19" x 21!" x 6" (49 x 55 x 15cm). One-year limited warranty. 
NC28771 Standard Model 
NC28772 Elongated Model

Control panel: 

Simple touch-button controls
allow easy operation of functions. 

Flat design allows for easy cleaning. Just click and attach
for easy installation.

Two wash functions
direct water effectively.

Feminine Wash

Posterior Wash

HYGENIQUE r PLUSi BIDET/SITZ BATH SYSTEM
Affordable, portable unit combines cleansing with heat therapy.
This portable system is specially de signed for personal hygiene needs. It combines a spray
wand that cleanses the entire anal-rectal and vaginal area, and a sitz bath that provides soothing
heat therapy in fresh, clean water. A drain allows contaminants to flow into the toilet.

The hose easily snaps onto any single-spouted sink faucet and the handle fits
onto the sitz bath, which rests on the toilet. The system uses glycerine

cleansing cartridges that are inserted into the spray wand. The Personal
System includes the same components as the Deluxe System with the
exception of the blue sitz bath bowl. Both systems can be used with
the Guardianr 3-in-1 Heavy Duty Commode (NC24555, page 158).
NC28760 Deluxe Bidet/Sitz Bath System
NC28761 Replacement cartridges (200)
NC28767 Hygeniquer Personal System

Deluxe Bidet/Sitz 
Bath System



PIVOT MIRROR
Adjust and lock angle in place. 
Use this 8" (20cm) square, break-resistant acrylic
mirror for self-examination or catheterization. 
NC28719

STATIC KNEE SPREADER WITH MIRROR
Specially designed for self-catheterization. 
Made of lightweight aluminum and durable
Kydexr. Mirror is attached with Velcror. Provides
9" (23cm) of thigh abduction.
NC28732

HYGENIQUEr PERSONAL
HYGIENE MIRROR
Designed for peri-rectal self-examination.
This lighted mirror
offers individuals an
independent means of
examining themselves
and is helpful for self-
catheterization. Double-
sided mirror fits under
the toilet seat, providing
a magnified view on one side and an actual-
size view on the other side. Adjustable arms
allow use on a flat surface such as a bed or
while seated on a toilet. Requires two 9-volt
alkaline batteries.
NC28770 Hygeniquer Mirror
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Handle telescopes from 
6" to 18" (15 to 46cm).

Mirror folds
for travel
and storage.

TELESCOPING
SELF-EXAMINATION MIRROR
Compact size mirror offers extended reach
and magnification.
The handle on this telescoping mirror expands
from 6" to 18" (15 to 46cm). Two-sided, shatter-
resistant mirror features regular magnification
on one side and 2x magnification on the other
side. Mirror measures 3" (7.6cm) in diameter.
Handle has a soft grip that prevents slipping.
Mirror folds for travel and storage. Includes a
protective vinyl storage pouch. One-year man-
ufacturer’s warranty.
NC28721

Quad Inspection
Mirror

Large Hand-Held
Inspection Mirror

Small Hand-Held
Inspection Mirror

Stand
Mirror

QUAD INSPECTION MIRROR
Features an adjustable-length hand loop
and a finger loop on the shaft.
The 12" (30cm) long shaft on this mirror can
be bent easily into the desired position.
Break-resistant, oval mirror measures 4" x 6"
(10 x 15cm). Handle measures 5!" (14cm) long. 
NC28717

HAND-HELD INSPECTION MIRROR
Available in two sizes.
This diagonally-mounted mirror has an
adjustable hand loop. Bend the 12" (30cm)
long shaft by hand for easy adjustment.
Small mirror measures 4!" (11cm) square.
Large mirror measures 5!" (14cm) square.
NC28728 Small
NC28716 Large

STAND MIRROR
Self-standing mirror pivots easily.
Measures 5" (13cm) in diameter. Wire-frame
base with a regular mirror on one side and
a 3x magnification mirror on the other side. 
NC28715

SHORT TOILET AID
Ideal for persons with limited 
range of motion.
The Short Toilet Aid is covered with a plastic
coating that protects the skin. Can be cleaned
easily. Total length measures 10_" (26cm).

NC28709



The Economy Hand Held Shower 
can be used only on tub spouts 
that do not have a shower pull tab.

ECONOMY HAND HELD SHOWER
Convert a tub spout to a hand held shower.
A suction-lock wall bracket attaches the unit
without screws or other hardware that would
require permanent installation. Fits faucets with
outer diameter measuring 1_" to 1)" (3.5 to
4.4cm). Spray head can be held by the bracket
during use. Bracket can be angled in two posi-
tions. Vinyl hose measures 5' (1.5m). Universal
adapter has a lip-lock collar that attaches to tub
faucets that do not have shower pull tabs.
NC28324

TOILET TISSUE AID
Encourages independent hygiene.
The spring clamp easily
opens to re lease tissue
paper. Aid measures 10"
(25cm) long. The open,
vertical handle and the
horizontal clamp both
measure 6" (15cm) long.
NC28708

SELF WIPE BATHROOM AID
Comfortable, rounded design.
This device provides extended reach for accu-
rate positioning and pressure. Rotating handle
allows the desired amount of toilet tissue to be
rolled. Used tissue can be discarded easily by
pressing the release button on the end of the
handle. Angled tissue clamp portion measures
5" (13cm). Handle measures 9)" (25cm). Total
length of the device is 14)" (38cm). Made of
sturdy plastic. Autoclavable.
NC28726
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PAUSE CONTROL HANDHELD SHOWER
Reduce and restart waterflow with a push of a button.
An easy-to-turn oversized spray control lets the user choose from three settings: shower, 
pulsating or massage. The 7 ' (2.1m) flex-soft hose allows for convenient use while seated or
standing. The lightweight, soft grip, anti-slip handle with safety strap provides a secure hold.
Includes a holder for use with the HomeCarer products on page 155. ADA compliant. 

Compatible with most handheld showers, the Grab Bar Shower Holder fits all 1@" and 1!"
(3.2 and 3.8cm) diameter grab bars. Pivot feature allows the handheld shower to remain
upright, controlling the direction of the shower spray.
NC34218 Pause Control Handheld Shower
NC34218-H Grab Bar Shower Holder

7 ft. (2.1m)
flex-soft hose

Holder

Pause Control
Handheld
Showerhead

Shower Cradle

Easy on/off button
stops and starts

water spray. 

Grab Bar Shower Holder
Bracket attaches handheld
shower to a grab bar. 

Pause Control 
Handheld Shower

Shower meets The Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) specifications.
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SOAPER SPONGE
This sponge holds the soap for you.
Slip a small bar of soap inside the Soaper
Sponge and wash without having to hold a slip-
pery bar of soap. Designed for persons with the
use of only one hand. Ideal for stroke patients
or persons with limited reach. Plastic handle
measures 12" (30cm) long. Weighs 4 oz. (113g).
NC38335

CURVED BATH BRUSH
Washing the back just got easier!
Persons with a limited range of motion can
wash the neck, shoulders and back easily with
the Curved Bath Brush. Even reaching the back
of the upper thighs is easy. The 180° curved
handle has a plastic-grooved grip. Firm bristles
for effective scrubbing. Requires a good grasp.
Weighs 8 oz. (227g).
NC28649

Diverter
Valve

Hand Held
Shower Spray

Wall
Mount On/off

valve

CAREXr HAND HELD SHOWER
SPRAY AND DIVERTER VALVE
Use either the existing shower head or the
convenient, hand-held shower spray.
This shower spray features an extra-long,
nylon-reinforced hose and an on/off valve
for easier control of water flow. The diverter
valve offers the option of using the existing
shower head or the hand-held spray unit.
Includes a wall mount for easy installation.
Total length measures 88!" (2.3m). Fits all
standard !" (13mm) diameter shower arms.
NC62393

Includes two small sponges and
two large sponges in addition to

the attached scrub sponge.

BATH KIT
Ideal for washing hard-to-reach areas.
Choose from the attached scrub brush or four
additional attachments to wash the body easily,
without bending or reaching. Use the two
small sponges for washing between toes or the
two round sponges for washing the back and
legs. The attached scrub brush is ideal for
washing the bottoms of feet. The long, plastic
handle holds the scrub brush and accommo-
dates one screw-on attachment at a time.
NC38340

180° curved handle

NEW! GUARDIANr HAND HELD
SHOWER WITH ERGONOMIC HANDLE
For a soothing shower or invigorating
massage whether standing or safely seated.
The Guardianr Hand Held Shower features an
ergonomically designed handle with a textured
surface that provides a comfortable, nonslip
grip. Massage controls located at your fingertips
give you the choice of standard or pulsating
sprays for a stimulating massage. Also featured
is an extra long hose measuring 86" (2.2m), a
mounting bracket for fixed shower head use as
well as hand-held operation, and a water saving
diverter valve that uses less than 2.5 gallons
(9.5liters) per minute. Weighs 1 lb. (454g). Fits all
standard !" (13mm) diameter shower arms.
NC62385



BODY CAREi BODY WASHER
Nonslip handle for a secure grip 
while bathing.
Long, curved handle scrub brushes provide
easy bathing for persons with limited range
of motion. Closed-celled foam is covered
with comfortable nylon mesh for gentle
scrubbing. Nonslip rubber handle provides a
secure grip even when wet.   
NC28374 Curved 31" (79cm)

NC28375 Straight 16" (41cm)

NORCOi WASH MITTS
D-ring closure makes these mitts easy to put
on and take off.
Terry cloth mitt is available as Standard or
Pocket Model. Features a hook and loop strap
with a D-ring for easy attachment, even for
persons with the functional use of only one
hand. The D-ring also can be used to hang the
mitt for drying. The Pocket Model holds a bar
of soap and has a hook and loop closure. Both
mitts measure 6" x 10" (15 x 25cm). Machine
washable. Mitts may be used on either the left
or right hand.
NC28638 Standard
NC22242 Pocket Model 

LONG BATH BRUSH
Use a heat gun to customize the handle. 
The wire core of the Long Bath Brush curves
and the 13" (33cm) plastic handle bends at the
end for angling as needed. Features medium-
resistance bristles. Adjust shaft and handle
with a heat gun. Features a @" (6.4mm) hole on
the end of the handle to hang the brush for
drying or storage.

NC28632

Customize handle 
with a heat gun.

Available in Standard and Pocket Models.
Mitts may be used on either hand.
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BATH AND
SCRUB SPONGES
Our most popular sponge is available in
three styles.
Made of soft polyfoam with a plastic handle.
The Scrub Sponge has a loofah-style surface
on one side. Bath Sponges are available with
round or contoured sponges and the Scrub
Sponge is available in the round style only.
Handle can be shaped with a heat gun. Each of
the sponges measures 5" (13cm) in diameter.

Long Bath Sponge: 22" (56cm)

NC28644 Round
NC28645 Contoured

Short Bath Sponge: 14" (36cm)

NC28644-1 Round
NC28644-2  Contoured

Scrub Sponge
NC28650

DR. JOSEPH’S ORIGINAL FOOTBRUSH
Wash feet without bending over!
Total length measures 25!" (65cm). Brush measures 3)" (9.5cm) long. Replaceable wedge-tip
sponge measures 1_" x 2@" (3.5 x 5.7cm). Two sponge tips are included. Additional sponge tips
are sold separately in a package of three. The Foot Care Kit contains the Dr. Joseph’s Original
Footbrush items with an adjustable, unbreakable 4" (10cm) square mirror that can be angled
for thorough foot inspection.
NC38336 Dr. Joseph’s Footbrush
NC38336-1 Extra Sponge Tips (3)
NC38337-1 Foot Care Kit

Foot Care Kit

Foot Care Kit includes
an adjustable
square mirror.



SHAMPOO-AIDEi
Makes shampooing comfortable 
and manageable.
The Shampoo-Aideu provides comfort and sup-
port when shampooing. It eliminates the need
to lean over a sink by resting gently on the
shoulders and allowing the seated individual to
relax. Raised tray edges help keep the floor dry
by directing water back into the sink. The center
hinge allows for easy adjustment to the indi-
vidual’s shoulder height. Folds in half for easy
storage. Measures 16" x 20" (41 x 51cm). The pair
of Extenders, sold separately, add 6" (15cm) of
length to accommodate extra-deep sinks.
NC28335 Shampoo-Aidet
NC28335-1 Extenders (2) 

SUCTION DENTURE BRUSH
Clean dentures easily with just one hand.
This double-sided brush has two suction feet
that securely hold the base in place during use.
The large brush has even-length bristles, and
the small brush has contoured bristles for
hard-to-clean areas.
NC28333

ECONOMY SUCTION BRUSH
Scrub with just one hand.
Attach the Economy Suction Brush onto the
sink for convenient one-handed scrubbing. A
lightweight plastic base holds seven rows of
!" (13mm) long stiff nylon bristles. Ideal for
cleaning dentures or fingernails. Rubber suc-
tion feet secure the brush to most surfaces.
Measures 1!" x 4" (3.8 x 10cm). 
NC28224

Rests gently on
the shoulders.

NORCOi ECONOMY SHAMPOO BASIN
Folds for storage and travel.
This circular basin fits into the space normally
occupied by a pillow, eliminating the need to
reposition the body for shampooing. The side of
the basin provides a comfortable neck support.
The heat-sealed vinyl tray can be inflated by
mouth or with an air pump. Diameter of the
basin measures 21" (53cm). Includes a 27" (69cm)
long tube for easy drainage into a pail.  
NC28325

Add extenders for
extra-deep sinks.
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HOMECARE EZ-SHAMPOOi BASIN
Finally, a no-splash solution for washing hair in bed.
Properly position the head and shoulders for
shampooing with this convenient portable
basin. The double-tube design prevents water
from splashing. The built-in hose drains away
soapy water. Use with the EZ-Showeru (below)
for bedside shampoos with a nearby water
source. Made of mildew-resistant, heavy-duty
vinyl for years of use. Includes a 47" (1.2m) drain
hose. Measures 28" x 24" x 6" (71 x 61 x 15cm).
Inflate the basin by mouth or with an air pump.
NC28330

HOMECARE EZ-SHOWERi
Portable water bag simplifies bedside shampooing.
EZ Showeru provides a simple way to offer
a refreshing shampoo to a patient in bed.
The strong vinyl bag holds 2! gallons 
(9.5 liters) of water. Use the wooden handle
to hang the EZ-Showeru on the bed or IV
pole. Hold the 4' (1.2m) hose to direct the
water where it is needed. The convenient
on/off switch makes it easy to control the
water flow. Use with the EZ-Shampoou Basin
(above) to catch the soap and water runoff.
NC28336



Hair Washer

Comb

Brush

SUCTION EMERY BOARD
Use convenient board to file nails with one hand.
The Suction Emery Board consists of two grades of emery
cloth covering a 4" (10cm) long board. Two suction cup feet
keep the board stationary while filing nails.
NC28225

BODY CAREi LONG HANDLED
COMBS AND BRUSHES
Brush or comb hair more easily with a
longer handle.
Ideal for persons with limited arm reach or
hand movement. These brushes and combs
have extended handles that provide easy access
to hard-to-reach places at the back of the head.
Firm bristles and contour design improve 
contact when brushing or combing. 
Comb Length
NC28370 Short 12" (30cm)

NC28371 Long 14!" (37cm)

Brush Length
NC28372 Short 11!" (29cm)

NC28373 Long 14" (36cm)

Hair Washer Length
NC28376 10" (25cm)

Nail Clipper File

Nail Clipper Board

NAIL CLIPPER FILE

This unit features a large, pivoting nail clip-
per and two slits with screw locks to secure
emery boards in place. Plastic base measures
7!" x 3!" (19 x 8.9cm). Suction cup feet
secure the unit during use. Includes four
emery boards.
NC28331

NAIL CLIPPER BOARD

This board includes a standard size nail
clipper that is securely attached to a plastic
base that measures 4" x 2" (10 x 5.1cm).
Suction cup feet firmly adhere to surfaces,
providing stability and preventing the
board from slipping during use.
NC28698

TOENAIL SCISSORS
Cut toenails the easy way.
The molded finger and thumb grip on these
Toenail Scissors allow easier gripping and
greater leverage. Serrated stainless steel
blades are angled upwards. Strong blades cut
through most thick nails. Scissors measure
8@" (21cm) long.
NC24554
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NORCOi UNIVERSAL QUAD CUFF
Comfortable cuff adjusts to fit a variety
of different-sized items.
The Norcou Universal Quad Cuff is ideal for
persons with limited hand function. Cuff is
made of cushioned cylindrical foam, sur-
rounded by an elastic band which securely
holds utensils, grooming aids and writing instruments with various handle sizes and shapes.
D-ring hand strap allows independent donning and doffing. The elastic strap can be stretched
to accommodate hands of all sizes. One size fits all. See page 201 for feeding applications. 
NC35350



ZIP GRIP
Snaps onto zipper to extend pull tab.
The Zip Grip is ideal for persons who have dif-
ficulty grasping and pulling small zipper tabs.
Just insert the peg of the Zip Grip through the
hole on a standard zipper, fold in half and
press to snap shut. Ring diameter measures 
1" (2.5cm). Sold in a package of 6. 
NC28634 (6)

CLEAR ZIPPER PULL
Add a discreet handle to zippers.
The Clear Zipper Pull clips to zipper tabs to
make grasping easier. Clear nylon loop is
inconspicuous. Place thumb or finger in loop
and pull for easy opening and closing. Can be
removed and placed in a pocket or purse.
Loop measures 6!" (17cm) long. No pinch is
required. Sold in a package of three.
NC28615 (3)

RING ZIPPER PULL
Large loop attaches to small zipper tabs.
Hold onto zippers more easily with the Ring
Zipper Pull. Ideal for persons with arthritis,
limited dexterity or poor pinch. The 1" (2.5cm)
diameter ring hooks onto regular zipper tabs.
Sold in a package of 3. 
NC28631 (3)

GRIP HANDLE BUTTON HOOK/
ZIPPER PULL COMBO
Fasten buttons and pull zippers easily.
Features a built-up, rubber handle with textured
grooves preventing the dressing aid from
rolling in the hand for a secure grip. Handle
length measures 4!" (11cm). Total length mea-
sures 7@" (18cm), and the diameter is 1" (2.5cm).
NC28616

BUTTON HOOK/
ZIPPER PULL COMBO
A great value for a button hook/
zipper pull combo.
Zip and button with the convenient Button
Hook/Zipper Pull Combo. One end has a hook
for buttons, and the other has a hook for 
zippers. Wooden handle. Total length measures
9" (23cm) and the diameter is )" (19mm). 
NC28635

SHOE REMOVER
Slip shoes off the quick and easy way.
Ideal for persons with a limited range of
motion or those who have difficulty bending
over. Made of sturdy plastic. Not indicated for
clients with restricted hip abduction or those
who have had recent total hip replacements.
NC24553
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GOOD GRIPSr BUTTON HOOK
Get a secure, cushioned grip on hard-to-grasp buttons.
The soft, cushioned grip of the Good Gripsr Button Hook makes
the sometimes difficult task of buttoning clothes easier. The
built-up handle is made of a rubber-like material and 
features flexible ribbing that adapts to any grip. This
handle is so unique, it carries a U.S. patent.
Handle measures 4@" (11cm) long and has a
diameter of 1!" (3.8cm). The total length
measures  6@" (16cm).
NC28667

The built-up Santoprener handle with
Fingerprintu softspots makes buttoning
clothes easier for people with arthritis or
decreased dexterity.



Easy, 

one-handed

application!
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SWEDISH FOLDING STOCKING AID
Slip on socks without bending over.
Use the lightweight Swedish Folding Stocking
Aid to don socks from a seated position. Great
for persons who have difficulty bending or
stretching, and for those with the use of only
one hand. This dressing aid is made of nylon-
covered, flexible plastic that holds its shape
while reducing friction. Looped, nylon pulling
cord measures 26" (66cm) long. Stocking Aid
folds flat to 8" x 4" (20 x 10cm) for easy storage.
NC28624

JUZO TED HOSE AID
Slide on TED hose easily.
The silky lining on the Juzo TED Hose Aid
reduces the friction associated with dressing
in tight stockings. Once the hose is on the
foot, the aid can be pulled through the toe
opening easily. Machine washable. Requires
the use of two hands.
NC24552

Two Cord Handles

Loop Handle

SOCK-ASSISTi
Unique features make this the most extraordinary sock aid on the market.
The easy-to-use Sock-Assistu lays flat on the floor, accommodates feet and calves of all sizes,
has a nonstick surface and pulls the sock up the calf instead of releasing it at the ankle. Its
innovative design allows easy donning of socks or knee-high nylons using one or two
hands. Also works with elastic compression knee high socks or stockings. It’s the unusual
looking features that make this sock aid so effective:

• Two side wings keep the sock on the 
Sock-Assistu until it is released on the calf.

• Center tongue helps ease the sock
onto the device.

• Flexible polypropylene “gives” to
accommodate socks.

• Flat bottom surface prevents the 
Sock-Assistu from rolling.

• Wide foot bed accommodates average 
to wide feet.

• Contoured side walls help hold the
sock on the device.

• Rear flares prevent the cord from 
rubbing against the skin.

• Textured surface prevents skin from
sticking to the sock aid.

• Cord handle can be cut or looped to
adjust length.

Sock-Assisti
NC32500 With Loop Handle
NC32502 With Two Cord Handles

A demonstration video
featuring this innovative

sock aid is available
online at:

www.ncmedical.com

MOLDED SOCK AID
Choose a garter or cord handle for easier application.
The Molded Sock Aid has a semi-flexible plastic trough that
holds a sock or stockings in place while being pulled onto
the foot. The trough may be adjusted using a heat gun.
Good hand strength is required to flex the sock aid. A foam
disc on the underside of the trough prevents the sock from
sliding off before it is completely on the foot.

Available in three styles. The Molded Sock Aid with Cord
Handle can be used with one or two hands. The 33" (84cm)
cord handle can be cut  to adjust length. The Molded Sock
Aid with Two Cord Handles features
soft foam grips for comfortable use. The
Molded Sock Aid with Garters features
two garters that fasten a sock, nylon
stocking or tights so they do not slip off
the aid when being pulled on the foot.
Two-handed use is recommended for the
Molded Sock Aid with Garters.
Molded Sock Aid
NC26600 With Cord Handle
NC26601 With Garters
NC26602 With Two Cord Handles

Cord
Handle

Two Cord 
Handles

Garters



ENGLISH SOCK AID AND ENGLISH PANTYHOSE AID
An economical solution for putting on socks and pantyhose. 
The English Sock Aid is lightweight and easy to use. The plastic trough can be bent as necessary
to fit any size sock or nylon stocking. Indentations hold the sock securely until it is in place. The
32" (81cm) long cotton straps do not stretch during use. Straps can be adjusted as required by
cutting or knotting. Tie the straps into a single loop if desired. The English Pantyhose Aid has
two flexible troughs. Slip on pantyhose and tights with ease. Accommodate small or large feet by
pulling the straps apart while putting on the garment. Both models require two hands for use.
NC28661 Sock Aid
NC28662 Pantyhose Aid
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X-Small Standard

English Sock Aid

English Pantyhose Aid

EASY-PULLi SOCK AID
Foot slides easily on the nylon lining while the sock remains secure.

The flexible plastic core of the Easy-Pullt Sock Aid allows people to use just one hand to
shape the trough easily to slide it into a sock. Large loop handles at the end of the strong,
32" (81cm) straps are great for persons with weak grasps. Nylon lining allows foot to slide
easily along the trough. Terry cloth outer covering keeps the sock or stocking securely on
the sock aid. Slits in the plastic core allow for contour bending around the heel. Compact,
lightweight and hand washable.
NC28600

FLEXIBLE SOCK AID
Dressing aid slides a sock completely 
onto the foot. 
The unique shape of the Flexible Sock Aid
keeps socks on the aid until the sock is pulled
all the way onto the foot. The pliable trough is
easy to bend. The soft plastic aid rolls into the
sock and creates an opening for the foot. Loop
handle measures 36" (91cm) long. The Flexible
Sock Aid is ideal for people who are recovering
from back surgery and for those who have
arthritic hips. Requires the use of two hands.
NC28585

Loop handles for easy pulling.

SOFT SOCK STARTER
Ideal for short or thin socks.
Great for ankle-high socks. Flexible plastic sheet
rolls into the sock and creates an opening for
the foot. Foam disc keeps the sock on the
starter until it is slipped onto the foot. Nylon

cord measures 31" (79cm)
long. Ideal for people with
hip flexion limitations.
Requires two hands for
use. The X-Small has a 21"
(53cm) long cord and is
great for pediatric use.
NC28621 Standard
NC28621-P X-Small



FLEX-O-LACEr SHOELACES
No tying required.
The small, plastic retainer piece on
these elastic shoelaces adjusts the
amount of stretch and helps keep
laces firmly in place. The shoelaces
measure 12" (30cm) long. Two pairs
per package.
NC28595-1 Black (Two pairs)
NC28595-2 Brown (Two pairs)
NC28595-3 White (Two pairs)

ORTHO LACEr
Securely fasten shoes using just one hand.
Ortho Lacer is easy to attach and adjust for a secure fit. Ideal when
sturdy shoes are required. Ortho Lacer looks like part of the shoe,
and can be used easily by persons with the use of only one hand.
Easy-to-follow instructions are included. Available in three lengths.
Sold in pairs.

Black White
Four Eyelet NC28687-4 NC28690-4
Five Eyelet NC28687-5 NC28690-5
Six Eyelet NC28687-6 NC28690-6

COILERSi
Easy-to-use, adjustable Coilersu
never need tying.
Coilersu may be tightened or loos-
ened, but never need tying. They
have no pressure points and allow
natural movement. Fits up to eight
pairs of eyelets. Sold in pairs.
NC28546 Black
NC28547 Brown
NC28548 White
NC28549 Royal Blue
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SHOE BUTTONS
Keep shoes tied securely.
The ideal accessory for laces that
won’t stay tied. Just slip the
shoelace over the Shoe Buttons
while the shoe is on the foot. Sold
in pairs. Available in three colors.
NC28597-1 Black
NC28597-2 Brown
NC28597-3 White

ELASTIC SHOELACES
Turn a lace-up shoe into a slip-on shoe.
Elastic Shoelaces are ideal for people with limited back mobility,
decreased hip flexion or limited hand dexterity. Lace and tie shoes in the
normal manner just once. Shoes can be slipped on or off easily without
tying and untying. Available in two lengths. Sold in packages of two pairs
or in bulk (see chart below). 

Deluxe Elastic Shoelaces are
designed for athletic shoes with
five, six or seven eyelet sets. Laces
measure _" (9.5mm) wide and are
thicker and easier to handle than
other elastic shoelaces. Available in
two lengths and three colors. Sold
in packages of two pairs or in
bulk (see chart below).
Elastic Shoelaces 
24" (61cm) length: Two pairs
NC28681 Black
NC28686 Brown
NC28689 White

Elastic Shoelaces 
37" (94cm) length: Two pairs
NC28734 Black
NC28735 Brown
NC28736 White

Deluxe Elastic Shoelaces 
27" (69cm) length: Two pairs
NC28738 Black
NC28739 Brown
NC28685 White

Deluxe Elastic Shoelaces 
37" (94cm) length: Two pairs
NC28740 Black
NC28741 Brown
NC28025 White

Deluxe Elastic Shoelaces

Elastic Shoelaces 24" (61cm) length*
Bulk: ! lb. (227g)  Approx. 38 pairs
NC28681-Bulk Black
NC28686-Bulk Brown
NC28689-Bulk White

Elastic Shoelaces 37" (94cm) length*
Bulk: ! lb. (227g)  Approx. 24 pairs
NC28734-Bulk Black
NC28735-Bulk Brown
NC28736-Bulk White

Deluxe Shoelaces 27" (69cm) length*
Bulk: ! lb. (227g)  Approx. 43 pairs
NC28738-Bulk Black
NC28739-Bulk Brown
NC28685-Bulk White 

Deluxe Shoelaces 37" (94cm) length*
Bulk: ! lb. (227g)  Approx. 31 pairs
NC28740-Bulk Black
NC28741-Bulk Brown
NC28025-Bulk White 

*Lengths may vary in bulk packaging.
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The patented Good Gripsr handle has a
built-up, nonslip surface for maximum 
gripping comfort.

Extra-long shoehorn extends reach for 
people who have difficulty bending. The
foot slides easily on the textured surface.

GOOD GRIPSr SHOEHORN
Offers an extended reach and 
a secure, cushioned grip.

The Good Gripsr built-up handle is
made of a latex-free, rubber-like
material with flexible ribbing that
adapts to any grip. This handle is
so unique, it carries a U.S. patent.
Shaft is made of enameled steel.
People who have limited mobility
and difficulty bending over will
appreciate the extra-long design.
The textured surface prevents the
foot from sticking to the shoehorn,
helping it slide easily into the shoe.
Handle diameter measures 1!"
(3.8cm). Available in 18", 24" and 
30" (46, 61 and 76cm) lengths.

1-5 6-23 24+
NC65631 18" (46cm)

NC65632 24" (61cm)

NC65633 30" (76cm)

Stainless Steel 
Shoehorn

Built to last!

Plastic Shoehorn 
with Hook

Hooked handle
pulls up socks.

Plastic 
Shoehorn

A lightweight, 
classic shoehorn.

Foam Handle 
Shoehorn

Built-up grip for
easy grasping.

Easy Slide
Shoehorn

Select from four sizes.

PLASTIC SHOEHORN WITH HOOK
Hooked handle offers a comfortable hold for
fingers and may be used to pull up socks. Nylon
loop for easy storage. Measures 16@" (41cm) long.
NC28590

EASY SLIDE SHOEHORN
This shoehorn has an enameled steel shaft and
rubber-like handle for easy grasping. Available
in four lengths. 
NC28671 12" (31cm)

NC28672 18" (46cm)

NC28673 24" (61cm)

NC28674 30" (76cm)

PLASTIC SHOEHORN
This durable, lightweight shoehorn can be
grasped with ease. Measures 18" (45cm) long.
Handle has a large hole for hanging.
NC28611

FOAM HANDLE SHOEHORN
Built-up foam handle is easy to grasp. People
with a weak grasp can use the loop string to help
position the shoehorn. Enameled steel shaft.
Available in three lengths.
NC28608 18" (46cm)

NC28609 24" (61cm)

NC28610 30" (76cm)

STAINLESS STEEL SHOEHORN
Curved hook helps pull up footwear, making 
it easy to slip on shoes. Comfortable vinyl 
handle. Available in four lengths.
NC28601 12" (31cm)

NC28602 18" (46cm)

NC28603 24" (61cm)

NC28604 30" (76cm)



DRESSEZr LONG HANDLE
SHOEHORN AND DRESSING AID
Handy device combines a dressing stick and a shoehorn.
Ideal for people whose reach, dexterity or ability to bend is limited due to
arthritis or back/ leg injuries. Designed with a push-pull S-hook at one end,
and a long-handled shoehorn at the opposite end. Hook end can be used to
help put on clothing, or to reach clothes hangers on high closet rods.
Available in two lengths, 24" or 30" (61 or 76cm). 

Made of durable plastic with a smooth surface and rounded edges. Handle
measures 1@" (3.2cm) in diameter and has a soft, built-up foam grip that
covers its entire length.  

Length Weight
NC28577 24" (61cm) 5.2 oz. (147g)

NC28578 30" (76cm) 6.5 oz. (184g)

DRESSING STICK
Allows persons with limited 
mobility to dress without bending.
Use the lightweight birch Dressing
Stick with all types of clothing. The W"
(16mm) diameter dowel has a “C” hook
at one end, and a push-pull hook at
the other end. Ideal for persons with
decreased hip flexion or limited upper
extremity movement. Plastic-coated
hooks reduce scratches and snags. The
27" (69cm) stick weighs less than 5 oz.
(142g), and the 18" (46cm) stick weighs 
3 oz. (85g). 

A convenient Collapsible Dressing
Stick also is available. This model
measures 27!" (70cm) long. Each
piece measures 14!" (37cm) when
the stick is collapsed. 

NC28575 27" (69cm)

NC28576 18" (46cm)

Collapsible Dressing Stick
NC28628 27!" (70cm)

Collapsible
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North Coasti Lower Extremity
Dressing Kit

North Coasti Total Hip
Replacement Kit

☞ Create custom kits with your favorite items. 
Call for details.

NORTH COASTi TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT KIT
Convenient kit has everything hip replacement clients need.
This kit is ideal for anyone who has difficulty dressing and bathing, such
as persons who have had a hip replacement or laminectomy. A compre-
hensive package for clients with limited mobility, the North Coastt Total
Hip Replacement Kit costs less than buying items separately.

Includes a useful instruction booklet, After Total Hip Replacement–
Living with Your New Hip, that offers patient education, exercise tips
and other pertinent information for clients and their families.
The North Coasti Total Hip Replacement Kit includes:
NC28521 FeatherLitei Reacher, 26" (66cm) NC28645 Contoured Scrub Sponge
NC28575 Dressing Stick, 27" (69cm) NC28681 Elastic Shoelaces, black
NC65632 Good Gripsi Shoehorn, 24" (61cm) NC28689 Elastic Shoelaces, white
NC94301 Leg Lifter NC32500 Sock-Assisti
NC74540-1 After Total Hip Replacement –

Living with Your New Hip

NC23000

NORTH COASTi LOWER EXTREMITY DRESSING KIT
An economical dressing kit with helpful items for persons who
have difficulty bending.
This kit contains the items most commonly issued to patients who
have difficulty dressing because of limited mobility. 
The North Coasti Lower Extremity Dressing Kit includes:
NC28575 Dressing Stick, 27" (69cm) NC28689 Elastic Shoelaces, white
NC32500 Sock-Assisti NC28611 Plastic Shoehorn, 18" (46cm)

NC23020
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NEW! PIKSTIKr LOCKING REACHER
Jaws rotate 360° for increased maneuverability and easier lifting of heavy objects.

NEW! HANDI-GRIPr REACHER
Rotating head and flexible rubber tips make this reacher ideal for picking up small objects
around the house or yard.
This lightweight, aluminum reacher is perfect for use around the home or yard. The 90° rotating
head makes reaching into awkward spaces easy. Flexible rubber tips provide a good grip on most
small objects. Rubber-gripped handle is comfortable to hold and has an easy trigger action. Jaws
open to 4" (10cm) wide. Available in 26" or 32" (66 or 76cm) lengths. The 26" model weighs 8.2 oz.
(232g) and the 32" model weighs 9.2 oz. (261g).

Length
NC28530 26" (66cm)

NC28531 32" (81cm)

Yellow Length Weight
NC28409 20" (51cm) 8 oz. (227g)

NC28419 26" (66cm) 8.9 oz. (252g)

NC28413 32" (81cm) 9.6 oz. (272g)

Orange Length Weight
NC28407 20" (51cm) 8 oz. (227g)

NC28414 26" (66cm) 8.9 oz. (252g)

NC28415 32" (81cm) 9.6 oz. (272g)

Jaws rotate 90° so that objects 
can be picked up at any angle.

This reacher is lightweight, easy to use, durable and rustproof. Jaws
open to 5!" (13cm) by squeezing the trigger just 1" (2.5cm). The trigger
is contoured for each finger, with a textured surface for a secure, com-
fortable grip. Jaws rotate 90° in any direction, allowing objects to be
picked up at any angle. The tips feature a nonslip, textured surface.
Engage the locking mechanism and the jaws will lock when the trigger
is fully squeezed. Constructed from sturdy, anodized aluminum and
plastic. Features a hanging loop for easy storage. Available in three
lengths: 20", 26", or 32" (51, 66 or 81cm). Choice of yellow (shown above)
or orange color.

Handi-Gripr Reacher
Head rotates 90° with a quick pull and twist.

Flexible rubber tips
for a firm hold
on objects.

Comfortable, 
rubber-gripped
handle.

Durable tips feature a textured, 
nonslip gripping surface.



LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

North
Coast Medical

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

North
Coast Medical

Folding
Model

Efficient trigger action and
rubber-lined jaws ensure a secure grip
on hard-to-reach items.

NORTH COASTi REACHERS
The combination of an easy-to-squeeze grip and a large, rubber-lined jaw
holds items securely.
This sturdy reacher has an efficient trigger action that makes it easy to grip items.
Only 8 oz. (227g) of pressure is required to close jaws. The trigger is curved and can
be used as a hook to hang the reacher from a wheelchair or walker. A plastic clip is
included for more secure attachment. The reacher features a durable aluminum
shaft and an unbreakable, interlocking, rubber-lined jaw. The jaw has a serrated
gripping surface and opens to 3" (7.6cm). Includes a magnetized )" (19 mm) tall metal
lug tip for pulling. 

Two models available: Regular measures 26" (66cm) and weighs 6.2 oz. (176g), and
Long measures 32" (81cm) and weighs 7.2 oz. (204g). The Folding model conveniently
folds down from 26" to 14" (57 to 36cm). The shaft on this reacher rotates 90° so that
cans and heavier objects can be picked up using a natural hand position. North
Coastu Reachers have an unconditional lifetime guarantee and are conveniently
packaged 25 per box, 4 boxes per case. Also sold individually.
Standard Length
NC23621 Regular 26" (66cm)

NC23622 Long 32" (81cm)

Folding Length
NC23623 Regular 26" (66cm)

FEATHERLITEi REACHER
Lifetime guarantee on our most popular reacher.
This lightweight reacher requires only 7 oz. (176g) of pressure to close the jaws. The
ergonomically designed handle allows items to be grasped with a firm, nonslip grip.
Pull clothing or blankets with the convenient lug, and lift small metal objects with
the magnet. The claw teeth are interlocking with soft, molded tip grooves. Holds
lightweight objects measuring up to 2)" wide (7.0cm). Available in 26" or 32" 
(66 or 81cm) lengths weighing 6.2 and and 7.2  oz. (185 and 204g) respectively.

The 26" (66cm) Featherlitei Folding Reacher folds flat to 16"
(41cm) for more convenient storage. FeatherLiteu Reachers have
an unconditional lifetime guarantee and are conveniently 
packaged 25 per box, 4 boxes per case. Also sold individually.

Standard Length
NC28521 26" (66cm)

NC28522 32" (81cm)

Folding Length
NC28517 26" (66cm)

Folding
Model
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EZ ASSISTr REACHER
Durable design stands up to everyday use.
Relieves the strain of bending, stretching or stooping to pick up items
beyond reach. The lightweight aluminum jaws with flexible, nonslip
gripping cups conform easily to the shape of any item. Jaws open to
3!" (8.9cm) wide. Made of lightweight rustproof aluminum with an easy-
to-squeeze trigger. Handle color may vary.

Length Weight
NC28561-1 26" (66cm) 8 oz. (227g)

NC28561-2 32" (81cm) 9! oz. (269g)
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AKTIV REACHER
A lightweight reacher with an easy-to-squeeze, full-hand trigger.
The premium Aktiv Reacher is sturdy enough to withstand years of 
substantial use. Rubber-lined jaws open to 3" (7.6cm). Adjustable jaw
angle locks into place at 90° increments. The easy-to-squeeze gripper
handle provides a secure hold on objects. The firm tension between the
gripper and jaws allows objects to be held securely.

Length Weight
NC28559 18" (46cm) 3S"B oz. (96g)

NC28560 28" (71cm) 5 oz. (142g)

GRIP CERT REACHER
High-quality, durable aluminum reacher has an easy-to-grip trigger.
This lightweight reacher has a serrated jaw and a flexible rubber tip that
work together to ensure a firm, secure grip, The ergonomically designed
trigger action handle is comfortable to hold. It can also be used as a hook
to hang the reacher from a wheelchair or walker. A plastic clip is included
for more secure attachment to wheelchairs, walkers or canes. The jaw
opens to 3" (7.6cm). Includes a )" (19mm) tall metal lug tip for pulling. The
inlaid magnet picks up small metal objects easily. Available in 26" or 32" 
(66 or 81cm) lengths weighing 7 oz. and 8 oz. (188 and 227g) respectively.

Also available in a 22!" (57cm) folding model that folds flat to 13" (33cm)
for convenient storage. 
Standard Length Weight
NC23640 26" (66cm) 7 oz. (188g)

NC23641 32" (81cm) 8 oz. (227g)

Folding Length Weight
NC23642 22!" (57cm) 6 oz. (170g)

RAINBOW REACHER
Pick up small items securely with minimal finger motion.
The suction cups on this reacher secure a strong hold on objects. It fea-
tures a lightweight shaft and an easy-to-close hand grip. Fits comfortably
even in a child’s hand and requires minimal finger flexion. Jaws open to
4!" (11cm) wide for one of the largest grasps of any reacher on the market.

Length Weight
NC28480 21" (53cm) 4 oz. (119g)

NC28481 31" (79cm) 5 oz. (142g)

Aktiv Reacher

Grip Cert
Folding
Reacher

Grip Cert R
eacher

Rainbow Reacher’s 
flexible suction cups 
provide a secure hold.

Rainbow Reacher

EZ Assis
tr Reacher



SOFT PENCIL GRIPS
Use with both pens and pencils. 
Soft, nonslip writing grips are contoured to fit
comfortably in the hand. Helps prevent “writer’s
bump.” Full commendation from the American
Arthritis Foundation and endorsed by the
National Parenting Center. Jumbo size is 40%
larger, offering extended comfort and support
up to the second knuckle. Assorted colors.
NC21034-3 Regular (3)
NC21034-12 Regular (12)
NC21037-3 Jumbo (3)
NC21037-12 Jumbo (12)

WRITING INSTRUMENT SAMPLE KIT
Try a variety of writing devices and find
those most helpful for your client. 
This kit contains items shown on this page:
Dr. Gripu Pen (black), Lite-Touch Pen, Grab On
Pen and Pencil Grips (3) and Writing Grips (3).
NC20990

WRITING GRIPS
Roll-proof grips offer a comfortable hold.
These soft, plastic, bulb-
shaped grips slip onto any
standard size pen or pencil.
Writing Grips can provide
increased comfort and
control while writing. 
NC21021 (3)
NC21021-30 (30)

WEIGHTED PEN
Weights help to
stabilize and 
control writing.
The Weighted Pen
is the ideal writing
tool for persons
who have tremors
or decreased coor-
dination. Easy to
grip and use. Pen
includes five 8 to 10 gram weights that can be
added or removed as needed. Blue ink. Refills
sold separately.
NC21023 Weighted Pen
NC21023-R Ink Refill

LITE-TOUCH PEN
Requires minimal
grip to write.
Almost no pressure
is required to write
with the Lite-Touch
Pen. The entire pen
is built up to provide
a comfortable hold.
Slight indentation in
the thumb area aids
in gripping. Lightweight plastic with a clip top.
Cap included. Black ink. Use Parker #30316
ink cartridge for replacement.
NC21020

DR. GRIPi
Designed by a doctor.
These ergonomic pens and pencils help
reduce muscle strain and writing stress.
Designed to reduce the power needed
to grip a pen or pencil by up to
40%! The soft, contoured rubber
grip is easy to grasp. Retractable
pens have a medium point with
blue or black ink and use stan-
dard Pilotr refills.
Dr. Gripi Pen
NC21052-1 Black
NC21052-2 Blue

Dr. Gripi Pencil
NC21051 5mm
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RegularJumbo

COLORED FOAM TUBING
Variety of sizes for building up small handles and grips. Ideal for pediatric use.
Use this closed-cell, slip-resistant foam to build up writing utensils and other hard-to-grasp
handles. Available in three different hole sizes. Available in standard Tan, Red and Blue or a
Bright Color Assortment of Yellow, Orange and Blue. Assorted packages contain two of each
color. All tubing is sold in a package of six 12" (30cm) long tubes. Household dishwasher safe.

Color Diameter Hole Size 

NC35013 Tan (6) 1" (2.5cm) @" (6.4mm)
NC35014 Red (6) 1$" (2.9cm) _" (9.5mm)
NC35015 Blue (6) 1$" (2.9cm) )" (19mm)

Standard Color Assortment

NC35012 (6)

Bright Color Assortment

NC35016 (6)

Bright Color Assortment Includes:
Color Diameter Hole Size 
Yellow (2) 1" (2.5cm) @" (6.4mm)
Orange (2) 1$" (2.9cm) _" (9.5mm)
Blue (2) 1$" (2.9cm) )" (19mm)

Bright Color Assortment

Standard 



PAGE TURNER
Lightweight device allows for
easier reading. 
The Page Turner consists of a large
open-ended hand clip that is
attached to a long, curved bar.
Made of moldable aluminum with
a rubber tip for easy flipping of
pages. Fits left or right hand.
NC21037

SLIP-ON WRITING AID
Customize this writing aid 
for a perfect fit.
The Slip-On Writing Aid is con-
toured to fit the hand securely.
Holds pens or pencils at a com-
fortable angle for the user. Made
of durable, molded Kydexr. Adjust
with a heat gun for a custom fit. 
NC21009 Left
NC21010 Right

ERGOWRITER
Thumb rest and finger cushions allow comfortable writing
with either hand.
The Ergowriter comfortably positions the thumb so that stress on
the wrist is reduced. Designed to help relieve the pain of writing
associated with osteoarthritis and other hand conditions. The
Ergowriter can be used with either the left or right hand.
Accommodates most standard pens and pencils. Blue ballpoint
pen and soft writing grips are included.
NC21056
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This unique writing device
requires little grasp to hold.

Wanchik’s Writerr

WANCHIK’S WRITERr
Positions the pen and finger for writing.
Clients with decreased dexterity will be able to hold the writing finger
in the proper position with the Wanchik’s Writerr. The plastic-covered
metal orthosis hugs the palm for a comfortable fit. No thumb pinch is
required. Simply bend to make minor adjustments. Can be used with
thin ballpoint pens and pencils. 

For additional wrist support, use the Wanchik’s Writerr #2. The plastic-
covered metal orthosis extends over the wrist and up the forearm for
added support and control. Attaches with D-rings and Velcror closures.

Both orthoses wrap around the palm with the opening on the ulnar
side. Easy to don and doff. To determine size, measure the length from
index finger MP joint to DIP joint. Small fits 2!" to 3!" (6.4 to 8.9cm).
Large fits 3!" to 4!" (8.9 to 11cm).

Wanchik’s Writerr #2

Wanchik’s Writerr #2
Left Right
NC21014 NC21015 Small
NC21016 NC21017 Large

Wanchik’s Writerr
Left Right
NC21005 NC21006 Small
NC21007 NC21008 Large

WRITING-BIRDi
Ideal writing device for persons with limited hand control.
The Writing-Birdu is a unique writ-
ing device for persons with limited
hand coordination, dexterity or
weak grasp. Ideal for people with
arthritis or neurological disorders.
Perfect for individuals who lack
thumb to fingertip pinch. 

The Writing-Birdu slides easily along
the writing surface using just upper
arm strength. Only slight downward
pressure is needed for writing.

Made of durable, frosted acrylic.
May be used with either the left or
right hand. Ballpoint pen is includ-
ed. U.S. Patent 4,917,517. 
NC21003

Only slight downward 
pressure is needed to write.
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RECTANGULAR MAGNIFYING READER
Enlarge type for easier reading and to help
relieve irritating eyestrain.
The Rectangular Magnifying Reader has a focal
point of up to 10" (25cm). Plastic handle is
angled for comfortable viewing. Lens measures
2" x 4" (5.1 x 10cm) and provides 2x mag  ni fi -
cation. Bifocal inset provides 5x magnification.
NC28842

SUPRVISIONr MAGNIFIER
Large magnification area for easy reading.
SuprVisionr Magnifiers are ideal for reading
maps, contracts, newspapers, or any small
print. Unbreakable, scratch-resistant, optical
quality lens measures 5" (13cm) in diameter on
both models. Round handle fits comfortably in
the hand. The Standard model provides 2x
magnification and features a 5x bifocal inset.
The Lighted model provides 2.5x magnification
and features a 6x bifocal inset. Lighted model
requires two “AAA” batteries (not included).
NC28843 Standard
NC28843-L Lighted NEW!

ULTRA-VIEWER
Designed for tasks done close to the body.
This lightweight acrylic viewer is worn around
the neck, leaving both hands free. Viewer is
held in place with two foam bumpers that rest
on the chest, and an adjustable cord. The
Standard model provides 1.5x magnification
and has a 4" (10cm) diameter viewing area.
Bifocal lens inset provides 3x magnification.
The Lighted model provides
1.5x magnification, with a
bifocal lens inset that pro-
vides 3x magnification.
Lighted model requires two
“AA” batteries (not included).
NC24036 Standard
NC24036-L Lighted NEW!

Standard 

Lighted Standard

Lighted 

FULL PAGE MAGNIFIER
Enlarge an entire page of text at one time.
This large magnifier covers a whole page to
help reduce eyestrain for easier reading of
maps, newspapers and other documents.
Magnifying area on the flexible plastic lens
measures 9" x 6@" (23 x 16cm) and provides 2x
magnification for easier reading.
NC24030

IMPROVED!
DELUXE PRISM GLASSES
Read or watch television
while lying flat, or read while
seated with a book in the lap.
These non-magnifying glasses
turn an image at a right angle
so that no head movement is
necessary while reading or
watching television. Ideal for
people who must remain in a
supine position, wear a halo
or have limited neck move-
ment. Also may be used while reading in a seated position with a book
in the lap. Fits over corrective lenses if necessary. Deluxe Prism
Glasses will not cause eye fatigue or strain. Ear piece can be
adjusted with a heat gun. Includes a vinyl case.
NC28841

Read while lying flat; prism turns page 90°.



BOOK BUTLERr
Spring-loaded arms hold pages open. 
The high-impact, polystyrene Book Butlerr holds
pages in place for reading or display. Paperbacks,
hardcover books, magazines and newspapers
can be held at a comfortable angle. Features two
spring-loaded, page-holding posts that allow
easy turning from page to page. Ideal for one-
handed use. Measures 7" x 9" (18 x 23cm).
NC28803

WIRE FRAME BOOKHOLDER
Economical holder with functional design.
This affordable, lightweight holder keeps
books and magazines positioned for reading
or display. Folds flat for easy storage. Plastic
tips on the feet help prevent the holder from
slipping during use. Bookholder measures
9!" x 9!" (24 x 24cm).
NC28802

HOLD-AND-READ
Read a paperback with one or no hands.
This folding clip holds both the left and right
pages of paperbacks open and allows easy page
turning. Accommodates any thickness of paper-
back. When folded, can be used as a
bookmark. Molded of strong,
transparent plastic. Measures
)" x 5@" (19mm x 13cm).
NC28806

OVERHEAD BOOK HOLDER AND EASEL
Read while sitting up or lying down with
this adjustable holder. 
Hold books or maga-
zines in place with the
Overhead Book Holder
and Easel. Also serves as
a bed table, desk, or lap
tray. May be angled for
use when the patient is
supine. Elastic straps
hold items flat. Height
adjusts from 9" to 18"
(23 to 46cm). Folds for easy storage. Measures 18"
(46cm) wide. Weighs 4 lbs. (1.8kg).
NC28804

POSTURITEr
Angled board helps maintain correct, comfortable posture.
Posturiter is ideal for people who have problems with back, neck or eye strain or who have
cerebral palsy, SCI, ALS, arthritis or tendinitis. The adjust able writing board eliminates the
need to lean down by raising the writing surface. Board will hold books weighing up to 
8 lbs. (3.6kg). Book Holder and Book Ledger keep reference materials near the work sur-
face to help prevent eyestrain. 

The Standard Posturiter includes one 18" x 22" (46 x 56cm) magnetic writing board, 
the 11" (28cm) wide Book Holder and Book Ledger, and three magnetic paperweights. The
Small Posturiter measures 15" x 15!" (38 x 39cm) and includes the same items noted
above. Boards also may be purchased separately. The Option Pack includes the Book
Ledger, Book Holder and an extra magnet.

Standard Posturiter

Book Holder

Book Ledger
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Postu riter
NC94519 Small 
NC94520 Standard 

NC94515 Small Board Only
NC94516 Standard Board Only
NC94517 Option Pack



More mouthstick sizes and styles are available online.
Visit our website at www.ncmedical.com. 

PILL CRUSHER
Grinds hard-to-swallow pills.
Use this convenient device to
crush pills into powder that can
be stirred into liquid for easier
swallowing. Large knob has a
ridged edge that can be grasped
easily by persons with limited
hand strength or
dexterity. Knob
has a handy stor-
age area for pills.
Household dish-
washer safe.
NC28858

QUAD PHONE HOLDER
No grip strength required.
The flexible handle on this holder
fits comfortably around the hand.
Ideal for persons who have a lim-
ited grasp or decreased dexterity.
Hook and loop closures attach
securely to the phone receiver.
NC93107

ULTRA PILL SPLITTER
Retractable Blade Guardu
ensures safe cutting. 
The Blade Guardu feature serves as
a safety shield when the splitter is in
the open position, protecting fin-
gers from the sharp cutting blade.
Just close the lid to cut the pill. The
guard retracts automatically when
the splitter closes.
Convenient area
for storing medi-
cine. The Ultra Pill
Splitter is top-shelf
dishwasher safe.
NC28853

PILL SPLITTER
Cuts pills in clean, even portions.
Eliminate the mess and inaccura-
cies of dividing medication. Pill
Splitter safely cuts coated and
uncoated tablets up to !" (13mm)
in diameter. Fits easily in a pocket
or purse. Unused pills can be kept
in the convenient storage section.
NC28857 

CLAMP-ON MOUTHSTICK*
Write or draw with this adjustable mouthstick.
The Clamp-On Mouthstick firmly holds a pencil, pen, paintbrush
or chalk. Mouth controls writing. Clamp adjusts from @" to !" 
(6.4 to 13mm). Weighs 1! oz. (43g).
NC28816 10" (25cm)

NC28817 12" (31cm)

WAND MOUTHSTICK*
Economical wand is versatile and lightweight.
The Wand Mouthstick is both a typing stick and page turner.
Shaft does not bend. Weighs 1 oz. (28g). 
NC28825 14" (36cm)

NC28811 16" (41cm)

NC28812 18" (46cm)

NC28813 20" (51cm)

BENDABLE TELESCOPIC PAGETURNER /TYPING WAND*
Fully adjustable length and angle.
The Bendable Telescopic Pageturner/ Typing Wand is a versatile
combination pageturner/ typing wand that telescopes in length
from 10)" to 13!" (29 to 43cm). Tip bends to the desired angle.
Made of plastic and aluminum with thermoplastic rubber sleeves.
Weighs 1! oz. (43g).
NC28830

* Note: The mouthpiece on all the mouthsticks and wands shown
above are fixed and cannot be replaced. Replace ment sleeves
are available separately (below).

REPLACEMENT MOUTHPIECE SLEEVES
Sleeves slide onto mouthpiece for easy replacement.
Replacement mouthpiece sleeves are available for all the
above wands. New sleeves simply slide onto the mouth-
piece. Sold in packages of 4 (two pairs).

NC28835 (4)

Clamp-On Mouthstick

Wand Mouthstick

Bendable Telescopic
Pageturner/Typing Wand
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LoVisionr
Playing 
Cards

Round
Card Holder

Three-Slotted
Card Holder Four Suiter

Plastic Card Holder Card Holder

PLASTIC CARD HOLDER
An affordable solution for holding cards.
Persons with diminished finger control will enjoy
playing cards with this lightweight plastic holder.
Measures 2" x 1_" x 10" (5.1 x 3.5 x 25cm). Card
slot tapers from !" to $" (13 to 3.2mm).
NC29102

CARD HOLDER
Holds playing cards in a natural position.
This large, fan-shaped card holder is ideal for
persons with arthritis or a limited grip. Holds
standard or oversized playing cards. Can be held
in the hand or placed on a table. Sold in pairs.
NC29104 Pair

SLOTTED CARD HOLDERS
See all your cards at a glance.
The angled grooves in the Three-Slotted Card
Holder provide a clear view of all your cards.
Solid wood block with three slots measures 
7" x 4" (18 x 10cm). The Four-Suiter holder has
four slots and allows good visibility of all cards.
The Four-Suiter measures 9" x 5" (23 x 13cm).
NC29106 Three-Slotted Card Holder
NC29103 Four Suiter

CROCHET AND EMBROIDERY HOOP
Do needlecraft projects with one hand.
Use this holder for knitting, crocheting,
embroidery and darning. Clips onto table-
tops measuring up to 1" (2.5cm) thick. Easily
adjust the 13!" (34cm) long, flexible goose-
neck by bending as needed. Holder, darn-
ing ring and 8" (20cm) hoop with flexible
shaft are included.
NC28862

REAL BIG PLAYING CARDS
Easy-to-see giant cards. 
These extra large playing cards are easy to read
and hold. Perfect for people who have a weak
grasp and difficulty holding regular cards. Ideal
for visually impaired persons. Cards measure 
7" x 5!" (18 x 14cm).
NC29113

LOVISIONr PLAYING CARDS
Extra-large characters for easy viewing.
Numbers, letters and suit characters are
enlarged for quick recognition. Standard-size
cards are color-coded by suit. Standard black
and red corner markers. Ideal for use by per-
sons with at least 5% of normal vision.
NC29109

ROUND CARD HOLDER
Holder securely grips the cards for you.
Ideal for persons with limited grasp. Playing
cards rest between two plastic, foam-padded
discs, eliminating the need to grip each card.
Lightweight. Easy to add or rearrange cards.
Sold in a box of 4.
NC29108 (4)

AUTOMATIC CARD SHUFFLER
Just push a button for shuffling in seconds.
Quickly shuffle one or two decks of cards with
the Automatic Card Shuffler. Easy to operate.
Requires two “C” batteries, sold separately.
NC29100 Shuffler
NC28900 Two “C” Batteries



LONG LOOP SCISSORS
Longer blades turn ordinary loop scissors
into all-purpose shears.
Easy to grip and use, these scissors require only
a simple squeezing action to cut through paper
and lightweight plastic. The unbreakable nylon
spring band may be reversed to restore spring
tension. The Long Loop Scissors measure 8"
(20cm) long and the Long Loop Scissors with
Finger Holes measure 8!" (22cm) long. The
stainless steel blades measure 3" (7.6cm) long.
Includes a plastic blade guard that can be used
as a stand for one-handed use. Suitable for use
with the left or right hand.
NC28404 Long Loop Scissors
NC28405 With Finger Holes

FISKARSr ROTARY CUTTERS
AND CUTTING MAT
Rolling action makes cutting a breeze.
Fiskarsr Rotary Cutters feature a contoured
loop handle for a comfortable, secure grip. Cuts
foam board, mat board, paper, vinyl, neoprene,
cardboard and many other materials. Blade
retracts into a recessed well for safe storage.
Suitable for use with either the left or right hand.
The self-sealing Fiskarsr Cutting Mat protects
tabletops when cutting material with mat knives
or rotary cutters. The grid-lined mat measures
18" x 24" (46 x 61cm).
NC28411 1" (2.5cm) diameter blade 
NC28406 1)" (4.4cm) diameter blade 
NC79630 Cutting Mat

ROLLING SCISSORS
No squeezing required. Rolling Scissors do
the cutting for you!
Rolling Scissors are operated by rolling, instead
of squeezing, effectively reducing hand strain,
cramps and fatigue. Ideal for people with limited
grip due to arthritis or carpal tunnel syndrome.
No pointed blades or sharp edges. The built-in
line guide ensures clean, smooth, accurate cuts
of any length. Cuts through multiple sheets of
paper, fax paper, printouts, wrapping paper,
blueprints, art papers, film, acetate and most
plastics. Contoured ergonomic handle may be
used with either the left or right hand.
NC28400
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LOOP SCISSORS
Self-opening handles help make small cutting jobs easy. 
Gently squeeze Loop Scissors for easy cutting. The textured, polypropylene
handles are contoured to fit comfortably in the hand. Self-opening handle is
ideal for persons with arthritis or thumb injuries. The detachable spring
band may be reversed as needed to restore spring tension. The 2@" (5.7cm)
stainless steel blades are available with round or pointed tips. Total length
is 6" (15cm). Use with the left or right hand.
NC28402 Round Tips
NC28403 Pointed Tips

OXOr ALL-PURPOSE SCISSORS
Cut anything from paper to plastic!
Oxor All-Purpose Scissors are easy to use. Squeeze, then relax the hand as
the handles spring open for the next cut. Scissors are operated with the
whole hand, not just the fingers, making them ideal for people with thumb
injuries or decreased hand strength. Precision-ground stainless steel blades
measure 3!" (8.9cm) long. Dishwasher safe. Total length is 8)" (22cm).
Universal handgrip can be used in the left or right hand. 
NC12568

FISKARSr SOFTOUCHi SCISSORS
Padded, spring-action handles allow effortless cutting.
Fiskarsr Softouchi Scissors make cutting easy on the hands. The spring-
loaded handles gently open after every cut, reducing hand motion and
pressure. Cushioned, nonslip grip eliminates pressure on the thumb
and fingers. The easy-to-grip handle allows for whole-hand use. Ideal for
cutting paper, fabric and lightweight cardboard. Sliding lock keeps the
blades closed for safe storage. Stainless steel blades measure 4" (10cm)
long. Total length of scissors is 10" (25cm). Dishwasher safe. Use with the
left or right hand. Limited lifetime warranty.
NC12565

Great for one-handed use.

Fiskarsr
Softouchi
Scissors

Round Tips

Loop Scissors

Oxor All-Purpose
Scissors



“T” TURNING HANDLE
Perfect for persons with reduced dexterity.
The “T” Turning Handle fits over knobs, keys,
faucets and other irregularly shaped handles.
The easy-to-grasp, 3!" (8.9cm) handle provides
leverage and a secure grip. Made of durable plas-
tic with steel prongs that
hold the object being
turned. Fits items up to
1@" (3.2cm) in diameter.
NC28283

PORTABLE DOOR KNOB TURNER
Easy to put on and take off.
The hooked design of the turner increases
leverage for easier turning of door knobs.
Ideal for persons with quadriplegia, arthritis,
or limited hand use. Made of sturdy plastic.
Rubber-lined interior surface prevents slip-
ping. Simple to install. Fits standard 2" (5.1cm)
diameter round knobs. The handle measures
4!" (11cm) long.
NC28247

LEVERONr DOOR KNOB TURNER
Easy-to-grasp handle fits most door knobs.
Gives doors a safe, easy-to-grasp handle without
removing the door knob. Two gaskets adjust to
fit a variety of knob shapes. Includes a plastic
wrench for easy installation. Available in a beige
and a glow-in-the-dark model. The knob turner is
2W" (6.6cm) in diameter. Handle measures 4"
(10cm) long. Sold in pairs.
NC28250 Beige (2)
NC28250-4 Glow-in-the-Dark (2)

KEY TURNER III
Curved handle fits comfortably in the hand
and allows for easy turning.
The Key Turner III features a heavy-duty plastic
handle that provides extra leverage for easy
turning. Ideal for persons with arthritis or a
weak grip. Holds three keys. Fold the keys into
the handle when not in use. The Key Turner III
measures 4)" (12cm) long, T" (22mm) wide,
with a 4$" (10cm) circumference. 
NC28255

Grasps, lifts and
twists items up to
3@" (8.2cm) wide.

ADJUSTABLE GRIPPING TOOL
Easy-to-use gripping tool adjusts to 13 widths.
This lightweight tool helps ease tasks such as
opening containers and grasping   hard-to-hold
objects like small knobs. Made of durable plastic
with texturized rubber jaws. Ideal for persons
with arthritis, a weak grip, or limited motor
coordination. Concentrates the en tire strength
of the hand in its slip-resistant jaws. Adjusts to
13 widths and fits items up to 3@" (8.2cm) wide.
Measures 6" (15cm) long.
NC28277

DOORKNOB EXTENDER
Unique handle slot allows the addition
of a cord for people with limited reach.
This 5" (13cm) extension handle fits over a
standard doorknob and allows complete
access to keyholes. Use the handle slot to
add a loop of cord for people with limited
reach or grasping abilities. The Doorknob
Extender fits round doorknobs that measure
from 2$" to 2_" (5.4 to 6.0cm) in diameter
and installs with just a screwdriver. Easy to
clean. Sold in a pack of two.
NC28249 (2)

HANDYBARr
Portable handle helps people get in and
out of their vehicles safely and confidently.
Ideal for anyone who would like help getting
in and out of their vehicle. Universal fit with
no costly installation or vehicle modification.
Locks into the existing U-shape striker plate
on the car door frame. Includes a seatbelt cut-
ter and side window breaker for emergency
escapes. Supports up to 350 lbs. (159kg).
NC94232

Locks into door
striker plate.
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CYLINDRICAL FOAM
Heavy-duty, rubber-based foam will last for years.
Cylindrical Foam is heavier and denser than
Plastizote Tubing, shown above, and provides
greater stability and cushioning. The @" (6.4mm)
round hole easily fits onto writing utensils. Water-
resistant foam is available in a variety of sizes with
round holes. A less dense, Economy version also is
available that has a !" (13mm) hole size. Household
dishwasher safe and autoclavable. Sold in 1 yd. (91cm)
lengths with a 1!" (3.8cm) diameter. 
Standard Diameter Hole Size
NC35001 )" (19mm) @" (6.4mm)

NC35002 1"  (2.5cm) @" (6.4mm)

NC35003 1@" (3.2cm) @" (6.4mm)

Economy Diameter Hole Size
NC35007 1!" (3.8cm) !" (13mm)

PLASTIZOTE TUBING
Durable, plastic-based foam is lightweight 
and easy to hold.
This white, closed-cell foam is lightweight and has a
pleasant feel. The inside hole varies in size to accom-
modate different items. The @" (6.4mm) inside hole
works great for most pencils and pens. Also available
are _" and !" (9.5 and 13mm) inside holes for larger
household utensils, toothbrushes and certain combs
and brushes. Household dishwasher safe; will not
absorb water. Cold water washing will prolong prod-
uct life. Sold in 1 yd. (91cm) lengths.

Diameter Hole Size
NC35032 )" (19mm) @" (6.4mm)

NC35033 1@" (3.2cm) _" (9.5mm)

NC35034 1@" (3.2cm) !" (13mm)

Plastizote Tubing will not absorb water
and is dishwasher safe.

CYLINDRICAL FOAM SAMPLER
An economical way to try all three
standard cylindrical foam sizes.
This convenient sampler includes one
4" (10 cm) piece of each size of our
Cylindrical Foam.

NC35005

THERMO PELLETS
Low-temperature thermoplastic pellets
mold together quickly and easily. 
Versatile Thermo Pellets can be used for
adapting wheelchair brakes, joysticks, mouth-
sticks, pens, pencils and toothbrushes. The
pellets also can be used to build up handles
and to fabricate small splints. When heated to
140° F (60°C), the pellets soften quickly and
can be formed into a mass that can be molded
and remolded as needed. Heat in water, on a
heating plate or in a microwave oven. Thermo
Pellets will stick to most porous surfaces.
NC32511 1 lb. (.45kg) package
NC32513 3 lb. (1.4kg) package

EASY TURN LAMPSWITCH
Turning on lamps just got easier.
Replace small, hard-to-grasp lamp knobs with
the three-spoked Easy Turn Lampswitch. Large
knob helps people with a limited grasp to
switch lamps on and off more easily. The
increased size and shape make it ideal for per-
sons with arthritis. This switch is an important
part of any joint protection program. Measures
1)" (4.4cm) across.
NC28750

COLORED FOAM TUBING
Ideal for visually impaired and pediatric use.
Use this closed-cell, slip-resistant foam to build up
cutlery and other hard-to-grasp handles. Available in
three different hole sizes. Available in standard Tan,
Red and Blue or a Bright Color Assortment of Yellow,
Orange and Blue. Assorted packages contain two of
each color. All tubing is sold in a package of six 12"
(30cm) long tubes. Household dishwasher safe.

Color Diameter Hole Size 
NC35013 Tan (6) 1" (2.5cm) @" (6.4mm)
NC35014 Red (6) 1$" (2.9cm) _" (9.5mm)
NC35015 Blue (6) 1$" (2.9cm) )" (19mm)

Standard Color Assortment
NC35012 (6)

Bright Color Assortment
NC35016 (6)

Bright Color Assortment Includes:
Color Diameter Hole Size 
Yellow (2) 1" (2.5cm) @" (6.4mm)
Orange (2) 1$" (2.9cm) _" (9.5mm)
Blue (2) 1$" (2.9cm) )" (19mm)

Bright Color Assortment
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HANDS FREE BAG HOLDER
Carry bags comfortably without straining hands and fingers. 

The Hands Free Bag Holder
distributes the weight of
heavy bags across the back
and shoulder. Helps elimi-
nate tendon strain from
carrying bags with a sus-
tained hook grasp. The 1!"
(3.8cm) wide woven poly-
propylene strap holds up
to 50 lbs. (23kg). The dense
trilaminate pad provides
excellent weight distribu-
tion. Strap adjusts up to 65"
(165cm). Color may vary. 
NC28229

Lightweight strap folds for easy storage
in a pocket or purse.

HOUSEHOLD
TROLLEY
Transport items easily
without carrying them.
Easy to roll from room to
room. Two included trays
have a patented clip-on/
clip-off feature that makes
them exceptionally easy to
clean. Lipped edges prevent
objects from rolling off the
trays. Trolley measures 18"
wide x 14" deep (46 x 36cm)
and the height adjusts from
33)" to 37@" (86 to 95cm) in
1" (2.5cm) increments using
an easy push-button adjust-
ment. Clean with a damp
cloth. Weighs 10 lbs. (4.5kg).
Minor assembly required.
NC28295

Large wheels
for easy 
rolling.

Trays clip on
and off for
easy cleaning.

CAREXr
OVERBED TABLE
Easily work from a bed,
chair or wheelchair.
This table adjusts easily for
left- or right-hand use and
features a wide base that
accommodates wheechairs.
Rolling casters and the con-
venient “C”-based design
allow the table to be posi-
tioned close to a chair or
bed for easy access. 

The stain-resistant, plastic
tabletop features recessed
areas and a raised lip that
prevent items from rolling
off the table surface. A light
touch of a lever adjusts the

height from 28@" to 42@" (72 to 107cm). Table measures 33" wide x 20@"
deep x 28@" high (84 x 51 x 72cm). Tabletop measures 16" wide x 33" long
(41 x 84cm) and supports up to 50 lbs. (23kg). Easy to assemble. 
NC49005

20" (51cm) 33" (84cm)
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MOBILE TABLE
Sturdy, adjustable tabletop fits over a chair or bed.

Use this convenient table
for working, reading, writ-
ing or eating. It also can be
used as a laptop computer
or television stand. Just
squeeze the release lever to adjust
the tabletop to the desired height.
Table height adjusts from 25)" to 39" 
(65 to 99cm). The melamine-laminate
tabletop has a raised, molded plastic
edge to keep items from rolling off.
Tabletop measures 15" x 30" (38 x 76cm)
and tilts to three positions with 
a squeeze lever. Smooth-rolling
casters allow for easy positioning. 

Sturdy, tubular steel construction, with an
off-white, powder coat finish. Supports up to
50 lbs. (23kg) of evenly distributed weight when the
top is in its lowest position. Minor assembly required.
Weighs 29 lbs. (13kg). One-year manufacturer’s warranty.
NC29510

From the floor to 
the top of base:
3" (7.6cm)

26!"
(67cm)

15!"
(39cm)



POSEYr GRIP
Economical, slip-resistant matting in convenient rolls.
Plates and positioning cushions will not slide around with Poseyr Grip.
Cut pads as needed from convenient rolls. Nontoxic and safe for client
use. Washable in warm water. Air dry. Poseyr Grip becomes slippery
when wet. Do not use in bathrooms or other wet locations. Available
in four colors. Rolls measure 12" x 10' (30cm x 3.0m).

NC35130-1 Green
NC35130-2 Sky Blue
NC35130-3 Gray
NC35130-4 Mauve

LONG-HANDLED DUST PAN
AND BROOM
Easy cleanup is within 
arm’s reach. 
Sweep up dust and
dirt without having
to bend over. The
Long-Handled Dust
Pan measures 32"
(81cm) tall and stands
upright. The broom
attaches to the dust
pan handle for con-
venient storage.
NC24043

NEW! EZCARRYi HANDLE
Take this convenient holder on
all your shopping trips. 
Ergonomic design is ideal for
people who have arthritis or hand
weakness. Place bag handles on
the EZcarryu to grip loads more
easily. Keeps grocery bags, dry
cleaning hangers and other items
together for easier handling.
Small enough to fit in a pocket or
purse. Holds up to 50 lbs. (23kg).
Made from recycled plastics.
Patent pending.
NC28230

SELF-ADHESIVE DYCEMr
Improve grip on cutlery, walkers and pens. 
Available in 16" x 1$" (41 x 2.9cm) strips or 16" x
36" (41 x 91cm) sheets. Strips are sold in packages
of three. Repeated washing will reduce the
effectiveness of the adhesive.
16" x 1$" (41 x 2.9cm) Pkg. of 3 strips
NC35111 Blue
NC35111-2 Yellow

16" x 1 yd. (41cm x .91m) Sheet
NC35114 Blue
NC35114-1 Red

Dycemr Precut Pads
Blue Red
NC35106 NC35106-1 Rectangle 10" x 14" x +" (25 x 36cm x 4.8mm)

NC35107 NC35107-1 Rectangle 10" x 7@" x $" (25 x 18cm x 3.2mm)

NC35110 NC35110-1 Rectangle 14T" x 18" x $" (38 x 46cm x 3.2mm)

NC35108 NC35108-1 Round 10" x +" (25cm x 4.8mm)

NC35115 NC35115-1 Round 8" x +"   (20cm x 4.8mm)

NC35116 NC35116-1 Round 5!" x $" (14cm x 3.2mm)

NC35117 NC35117-1 Round 7!" x $" (19cm x 3.2mm)

1/32" (.79mm) Dycemr Roll Matting
Blue Red Yellow
NC35102 NC35102-1 NC35102-2 16" x 2 yds. (41cm x 1.8m)

NC35103 NC35103-1 NC35103-2 8" x 2 yds. (20cm x 1.8m)

NC35104 NC35104-1 NC35104-2 8" x 10 yds. (20cm x 9.1m)

NC35105 NC35105-1 NC35105-2 16" x 10 yds. (41cm x 9.1m)
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Dycemr Precut Pads

Yellow Dycemr 
is ideal for people 
with poor vision.

DYCEMr PRECUT PADS AND ROLL MATTING
The yellow option is ideal for patients with vision impairment.
This nonslip material grips on both sides to secure objects, yet peels off sur-
faces easily. Use on trays and tables to keep plates and cutlery from sliding
or pens and pencils from rolling off tabletops. Ideal for adhering cushions
and inserts to wheelchairs. 
Available in precut pads or rolls of matting. Rectangular or Round pads
are available. The largest rectangular pad is great for lining lap trays.
Dycemr Matting is ideal for carrying food on trays or adhering cushions
and inserts to wheelchairs. Dycemr is nontoxic and can be cleaned with
soapy water to retain its properties. It is not effective when wet and must
dry before use. Available in blue, red and yellow. Studies
show that yellow is the last color still recognizable
when patients lose their eyesight. All Dycemr items
can be autoclaved at 220° F (104°C).

Simply cut with scissors to 
create custom placemats, 
utensil grips and liners 
for seat cushions.

Tilt i
t–it w

on’t sl
ip!

Color choices: 
Gray, Mauve, Sky 
Blue and Green.
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DYCEMr NONSLIP JAR OPENERS
Nonslip Dycemr provides a soft, sure grip on
jars and lids. 
The Standard model opens lids up to 4" (10cm)
in diameter. The Small model opens medicine
bottles and other items with small tops. Wash
with soapy water to retain tackiness.
NC28202 Standard 
NC28202-1 Small

GOOD GRIPSr JAR OPENER
Comfortable, built-up handle helps open
stubborn lids easily.
The patented Good Gripsr handle on this jar
opener provides a flexible, nonslip grip when
removing twist-off lids from jars and bottles.
Two metal grip strips allow for easy removal of
lids ranging from !" to 3)" (13mm to 9.5cm) in
diameter. Household dishwasher safe.
NC28199

SPILL-NOT JAR HOLDER
Holds jars and prevents spills.
Persons with limited grip or the use of only one
hand can easily open jars that measure 
1" to 4" (2.5 to 10cm) in diameter. Four rubber feet
keep the holder securely in place. Can also be
mounted to a work surface or inside a drawer.
NC28218

ZIMr JAR OPENER
This popular jar and bottle opener opens
them all!
Open or close screw, pry-up, friction, vacuum or
crown-top lids with the versatile Zimr Jar
Opener. Features screw cap remover, pry-up
edges and a bottle hook. Accommodates lids
measuring !" to 3!" (13mm to 8.9cm) in diameter.
Measures 5" x 6" (13 x 15cm). The wall-mounted
model has a white enamel finish and the under-
counter model is nickel-plated steel. Mounting
screws provided. 
NC28211 Wall-mounted
NC28212 Under-counter 

JARPOP!
No more twisting and straining to open jars!
JarPop! opens tight, vacuum-sealed jars with 
little effort. No twisting or turning is necessary–
a gentle lift upwards “pops” the seal, releasing
the vacuum pressure so the lid can be removed
easily. Lids remain resealable after opening.
NC26781

BOXTOPPER
Slides under boxtops for easy opening.
End the frustration of opening flap-topped
boxes. Just insert the pointed tip of the
Boxtopper under the boxtop flap and slide to
open. Ideal for one-handed use. The handle
on this lightweight opener is covered with 
1" (2.5cm) diameter foam for easy gripping.
NC28251



NEW! BLACK & DECKERr LIDS OFFi
DELUXE AUTOMATIC JAR OPENER
One-touch operation saves time and 
simplifies the task of opening jars.
This easy-to-use, electric jar opener requires
no strenuous twisting and is ideal for people
with limited hand strength. Adjusts to fit and
open jars with a height of 2" to 8" (5.1 to 20cm)
and up to 4$" (10cm) wide. Compact design
collapses down to 8" (20cm) high for easy stor-
age. Saves time and simplifies the task of
opening jars.
NC28232

NEW! ALL-PURPOSE OPENER
Handy tool helps eliminate stress and 
discomfort on finger joints.
This multi-purpose
device easily opens
snap bottle caps,
twist caps, beverage
cans and jars.
NC24011

NEW! ERGOi CORDLESS CAN OPENER
Lightweight, cordless design is comfortable
and easy to use.
This light and compact can opener recharges
in its storage base. The contoured, ergonomic
handle provides a secure grip and feels comfort-
able in the hand. Opens over a dozen cans of 
all sizes on a single charge. Requires no pressure
to operate once the “Power Pierce” cutting
mechanism has been pressed down and acti-
vated. Shuts off automatically. The removable
cutting blade is easy to clean and dishwasher
safe. Unit (without base) weighs only 6 oz. (170g).
NC28213

GIZMOi CORDLESS CAN OPENER
Operate this lightweight can opener 
with just one hand.
This rechargeable can opener requires no pres-
sure to operate once the “Power Pierce” cutter
has been activated by pressing on the handle.
The opener “walks around” the can, then shuts
off automatically. Features a lid release for easy,
safe disposal. Store in a drawer, in the counter-
top charger or mount as an under-cabinet
opener. For right-handed use only. Removable
blade is dishwasher safe. Weighs 10 oz. (283g).
NC28227

CLICK CLACKr ACCENTS AIRTIGHT CANISTERS
Easy-to-open, stackable airtight canisters keep food fresh.
Ergonomically designed lid features soft-touch, squeeze toggles for easy, one-handed opening
and closing. Canisters stack easily for efficient storage. Airtight seal keeps food fresh longer.
Unbreakable, clear base is made of nonporous, nonreactive FDA approved polycarbonate and is
dishwasher and microwave safe. Limited five-year warranty.

Size

NC28254-01 0.7 quart (0.77 liter)

NC28254-02 1.3 quart (1.43 liter)

NC28254-03 1.8 quart (1.98 liter)

Size

NC28254-04 2.3 quart (2.53 liter)

NC28254-05 3.6 quart (3.96 liter)

NC28254-06 4.5 quart (4.95 liter)
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Store in a drawer, in the 
countertop charger or 

mount as an under-
cabinet opener.

Countertop 
charger.

Available in six sizes 
to accommodate 
all storage needs.

Requires no pressure 
to operate once activated.
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MILK CARTON OPENER
Just slide and pierce to open!
This device is especially useful for people with
decreased hand strength or dexterity. Made of
smoothly finished beechwood. First, use the
split opening at the end of the curved piece to
open the carton flaps. Then pierce the carton
with the slender metal prong and pull to open.
Wooden dowel covers the tip for safe storage.
NC28299

PAN HOLDER
Keeps pots in place for stirring.
Stirring with one hand is easy using the Pan
Holder. Place pan handle in the slot of the steel-
wire frame. Attach to the stovetop with suction
cup feet. Accommodates different sizes of pots
and pans. Epoxy coating prevents scratches on
ranges and cookware.
NC28221

DELUXE SUCTION BOTTLE BRUSH
Clean bottles and glasses inside and out.
This bottle brush allows thorough washing.
Great for one-handed use. The two brushes
measure 6" (15cm) long. Suction base secures
best to the bottom of the sink. Household dish-
washer safe.
NC28222

SPREADBOARD
Bread holder is ideal for one-handed use.
Spread condiments with little effort using this
easy-to-clean plastic holder. Nonslip feet and a
downward-curved lip keep the Spreadboard
securely in place. Top rack dishwasher safe.
NC35789

BAG OPENER
WITH MAGNET
Just squeeze and
slide to use.
This handy, easy-to-
use device has a
sharp point that
punctures and slits
open plastic bags. Use the magnet to keep the
opener in a convenient place, such as on a
refrigerator door. Ideal for persons with weak
wrists. Made of lightweight plastic. Sold in a
package of three.
NC28282 (3)

ZIPPER
BAG SEALER
Close zipper bags
the easy way.
Simply slide the
bag’s zipper open-
ing through the
groove to seal bags
quickly and easily. The Zipper Bag Sealer is
ideal for one-handed use. Mounts with self-
adhesive backing.
NC28304

TWIXITi BAG CLIPS
No-fuss bag closures.
These clips help retain the freshness of bread,
chips, or anything in a cellophane, plastic or
paper bag. Colorful plastic clamps snap open
and close with just one hand. Write the contents
and date on the top surface of the clip. Pencil or
water-based marker rinses off easily. Assortment
of 12 clips includes two 5@" (13cm) clips, four
4@" (11cm) clips and six 2@" (5.7cm) clips.
NC28263 Assortment (12)



WATERPROOF CUTTING BOARD
Aluminum spikes hold food for safe cutting.
Cut and prepare food on the polyethylene
Waterproof Cutting Board. Aluminum spikes
hold food while cutting. Durable board has
rounded edges and is easy to clean. Four rub-
ber suction feet anchor the board securely to
the surface. Two polyethylene food guards 
prevent food from sliding off the board. The
small board measures 7!" (19cm) square and
weighs 1@ lbs. (.57kg). The large board mea-
sures 11" (28cm) square and weighs 2@ lbs.
(1.0kg). Dishwasher safe. 
NC28216 Small
NC28505 Large

SWEDISH CUTTING BOARD
Vise holds food for one-handed cutting.
This adaptable cutting board can be used to slice and grate food or hold mixing and salad
bowls. Designed for one-handed use, with stainless steel spikes and a vise for holding
food and objects. The vise can be used to hold jars while opening lids. Rubber suction
feet secure the board to surfaces. White plastic board measures 12" x 11" (30 x 28cm).
Weighs 3 lbs. (1.3kg). Clean with dish soap and water. 
NC28502

MAPLE CUTTING BOARD
Handmade cutting board features quality craftsmanship that will last for years.
Made of solid maple with a smooth finish. Features stainless steel nails to hold vegetables and
wooden guards that keep food from falling off the board. Rubber feet secure the cutting board
to surfaces. Maple Cutting Board measures 11" (28cm) square. Weighs 3@ lbs. (1.5kg). Clean with
dish soap and water. 

NC28503

ONE-TOUCH CHOPPER
Compact chopper is great for everyday use.
Ideal for one-handed use. Features a durable
1! cup (355ml) capacity bowl with safety-lock
lid and a stay-sharp, bi-level curved blade. Large
push button with pulse allows easy control for
coarse chopping to fine mincing. 110 volts AC.
Bowl, blade and lid are dishwasher safe.
NC28252
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Rocking “T” Knife sold
separately on page 194.

Large pulse/on button can be
pushed with the touch of a finger.

Use vise for opening
containers with 

just one hand.

See page 190 
for Jar 
Opener.



GOOD GRIPSr PEELERS
Patented Good Grips® handle provides a secure hold to safely peel vegetables.
These cushioned, built-up grips won’t slip in the hand, even when wet. Minimal wrist move-
ment is required to use the Swivel Peeler. The blade on the Y Peeler also swivels, but re quires
good movement in the wrist, elbow and shoulder. Both of these high-quality peelers have
potato eye removers and stainless steel blades. Good Gripsr Peelers are
household dishwasher safe.
NC28219 Y Peeler
NC65602 Swivel Peeler

Swivel
Peeler

Y Peeler       

ROCKING
“T” KNIFE
Easy cutting for 
people with a weak grasp.
This easy-to-use knife utilizes rocking motion to
cut food. Wooden handle is shaped to fit the
hand. The safety edge, stainless steel blade mea-
sures 4!" (11cm) and may be sharpened with a
knife sharpener. Household dishwasher safe.
NC28237

ROCKER
KNIFE WITH
SOLID HANDLE
Ideal for one-handed use.
Made of stainless steel. Sharp, tapered blade
measures 4$" (11cm) long. Weighs 3oz. (85g).
Institutional dishwasher safe.
NC28272

SWEDISH
STEAK KNIFE
Large, angled handle 
properly positions fingers.
Wide, stainless steel blade measures 8" (20cm)
long and requires minimal pressure to cut.
Weighs 6 oz. (170g). Household dishwasher safe.
NC28239

SWEDISH
FORK-KNIFE
Ideal for food preparation.
The stainless steel blade with small serrations
is useful for most kitchen jobs. Large, heavy-
duty plastic handle. Two-pronged, fork-like tip
can be used to spear food. Blade measures 4!"
(11cm) long. Weighs 3_ oz. (94g). Household
dishwasher safe.
NC28425

STRAIGHT SWEDISH
KITCHEN KNIFE
Requires minimal pressure to cut.
The enclosed handle on this knife is ideal for
persons with a weak grasp. Stainless steel
blade measures 9" (23cm) long. Weighs 5! oz.
(156g). Household dishwasher safe. 
NC28233

SWEDISH
BREAD AND
ALL-AROUND KNIFE
Great for general kitchen use.
Ideal for clients with arthritis or tendinitis.
Blade measures 6!" (17cm) long. Weighs 5! oz.
(156g). Household dishwasher safe.
NC28238

MEAT CUTTER KNIFE
Wide blade makes one-handed 
cutting simpler.
Stainless steel blade measures 4@" (11cm) long.
Weighs 1! oz. (43g). Household dishwasher safe.
NC28242
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GOOD GRIPSr ROLLER KNIFE
Rolling action is easy on hands.
Stainless steel blade with the patented Good
Gripsr handle. Cuts easily through pizza and
other foods on flat surfaces. Household dish-
washer safe.
NC65601

GOOD GRIPSr UTILITY AND
SLICER KNIVES
Ideal for almost any cutting job.
Utility Knife has a 5" (13cm) blade. The Slicer
Knife has an 8" (20cm) blade. Patented Good
Gripsr handle. Household dishwasher safe.
NC65603 Utility Knife 5" (13cm)
NC65609 Slicer Knife 8" (20cm)

Good Gripsi

eating utensils on 

pages 198-199.



INNER LIP PLATEi
AND SUCTION LIP PLATE
Encourage independent eating.
Special lip design prevents spills by
letting food be pushed to the side of
the plate, for easy scooping. Ideal
for one-handed dining. Both plates
have a depth of !" (13mm) and a
diameter of 9" (23cm). The Inner
Lip Plate is household dishwasher
safe and may be microwaved or
autoclaved. The Suction Lip Plate
secures to the table using suction
feet, is household dishwasher safe
and should not be microwaved.
NC34123 Inner Lip Platei
NC35230 Suction Lip Plate

Replacement Suction Cups
NC35230-1 (3)

THE ORIGINAL BAGEL
GUILLOTINE
Safely slices bagels of all sizes.
An angled shelf on the wide base
holds the bagel while two clear
acrylic safety shields keep fingers
away from the patented, serrated
blade. Just insert the bagel and
push down the handle for neat,
even slicing. Nonstick, high-carbon
stainless steel blade can be cleaned
easily. Top rack dishwasher safe.
NC28231

TOSS & CHOPi
Chop salad, vegetables and fruit
with one hand, right in the bowl.
Ergonomically designed handle
with soft rubber grips is spring
loaded for easy use. High quality
stainless steel blades with micro-
serrated edges never need sharp-
ening. Latch keeps blades closed
for safe storage. Dishwasher use
is not recommended. Lifetime
manufacturer’s warranty.
NC24013

SUREFITi PLASTIC
FOOD GUARD
Contoured edge helps keep food
on the plate. 
This strong plastic food guard
hugs the rim of a dish securely.
Guard measures 1@" (3.2cm) high
and fits plates with a diameter of
up to 10)" (27cm). Ideal for one-
handed use. Easy to attach and
remove. Microwave and top rack,
household dishwasher safe.
NC35213 White
NC35213-BL Blue
NC35213-OR Orange

STAINLESS STEEL FOOD GUARD
Provides a snug fit so food won’t slide off the plate.
The “springy” Stainless Steel Food Guard can be attached easily, even
by persons with the full use of only one hand. Guards clip on the plate
for easy attachment. Small fits most plates with a diameter of 6" to 8"
(15 to 20cm). Large fits most plates with a diame-
ter of 8" to 10" (20 to 25cm). Both food guards
measure 1!" (3.8cm) high. Designed to nest
together for compact storage. Institutional
dishwasher safe. 
NC35241-1 Small
NC35241-2 Large

Clips onto
edge.

Snug fit
between
guard 
and plate.

Clear, strong 
polycarbonate plastic.
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SUREFITi CLEAR FOOD GUARD
Attractive enough for any table.
The inconspicuous design of the SureFiti Clear Food Guard makes it
ideal for home use or when dining out. Clear polycarbonate plastic is
strong and functional, yet attractive. A snug fit means that the guard stays
on the plate securely when food is scooped up against it. Tapered ends
prevent interference with utensils. The grooved edge simply slides onto
the plate, forming a gapless fit. Can be attached quickly, even by clients
with the use of just one hand. Fits plates with a diameter of 8!" to 10" 
(21 to 25cm). Guards nest together for compact storage. Top rack, house-
hold dishwasher safe.
NC35244
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Secure, nonskid feet keep
dishes from sliding.
Enlarged to show detail.

Nonskid GripWarei is economical,
durable and dishwasher safe!

PARTITIONED DISH
Compartments keep foods separated.
Dish measures 9" (23cm) in diameter. Ideal for
institutional use. The two small sections hold
4 fl. oz. (118ml) each. The large section holds 
8 fl. oz. (237ml). Outer wall measures 1" (2.5cm)
high and dividers measure W" (16mm) high.
Polycarbonate plastic resists scratching. The
Partitioned Dish is microwave and institutional
dishwasher safe.  
NC35233

GRIPWAREi PARTITIONED
SCOOP DISH
Compartments keep food separated and
provide more surfaces for scooping.
This partitioned dish measures 8)" (22cm) in
diameter. Dividers measure )" (19mm) high.
Each of the small sections holds 4 fl. oz. (118ml),
and the large section holds 8 fl. oz. (237ml).
The GripWareu Partitioned Scoop Dish is made
of melamine and should not be microwaved.
Household dishwasher safe.

NC35699

GripWarei is a unique line of dishes that
feature round, nonskid feet. The feet
have a textured rubber surface that grips
tabletops and helps prevent plates from
sliding. GripWareu dishes instill confi-
dence by helping to maintain a clean
eating environment.

GripWareu is ideal for people who have
the use of only one hand, and for those
with limited flexibility or motor coordina-
tion, neurological disorders or ataxia.

GRIPWAREi SCOOP DISH
Grooved lip on the rim
helps hold the utensil.
Dish measures 9" (23cm) in
diameter. Curved edges
allow food to be scooped
up more easily by persons
with limited motor coordi-
nation. Utensils can rest in the groove on the
rim. The GripWareu Scoop Dish is made of
melamine and should not be microwaved.
Household dishwasher safe.
NC39252

GRIPWAREi ROUND SCOOP DISH
The low front and high back are ideal for
persons with limited motor coordination 
or the use of only one hand.
Dish measures 8" (20cm) in diameter. Available
in plastic or melamine. The plastic dish is
microwave safe and can be gas autoclaved. The
melamine dish should not be microwaved. Both
styles are household dishwasher safe. 
NC32514 Plastic
NC32515 Melamine

GRIPWAREi HIGH-SIDED DISH
High rim makes scooping extra easy.
GripWareu High-Sided Dishes make indepen-
dent eating easier. Two styles are available.
Both dishes have a diameter of 7)" (20cm) and
sides that measure 1@" (3.2cm) high. The
Regular dish maintains the same height
around its cir cum ference. The Cutout Edge
dish has a sloping side that tapers to !" (13mm)
high, for easier entry of utensils. Both styles
are made of melamine and should not be
microwaved. Household dishwasher safe.
NC35225 Regular
NC35226 Cutout Edge

Side helps scoop.



COMFORT GRIP UTENSILS
Nonslip grips rotate for better control. 
Ideal for anyone with a poor grip, these utensils
allow maximum control with minimum effort.
Lightweight with a sturdy, nonslip, 1" (2.5cm)
diameter grip that rotates to accommodate
most eating difficulties. Ridges on the handle
help position fingers for a more secure grip.
Suitable for rehabilitation center use, but attrac-
tive enough for use at home. These stainless
steel utensils are institutional dishwasher safe. 

NC65571 Fork
NC65572 Knife
NC65573 Teaspoon
NC65574 Tablespoon

PLASTIC HANDLE SWIVEL UTENSILS
Food stays on these swivel utensils.
Useful when wrist or finger motion is absent or
limited. Plastic Handle Swivel Utensils stay level
so food doesn’t slide off. The )" (19mm) diame-
ter plastic handle can be grasped easily and
improves holding patterns. Each utensil weighs
1 oz. (28g). These stainless steel utensils are
household dishwasher safe. 
NC36350 Teaspoon
NC36351 Soup Spoon
NC36352 Spork
NC36353 Fork

AMEFA ANGLED UTENSILS
Curved utensils make eating easier.
Ideal for people with limit-
ed hand and wrist range of
motion. The fork and spoon
have curved, tapered han-
dles that fit comfortably  in
the hand. Serrated knife
blade is curved for rocking action. The curved
handle measures approximately 5" (13cm) long
and 1@" (3.2cm) in diameter. Fork and spoon are
sold individually for the left or right hand. Knife
is designed for either hand. These stainless steel
utensils are institutional dishwasher safe.
Left Right
NC36055 NC36056 Fork
NC36057 NC36058 Spoon

NC36060 Universal Knife

WEIGHTED UTENSILS
Contoured handle is weighted for stability.
Easy to grasp and shaped to fit the fingers,
these utensils have 8 oz. (227g) of additional
weight completely enclosed in the 1" (2.5cm)
diameter handle. The heavier, oversized handle
adds stability and control, and is ideal for per-
sons with limited hand function, Parkinson’s
disease, tremors or spasticity. Plastic handle
measures 4!" (11cm) long. Dishwasher safe up
to 125° F (52° C).
NC36033 Fork
NC36031 Teaspoon
NC36032 Soup Spoon
NC36034 Knife

EXTENDED UTENSILS
Longer handles for people with a limited
range of motion.
These lightweight utensils are ideal for clients
whose reach is limited. The nonslip, built-up
handles measure 1" (2.5cm) in diameter. The
total length of large spoon is 15)" (40cm), fork
is 16!" (42cm) and small spoon is 15" (38cm).
These stainless steel utensils are institutional
dishwasher safe.
NC65575 Large Spoon
NC65576 Small Spoon
NC65577 Fork

MELAWARE CUTLERY
Cone-shaped handles fit the hand.
These lightweight utensils feature easy-to-grasp
polypropylene handles. The handles measure
1" (2.5cm) in diameter at the base and taper to
)" (19mm). The knife blade will cut with either
slicing or rocking motions. Left and right
spoons are designed for decreased wrist
motion and are angled for use with the respec-
tive hand. These stainless steel utensils are
institutional dishwasher safe.
NC36041 Knife
NC36043 Left-hand Spoon
NC36044 Right-hand Spoon
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Handle measures 1" (2.5cm)
at its thickest point.

Right-hand
Spoon

Knife

Left-hand
Spoon



Good Gripsr cutlery with a twist! Available only at North Coast.

Rocker Knife with Serrated Blade 
is ideal for cutting meats.

Oxor and Good Gripsr are used under license from Helen of Troy Limited, U.S. Patent Number RE37,190

GOOD GRIPSr UTENSILS
Cushioned grip keeps the utensil in the hand–
even when wet!
Good Gripsr stainless steel utensils feature a 1_" (3.5cm)
built-up handle. The soft, latex-free material has flexible
ribbing that adapts to any grip. This handle design is so
unique, it has a U.S. patent. The forks and spoons have a
special twist built into the metal shaft that allows them to
be bent to any angle, for either left- or right-handed use.
A great solution for persons with arthritis, CVA or neuro-
logical impairments. Institutional dishwasher safe.

Good Gripsr utensils are
ideal when wrist bending,
grasping or eating motions
become difficult. 

Twist in shaft allows
angle adjustment to
utensil. Bend for use in
the left or right hand.

Soft, flexible ribbing
adapts to any grip.

The large cushioned grip
is comfortable to hold.

Made of stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe.

Rounded knife blade
makes cutting easy. 
Only minimal arm
strength is needed to cut.

Good Gripsr Utensils
Easy to hold.
Soft, non-slip handle.

Small Spoon

Teaspoon

Tablespoon

Rocker Knife

Fork

Hold the 
handle
firmly.

Bend left 
or right.

Adapted for 
custom use.
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NC65591 Fork
NC65592 Rocker Knife
NC65593 Teaspoon
NC65594 Tablespoon 
NC65595 Small Spoon

Try all five Good Gripsr in a complete cutlery set!
Fork, small spoon, teaspoon, tablespoon 

and rocker knife. 

NC65599 Good Gripsr Sampler

NC65585 Rocker Knife with Serrated Blade



$" lip
(3mm)

GOOD GRIPSr SOUPER SPOONi
Raised lip is ideal for persons with tremors or poor hand control.
The innovative lip of the Souper Spoonu is specially designed to pre-
vent spills while moving the spoon from the plate to the mouth.
Liquids and food stay on the spoon where they should be! The one-
piece, stainless steel lip is easy to clean and fits smoothly in the mouth. 

Available in two handle styles. The Standard Souper Spoonu has a flat
stainless steel handle and measures 6)" (17cm) long. It is ideal for
clients who have a normal grasp and for the general long-term care
population. The Good Gripsr Souper Spoonu features the Good
Gripsr handle and special twist in the metal shaft. The total length mea-
sures 7$" (18cm). The Good Gripsr model is ideal for persons with
arthritis, CVA, Parkinson’s disease or neurological impairments.

Both models are institutional dishwasher safe. The Standard Souper
Spoonu is available in a package of six. 
Good Gripsr Souper Spooni
NC65590

Oxor and Good Gripsr are used under license from Helen of Troy Limited, U.S. Patent Number RE37,190

GOODIEi-STRAP
Accommodates large handles.
This expandable elastic strap fits
almost any size hand. Two loops
accommodate various handle sizes.
Regular strap fits all Good Gripsr
utensils and other large or built-up
handles. The Pediatric strap fits
handles with a circumference of
approximately 2!" to 3" (6.4 x 7.6cm)
and a length of at least 3" (7.6cm).
Machine wash and air dry.
NC35342 Regular
NC35341 Pediatric

Utensil not
included.

GOOD GRIPSr
PEDIATRIC SPOON
Specially sized for children.
This spoon has the same features
as the Good Gripsr spoons (page
198) but with a smaller handle
and bowl that are ideal for pedi-
atric use. Total length measures
6!" (17cm). Can be used with the
Pediatric Goodie-Strapu (sold left).
NC65588

Pediatric Good Gripsr Spoon

Both the spoon bowl and handle
are specially sized for a child.

Good Gripsr Spoon

Standard 
Souper Spooni

Good Gripsr
Souper Spooni

GOOD GRIPSr WEIGHTED UTENSILS
Extra weight helps minimize tremors while eating.
The 6 oz. (170g) of added
weight in the built-up
handle provides more
control so that the utensil
reaches the mouth easier. Ideal
for persons with limited hand control,
Parkinson’s disease or spasticity. All weighted
utensils provide the same benefits as the standard
Good Gripsr Cutlery (page 198). Sample Kit includes one
each of the five utensils.
NC65560 Fork
NC65561 Teaspoon
NC65562 Tablespoon
NC65564 Souper Spooni
NC65565 Rocker Knife

NC65560-S Sample Kit

Textured, weighted handle
is secure in the hand.

GOOD GRIPSr COATED SPOONS
Ideal for persons with biting reflexes and limited coordination.
All the features of Good Gripsr cut-
lery with a Plastisolu coating that
protects teeth and lips. Ideal for
clients with spasticity or limited
hand control. Not recommended
for those with heavy biting reflexes.
Can be used with the Goodieu-
Strap (sold below). Hand washing in
cold water will prolong product life.
The Sample Kit includes one each
of the three coated spoons.
NC65596 Small Spoon
NC65597 Teaspoon
NC65598 Tablespoon

NC65600 Sample Kit  
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Standard Souper Spooni
NC65587 (6)



HAND CLIP WITH POCKET
Pocket pivots to the desired angle.
This holder allows the utensil to turn
right and left to accommodate
a variety of tasks. Durable
Kydexr plastic palm clip can
be modified with a heat
gun. Fits either the left or
right hand.
NC35340

NORCOi UNIVERSAL CUFF
Economical, adjustable holder.
Cutlery, pens and pencils can be held with
the Norcou Utensil Holder. The hook and
loop closure with D-ring strap adjustments
to fit palms measuring 7" to 8" (18 to 20cm)
circumference. Easy to put on and take off.
In the palm area of the cuff, the added pocket
measures 3" long x 1" wide (7.6 x 2.5cm) and is
sewn closed on one end. Made of comfortable
cotton. Machine wash, gentle cycle, air dry.
NC35344

RIGHT-ANGLE POCKET
Hold items at a 90° angle.
Provide vertical orienta-
tion of utensils with this
holder. Metal extension
slips into the pocket of
cuffs, holders, clips and wrist
supports found on this page and/or
page 201. A rivet allows the pocket to
move from side to side while maintaining
a 90° angle.
NC21025

HARDCOATED UTENSILS
Helps protect teeth and lips while eating.
The plastic coating on these utensils protects
teeth and lips of clients with a biting reflex,
limited hand control or hypersensitivity to
temperature. Not recommended for persons
with heavy biting reflexes. Edges stay smooth,
even after washing. Handle measures !"
(13mm) in diameter at the end. Hand washing
in cold water will prolong product life.
NC36093 Spoon
NC36094 Long Spoon
NC36095 Soup Spoon
NC36096 Tablespoon

PLASTIC COATED SPOONS
Coating on economical spoons protects
teeth and lips.
The special, thick Plastisolu coating on these
Plastic Coated Spoons protects teeth and lips
during use. Excellent for clients with spasticity
or limited hand control. Not recommended for
those with heavy biting reflexes. Handle
measures !" (13mm) in diameter at end. Hand
washing in cold water will prolong product life.
NC44258 Youthspoon
NC44259 Teaspoon
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CARE SPOONS
Helps decrease biting reflex.
Made of lightweight, ABS plastic. Small bowls
help control food intake. Care Spoons measure
6" (15cm) long and !" (13mm) in diameter. Small
spoon has a 1" (2.5cm) bowl. Large spoon has a
1@" (3.2cm) bowl. Household dishwasher safe.
NC34406-1 Small    (10)
NC34406-2 Large    (10)



QUAD-CARE UTENSIL HOLDER
Specially designed for people 
with quadriplegia.
This handstrap with utensil pouch helps persons
with limited or no grip to use cutlery and writing
instruments. The cone-shaped plastic grip has
hook and loop closure on a D-ring
strap. Can be adjusted to fit
palms measuring 7" to 9" (18 to
23cm) in circumference.
Handstrap is easy to put on
and take off. 
NC28433

ADL UNIVERSAL CUFF
Soft elastic band fits perfectly every time.
Eating utensils fit easily into the ADL Universal
Cuff. Includes a utensil pocket to hold the
item of choice, and a comfortable elastic strap
to keep the unit secured on the hand.
Designed to give persons with limited grip or
dexterity controlled use of items such as eat-
ing utensils and writing tools. This durable,
high-quality utensil cuff will provide years of
reliable use. Made of elastic with a 4" (10cm)
long leather pocket. To size, measure the
width of the hand just below the MP joints. 

Width below MP joints
NC35337 S 3" to 3!" (7.6 to 8.9cm)

NC35338 M 3!" to 4" (8.9 to 10cm)

NC35339 L 4" to 4!" (10 to 11cm)

NORCOi UNIVERSAL QUAD CUFF
Comfortable cuff accommodates items of
varied sizes.

The Norcot Universal Quad Cuff is ideal for
persons with limited hand function. Securely
holds various sized handles, including feeding
utensils, writing instruments and grooming
aids. Cylindrical foam offers a padded palmar
area that naturally fits the arches of the hand.
Cuff secures to the hand using a D-ring hook
and loop strap for independent donning and
doffing. One size fits all. See page 169 for
other applications.
NC35350
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Deluxe Model

Rivets let utensil pivot
to desired position.

Standard Model

When used for wrist drop, both the Standard
and Deluxe Wrist Support with Universal
Cuff are durable and effective opponen
splints. Each have a bendable leather-
covered metal dorsal support with leather
arm straps. The Standard Model features a
leather universal cuff with pocket built into
the palmar strap. The Deluxe Model features
a 2W" (6.6cm) deep Kydexr palmar cuff with
leather pocket riveted to the cuff.

WRIST SUPPORT WITH UNIVERSAL CUFF
Position the hand in the desired degree of extension with this durable wrist support.

Sizing Chart
Size Length MP Width
Child 4@" (11cm) 2" to 3!" (5.1 to 8.9cm)

Adult 7!" (19cm) 3!" to 4" (8.9 to 10cm)

Large Adult 8@" (21cm) 4" to 5" (10 to 13cm)

Size is determined by measuring 
the width of the hand at the MP joints.

Left Right Deluxe
NC35321 NC35322 Child
NC35323 NC35324 Adult
NC35325 NC35326 Large Adult

Left Right Standard
NC35331 NC35332 Child
NC35333 NC35334 Adult
NC35335 NC35336 Large Adult

Cylindrical foam
pads the palm.



SURE-GRIP MUG
Deep grooves offer a comfortable, secure
grip for hands of all sizes.
This stackable, polycarbonate drinking cup is
suitable for hot or cold liquids. Holds 7 fl. oz.
(207ml) and is microwave safe. The included
small hole lid has a @" (6.4mm) diameter  hole.
The optional lid has a W" (16mm) wide oval hole
and is sold separately. Large hole allows drink-
ing while reclined. Mug
and spill-proof lids are
household dishwasher
safe. Colors may vary.
NC35286 Mug w/ small hole lid
NC35288 Lid w/ large hole

DOIDY CUP
Unique angle reduces the need to tilt the
head when drinking.
Children will love drinking from the Doidy Cup.
The unique shape is appealing to children
while making drinking easy. Two handles fit
small hands. Holds up to 6! fl. oz. (192ml).
Household dishwasher safe.
NC34407

FLEXI CUT CUP
Drink without neck extension.
Unlike other cutout cups,
the Flexi Cut Cup can be
squeezed gently to change
the shape of the cup lip
for easier drinking. Cup is
made of flexible plastic.
Top rack household dish -
washer safe. Sold in a
package of five.
Pink 1 fl. oz. (30ml)

NC35278 Pkg. of 5

Blue 2 fl. oz. (59ml)

NC35275 Pkg. of 5

GOOD GRIPSr PEDIATRIC SPOON
Specially sized for children.
This spoon has the same features as the
Good Gripsr Spoons sold on page 198 with a
smaller handle and bowl. Insti tutional dish-
washer safe. Total length is 6" (15cm). Spoon
can be used with the Pediatric Goodie-Strapu
(NC35341), also shown on page 199.
NC65588 Pediatric Spoon
NC35341 Pediatric Goodie-Strapi

SCOOPER BOWL
Rolled-edge helps children avoid spills.
Prevent spills and overflow with the Scooper
Bowl. Children will love the unique shape.
Rubber-ring base prevents sliding. Bowl has a 
5" (13cm) diameter. Unbreakable. Top rack
household dishwasher safe.
NC35228

Use the Pediatric 
Goodie-Strapu (page 199)
for a more secure grip.
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Twist in shaft allows 
adjustment to any angle.

Soft, flexible ribbing
adapts to any grip.

Large cushioned grip is
comfortable to hold.

Hold firmly. Bend left 
or right.

Adapted for 
custom use.



DYSPHAGIA MUG
Unique shape provides control for persons
with dysphagia.
Mug directs the flow of liquids to the center of
the mouth. Allows for drinking liquids or
thickened liquids without tilting the head
back. Large handle is ideal for persons with
weak grasps. Mug holds 8 fl. oz. (237ml). The
weighted base adds stability. Household dish-
washer and microwave safe. Autoclavable.
Color may vary.
NC35269
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DRINKING STRAW HOLDER
Spring clip fits any size cup. 
Snap this plastic straw holder to the edge of any
glass or cup. Features eight holes to accommo-
date straws of all sizes at comfortable angles.
NC35265

Plastic Cup with
Snap On Lid

Snorkel Lid

PLASTIC CUP WITH LID
Choose the lid that suits the need.
The sturdy, textured Plastic Cup with Lid is
available with either a Snorkel Lid or Snap On
Lid. Holds 8 fl. oz. (237ml). Replacement lids
are available in a package of 6. Institutional
dishwasher safe. 
NC35276 Cup w/ Snorkel Lid
NC35277 Cup w/ Snap On Lid
NC35255 Snorkel Lids (6)
NC35256 Snap On Lids (6)

THUMBS UPi CUP WITH LID
Ideal for people with arthritic hands.
Two thumb rests make this uniquely designed
cup ideal for the arthritic hand. Insulated,
molded plastic keeps liquids hot or cold
longer, while keeping the outside of the cup
comfortable to the touch. Cup holds 8 fl. oz.
(237ml). Liquid ounce and metric measure-
ments are marked inside. Weighs 4 oz. (118ml).
Plastic lid with drinking spout helps prevent
spills. Cup and lid are top rack dishwasher and
microwave safe. 
NC35282 Cup with Lid
NC35271 Replacement Lid

DRINKING STRAWS
Adaptable straws are reusable.
Drinking straws are available in
Plexiglasr and flexible polyethylene. All
straws measure 18" (46cm) long. The
Flexible straw has a G/ZN" (7.9mm) hole
and can be shaped easily by hand. The
Plexiglasr straw has a @" (6.4mm) hole
and can be adjusted to any angle with a
heat gun. Hand wash.
NC35263 Flexible (10)
NC35264 Plexiglasr (5)

Adjust Drinking Straws
to the ideal angle.
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SPILL PROOFi KENNEDYi CUP
Designed specifically for rehabilitation use.
Lightweight, easy-to-grip cup has a sturdy,
screw-on lid. This cup will not spill and can be
used in either a reclined or seated position.
Liquid is dispensed only as the client sucks on
the straw. Liquid level is
visible and can be moni-
tored easily. Holds up to
7 fl. oz. (207ml). Cup is
household dishwasher
safe and autoclavable.
NC35224



New pic:

NEW! THE PROVALEi CUP
Delivers small, measured swallows with every normal drinking motion. 
Specifically designed for patients with dysphagia, these cups deliver thin liquids like water and
nutritional supplements in a measured amount to prevent choking. The Blue Cup accurately
delivers a 5 cc (.17fl. oz.)  sip and the Brown Cup delivers a 10 cc (.34 fl. oz.) sip. Patented mecha-
nism prevents over-delivery of fluid. Ample nose clearance minimizes head tilt. The Provaleu Cup
may help eliminate the need for pre-thickened liquids and improve mealtime independence.
Attach one or two of the included easy-grip handles as needed. Both cups have an 8 fl. oz. (237ml)
capacity. Easy to disassemble for cleaning. Institutional dishwasher safe. 
Blue Cup
NC35284-1 5 cc (.17 fl. oz.) fluid delivery

Brown cup
NC35284-2 10 cc (.34 fl. oz.) fluid delivery

MELAWARE CUP
Persons with limited grasp can hold this
cup confidently. 
The thumb and index finger slip easily around
the narrow stem of the Melaware Cup. Ideal
when finger strength is decreased. Holds 
8 fl. oz. (237ml). Cup is made of melamine and
should not be microwaved. Institutional dish-
washer safe.  
NC35220

NOSE CUT-OUT TUMBLER
Drink without tilting the head.
Ideal for people who choke easily or cannot tilt their heads back due to neck injuries.
Useful for children who have cerebral palsy. The cutout fits comfortably around the nose
when drinking. The 2T" (7.3cm) wide opening allows the therapist to observe the liquid
going into the client’s mouth. The blue tumbler is made of a rigid, hard plastic. The clear
tumbler is made of flexible polypropylene plastic. Three sizes available: 4 fl. oz., 8 fl. oz.
and 12 fl. oz. (118ml, 237ml, and 355ml). Household dishwasher and microwave safe.
Non-Flexible Blue
NC35273-08 8 fl. oz. (237ml)

Flexible Clear
NC35274-04 4 fl. oz. (118ml)

NC35274-08 8 fl. oz. (237ml)

NC35274-12 12 fl. oz. (355ml)

INSULATED MUG WITH LID
Keep drinks at the right temperature.
The Insulated Mug with Lid helps keep liq-
uids hot or cold longer. Straw hole directs the
flow of liquid. Made of durable polypropylene.
Mug holds 12 fl. oz. (355ml), measures 5W"
(14cm) tall and weighs 5 oz. (142g). Household
dishwasher and microwave safe. 

The Weighted Insulated Mug with Lid has
the same features as the Insulated Mug with
Lid, with the added feature of a weighted rub-
ber base that helps prevent accidental tipping.
Ideal for people with tremors. Weighs 9! oz.
(269g). Household dishwasher safe but cannot
be microwaved. Replacement lids for both
mugs are available in a package of six.
NC35251 Insulated Mug with Lid
NC55632 Weighted Insulated Mug with Lid
NC35256 Replacement Snap On Lids (6)
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Insulated Mug
with Lid

Weighted Insulated 
Mug with Lid

Cut-out fits around the nose
when drinking.



WONDER FLO VACUUM CUP
Regulate flow with the push 
of a button.
The Wonder Flo Vacuum Cup
allows a person to drink while in
a reclined position. The spout has
a ^" (1.6mm) diameter hole that
prevents spillage. Press the rubber
button to release liquid flow into
the mouth. Cup is made of soft,
autoclavable plastic. Holds 8 fl. oz.
(237ml). Household dishwasher
and microwave safe. Replacement
lids and buttons are available. 
NC35261 Cup  
NC35261-RL Lids (3) 
NC35261-RB Buttons (12)

CLEAR CUP
A choice of lids adapts this mug
to each individual’s needs.
This clear, polycarbonate, single-
handle cup includes two lids that
accommodate different drinking
preferences. One lid has a feeding
spout with a hole that measures
^" (1.6mm) in diameter and the
other is an anti-splash lid. Both
lids have a convenient straw hole.
The Clear Cup holds 10 fl. oz.
(296ml) and is institutional dish-
washer safe. Wash lids in warm,
soapy water. Cup and lids are
microwave safe.
NC36155

FEEDING CUP AND BASE
Sturdy base prevents tipping.
Prevent dribbles and spills with the
Feeding Cup and Base. The mouth-
piece hole will accommodate a
drinking straw. The cup is securely
positioned with a 5" (13cm) diame-
ter base. Made of sturdy polyethyl-
ene plastic. Cup holds 8 fl. oz.
(237ml). Cup and base are sold
separately. Institutional dishwash-
er safe and autoclavable. 
NC35266 Cup
NC35267 Base

FEEDING CUP WITH
FLOW CONTROL
Allows drinking without raising
the head.  
Press the soft rubber button to
release a small amount of liquid.
Cup holds 8 fl. oz. (237ml) and is
marked at 4 fl. oz., 6 fl. oz. and 
8 fl. oz. (118ml, 177ml and 237ml)
levels. Hole in the spout measures
^" (1.6mm). Replacement buttons
are sold separately in a package of
12. Institutional dishwasher safe
and autoclavable.
NC35268 Cup
NC35268-RB Buttons (12)

FEEDING CUP WITH LONG SPOUT
Modify spout to control fluid flow. 
The Feeding Cup with Long
Spout features a mouth-
piece that is large enough
to hold a straw. Spout can
be cut down as skills
improve. When cut down
to the base of the lid, the
remaining oval hole mea-
sures T" x !" (22 x 13mm).
Place a finger over the air
vent to easily regulate the
flow of liquid. Cups and
lids are made of polypropy-
lene plastic. Holds 8 fl. oz.
(237ml). Cups are available
with or without a handle.
Replacement lids are sold
separately in a package of three. Feeding Cups and lids are house-
hold dishwasher and microwave safe.
NC35254 Cup
NC35253 Cup with handle
NC35254-RL Lids (3)
NC35254-20 Cups (20)

Spout can be cut
down as drinking

skills improve.

Easily control the
flow of liquid.
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Weighted Mug 
with Lid and Handles
Weighted base prevents tipping and
is ideal for people with tremors.

MUG WITH LID AND HANDLES
Monitor liquid levels with this see-through mug.
These clear plastic mugs
can be used with or with-
out the included lid. Spout
directs the flow of liquid.
Two large handles provide
easy grasping and the wide
base helps prevent spills.
The Regular and Weighted
mugs hold 10 fl. oz. (296ml)
and are household dish-
washer safe. The Regular
mug is microwave safe.
Replace ment mug lids are
available separately. 

The Weighted Mug with Lid and Handles has a 10 oz. (284g) base.
Ideal for people with Parkinson’s, limited hand control, tremors or
spasticity. Not for use in a microwave oven.
NC36270 Regular
NC36270-RL Replacement Lid
NC36271 Weighted   

Mug with Lid and Handles



The Stable Slideu smoothly
guides the arm while moving
from plate to mouth.

STABLE SLIDEi
Portable self-feeder sets up in minutes.
This easy-to-use feeder guides the arm
while moving from the plate to the mouth.
Supports the arm throughout the entire
eating motion. Reduces the muscular
activity needed for self-feeding. Ideal for
conditions where upper extremity weak-
ness or poor motor control are present,
such as multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy
or Parkinson’s disease. Provides tactile
biofeedback for tremor dampening and
control. Includes a roof attachment that
can be used to help keep the arm on the
slide for additional safety and tactile feed-
back. Secures with C-clamp. Height and
angle adjustments can be made by hand
and with the included hex wrench. Three-
year manufacturer’s warranty.
NC25008

The North Coasti Eating Evaluation Kit includes one each of the following:

NORTH COASTi EATING EVALUATION KIT
Self-contained kit saves valuable time!
This comprehensive kit includes a wide variety
of adaptive eating- related products. Equipped
to evaluate persons affected by CVA, blindness,
dysphagia, arthritis, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s
disease, spinal cord injury and generalized
upper extremity weak  ness. Contains the prod-
ucts that therapists find most helpful when
treating eating disorders, including specialized
utensils, plates, cups, food guards, a laryngeal
mirror, Dycemr matting, various diameters of
cylindrical foam, and a North Coast Rehabilitation catalog. Hard-sided
carrying case protects the contents while providing neat, compact
storage. Case measures 16" x 12" x 5!" (41 x 30 x 14cm).
NC25006

NC65591 Good Gripsr Fork*

NC65597 Good Gripsr Plastic
Coated Teaspoon ***

NC65592 Good Gripsr Rocker Knife*

NC65577 Comfort Grip 
Extension Fork*

NC65564 Good Gripsr Weighted 
Soup Spoon* 8 oz. (227g)

NC65560 Good Gripsr
Weighted Fork* 8 oz. (227g)

NC28272 Rocker Knife with 
Solid Handle**

NC28237 Rocking “T” Knife*

NC35344 Utensil Holder

NC35241-2 Stainless Steel Food Guard**

NC34123 Lip Plate*

NC35226 High Sided Dish w/Cutout
Edge and Rubber Feet*

NC35261 Wonder Flo Vacuum Cup*

NC35273-08 Nose Cut-Out Tumbler**

NC11176 Laryngeal Mirror, Size 00**
(can be autoclaved)

NC35103 Dycemr Matting
(can be autoclaved)

8" x 2 yd. x ^" 
(20cm x 1.8m x 1.6mm)

NC35005 Cylindrical Foam Sampler
4" (10cm) long pieces 
)", 1", 1@ and 1!" diameters
(1.9mm, 2.5, 3.2 and 3.8cm)

NCC2008R North Coast Medical
Rehabilitation Catalog

NC99995 Carrying Case

* Household dishwasher safe.
** Institutional dishwasher safe.

*** Cold water washing will prolong
product life.
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Supports the wrist at the
top of the movement.
Includes an optional
roof attachment to help
keep arm on slide.

Supports the forearm 
at the bottom of the
movement.



Terry Cloth Bib

Terry Cloth/
Vinyl Bib

Both bibs are machine washable and meet
compliance law standards.

TERRY CLOTH BIB
Large, soft bib allows for neater, 
more comfortable mealtimes.
Hook and loop closures makes this bib easy
to put on. Made of 90% cotton/10% poly-
ester. Reinforced with cotton binding. Bib
measures 21" x 30" (53 x 76cm). Machine
washable. Meets compliance law standards.
NC35403

TERRY CLOTH/VINYL BIB
Provide protection from spilled liquids.
The reversible Terry Cloth/Vinyl Bib is
terry cloth on one side and soft vinyl on
the other. Neck opening fastens with hook
and loop closures. Bib measures 18" x 27" 
(46 x 69cm). Machine washable. Meets com-
pliance law standards.
NC35404

DISPOSABLE PLASTIC BIBS
Throw-away bibs offer convenience.
These large, plastic
bibs have perforated
tie backs and a handy
catch-all pocket in
front. Bibs measure
15!" x 19" (39 x 48cm).
Box of 500
NC35405

BIB HOLDER
Handy device holds bibs in place.
Two rust-resistant clips
are attached with 
a nylon cord.
Total length measures
6" (15cm). Sold in
packages of two.
NC35401 (2)
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WINSFORD FEEDERr
This device encourages independence by
enabling clients to feed themselves at
their own pace.
All that’s required to operate the Winsford
Feederr is a slight move of the head, knee,
hip or foot. The unit may be controlled by
either the chin switch or the plug-in rocker
switch. Automated spoon and plate are
operated by a 6-volt rechargeable battery.
The feeder operates free-standing when
using the battery, or it can be plugged into
a standard wall outlet using the included
charger unit. Plate and bowl rotate for eas-
ier accessibility. Height is adjust able. 

Includes carrying case, battery, charger,
Coreller dinner plate, bowl, spoon, pusher,
chin switch rod, stationary glass holder,
turntable, shelf and drip pan. 

The Winsford Feederr measures 12" x 18" 
(30 x 46cm), and weighs approximately 17 lbs.
(7.7kg) with a basic setup. Total weight of the
carrying case and all the components is
28 lbs. (13kg). A minimum height of 10"
(25cm) from tabletop surface to mouth
level is required. An extra rechargeable
battery is available.
NC38011 Feeder
NC38010-2 Extra Battery

Rocker switch, battery charger and
instruction booklet are included.

An informational 
video featuring The 
Winsford Feederr is 
available online at:
www.ncmedical.com

Easy to  

Operate!

The pusher moves food
onto the spoon.



EXAM GLOVES
Protect hands during treatment and therapy.
For a complete product listing of sterile/
non-sterile, latex/latex-free and powdered/
powder-free gloves, see page 16, or visit us at
www.ncmedical.com. 

CHEWY TUBESu P’S AND Q’S
Solid, nontoxic exercisers for practicing 
biting and chewing skills.
P’s and Q’s are made of the same FDA-compliant
material as Chewy Tubesu, but are solid rather
than tubular, offering a firmer surface for biting.
Sold in sets of (1) “P” and (1) “Q”. Safe and non-
toxic. Latex free.
NC43082

DISPOSABLE MOUTH MIRROR
Reduce the risk of cross-contamination.
These lightweight Disposable Mouth Mirrors
allow efficient viewing of intra-oral structures
for dysphagia evaluation. Mirrors may also be
used as an alternative tongue depressor. Sold in
a pack of 12. Latex free.
NC11180

Knobby Chewy Tubei
Raised bumps on the surface offer 
extra oral and tactile stimulation.

JAW REHABILITATION PROGRAM
Helps improve jaw stability and provides valuable sensory input to the jaw.
This program provides a step-by-step series of treatment exercises, using Chewy Tubesu, which
are designed to improve sensory and motor skills and to strengthen functional patterns of
mandibular movement. Program kit contains three _" (9.5mm) diameter Chewy Tubesu, three
!" diameter (13mm) Chewy Tubesu, 43 page manual, and 25 Assessment Forms. Additional
Assessment Forms and Chewy Tubesu sold separately. Chewy Tubesi provide a resilient, non-
food, chewable surface for practicing biting and chewing skills. Intended for individual use,
Chewy Tubesu are non-toxic, latex-free and lead-free. They do not contain PVC or Phthalates.
The different colors are FDA approved. Knobby Chewy Tubesi have added bumps for more
oral and tactile stimulation. 
Jaw Rehabilitation Program
NC43080

Jaw Assessment Forms 
NC43080-F Package of 25

Chewy Tubesi Diameter
NC43081-Y Yellow _" (9.5mm)

NC43081-R Red !" (13mm)

Knobby Chewy Tubesi
NC43081-K
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THICK-IT r
Reduce the risk of aspiration with this
instant food thickener.
Specially formulated for persons with dysphagia
or swallowing impairments. Thick-Itr dissipates
easily, minimizes lumping, does not affect the
taste of foods and has no aftertaste. Increases
both the amount of nutrients ingested and the
variety that a swallowing-impaired menu offers.
Adds only 16 calories per tablespoon. Very low in
sodium. Helps prevent dehydration because it
does not bind fluids. Recom mended for institu-
tional or home use. Sold in conveniently sized
cans or portion packets. 
8 oz. (227g) cans
NC36300 Case of 12 
NC36301 Single 

30 oz. (850g) cans
NC36302 Case of 6
NC36303 Single 

Single serving packets
NC36304 Case of 200

Jaw Rehabilitation Program includes
six Chewy Tubesi, manual and 

assessment forms.



ORAL SENSORY AND MOTOR
TREATMENT PRESCRIPTION KIT
Customize exercise routines to fit your 
client’s needs.
This comprehensive kit includes 240 exercises
to treat oral sensory and motor dysfunction.
Exercises are accompanied by clear explana-
tions and illustrations. Features 7 general tip
cards, a quick reference index, 2 plastic sleeves
to protect cards, 10 blank cards for adding cus-
tom exercises and a compact box that flips
open for easy access and storage. 
NC37260

NEW! CLAMP-ON ADJUSTABLE MIRROR
Ideal for ADL and teaching basic skills.
This multi-use, shatterproof mirror easily
clamps onto bedrails, tabletops, walkers, and
other surfaces. Use for self-observation during
oral motor exercises and dysphagia and speech
treatment. Mirror measures 8" x 12" (20 x 30cm)
and is mounted on a 12" (30cm) long, flexible
“gooseneck” attached to a sturdy plastic spring
clamp. The clamp grips flat surfaces up to 1"
(2.5cm) thick. 
NC37272

LARYNGEAL MIRRORS
Angled for maximum viewing.
Inspect intra-oral structures for pre-feeding
or speech training. Mirrors also may be
used for dysphagia evaluation. Both models,
including handles, measure 7!" (19cm)
long. The 00 size mirror measures !" (13mm)
in circumference, the 000 size measures
_" (9.5 mm) in circumference. Autoclavable.
NC11176 Size 00
NC11175 Size 000

TOOTHETTES
Soft, flavored, oral stimulators.
A must for dysphagia programs. The soft, 
peppermint-flavored foam heads provide a
safe means to remove pocketed food from
inside the cheek, or to clean the tongue.
Stimulates intra-oral structures for sensory
stimulation, tongue lateralization, mobility and
coordination. Dis posable Toothettes are indi-
vidually wrapped and sold in packages of 10.
NC28332 Package of 10

STERILE TONGUE DEPRESSORS
Wrapped individually for sterility.
Made of the finest quality birchwood with a
smooth finish. Blades measure 6" x )" x ^" 
(15cm x 19mm x 1.6mm). Individually wrapped.
Sold in a box of 100.
NC43066 Box of 100

00 Laryngeal
Mirror

000 Laryngeal
Mirror

Toothettes

Sterile Tongue
Depressors

JIGGLERSi
The only continuous “on”, chewable
and durable oral facial massager.
Twist the head on each Jiggleru to
provide calming, low-intensity
vibration massage. Shapes
and textures encourage
exploration. Uncle Stinkieu
has long arms that can
be used for strengthen-
ing and self-regulation.
Fatsou is great for soft
surfaces. Elephant’s
ears can be used as 
a spoon for orally
defensive children.
Clean with ten parts
water to one part
bleach. Uses one “AA”
battery (not included).
NC43070 Casperi
NC43071 Uncle Stretchi
NC43072 Uncle Stinkiei
NC43073 Fatsoi
NC43074 Elephant
NC43075 Gator
NC28500 “AA” Batteries (2)

Uncle
Stinkieu

Casperu

Fatsou

Uncle
Stretchu

Elephant

Gator

Casperu, Uncle Stretchu, Uncle Stinkieu
and Fatsou are trademarks of 

Harvey Entertainment, Inc. 
All rights reserved.
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NC16009 ............116
NC16012 ............115
NC16013 ............114
NC16014 ............114
NC17198 ............116
NC18101 ............108
NC18103 ............108
NC18499...............88
NC18500...............88
NC18501...............88
NC18507...............88
NC18508...............88
NC18509...............88
NC18510...............88
NC18511...............88
NC18536...............91
NC18538...............89
NC18539...............89
NC18540...............89
NC18541...............91
NC19140...............90
NC19300 ............110
NC20009...............87
NC20072...............80
NC20073...............80
NC20074...............80
NC20076...............80
NC20082...............80
NC20083...............80

NC20084...............80
NC20086...............80
NC20092...............80
NC20131...............87
NC20132...............87
NC20141...............87
NC20142...............87
NC20149...............86
NC20150...............86
NC20166...............87
NC20167...............87
NC20180...............14
NC20181...............14
NC20182...............14
NC20190...............78
NC20191...............78
NC20192...............78
NC20194...............78
NC20196...............78
NC20259...............84
NC20260...............85
NC20261...............85
NC20263...............85
NC20264...............85
NC20265...............85
NC20270...............87
NC20273...............87
NC20290...............84
NC20410...............14
NC20418...............78
NC20421...............78
NC20422...............14
NC20423...............14
NC20425...............15
NC20426...............15
NC20429...............15
NC20430...............16
NC20435...............16
NC20510 ........16, 86
NC20511 ........16, 86
NC20517 ........16, 86
NC20518 ........16, 86
NC20519 ........16, 86
NC20520 ........16, 86
NC20572 ........16, 86
NC20700...............79
NC20705...............78
NC20990 ............179
NC21003 ............180
NC21005 ............180
NC21006 ............180
NC21007 ............180
NC21008 ............180
NC21009 ............180
NC21010 ............180
NC21014 ............180
NC21015 ............180
NC21016 ............180
NC21017 ............180
NC21020 ............179
NC21021 ............179
NC21023 ............179
NC21025 ............200
NC21026.................7
NC21034 ............179

NC21037 ....179, 180
NC21047 ............120
NC21048 ............120
NC21051 ............179
NC21052 ............179
NC21053 ............119
NC21056 ............180
NC22000...............78
NC22001...............78
NC22003...............78
NC22242 ............167
NC23000 ............175
NC23020 ............175
NC23539 ............137
NC23554 ............125
NC23555 ............125
NC23556 ............125
NC23557 ............125
NC23621 ............177
NC23622 ............177
NC23623 ............177
NC23640 ............178
NC23641 ............178
NC23642 ............178
NC24011 ............191
NC24013 ............195
NC24030 ............181
NC24036 ............181
NC24043 ............189
NC24100 ............130
NC24552 ............171
NC24553 ............170
NC24554 ............169
NC24555 ............158
NC24590 ............156
NC24591 ............154
NC24593 ............154
NC24596 ............158
NC24599 ............157
NC25002 ............159
NC25006 ............206
NC25008 ............206
NC25050 ............162
NC25051 ............162
NC25342 ............104
NC25556 ............105
NC25557 ............105
NC25558 ............105
NC25559 ............105
NC25600 ............105
NC25601 ............105
NC25602 ............105
NC25603 ............105
NC25604 ............105
NC25605 ............105
NC25608 ............105
NC25609 ............105
NC25610 ............105
NC25611 ............105
NC25612 ............105
NC25613 ............105
NC25620 ............109
NC25621 ............109
NC25623 ............104
NC25624 ............104
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NC25625 ............104
NC25626 ............104
NC25627 ............104
NC25628 ............104
NC25629 ............104
NC25630 ............104
NC25631 ............104
NC25632 ............104
NC25633 ............104
NC25634 ............104
NC25635 ............104
NC25647 ............104
NC25649 ............112
NC25650 ............112
NC25651 ............112
NC25652 ............112
NC25653 ............112
NC25657 ............112
NC25658 ............112
NC25661 ............112
NC25670 ............105
NC25671 ............105
NC25672 ............105
NC25673 ............105
NC25674 ............105
NC25675 ............105
NC25682 ............105
NC25683 ............105
NC25684 ............105
NC25685 ............105
NC25686 ............105
NC25687 ............105
NC25688 ............105
NC25689 ............105
NC25894...............45
NC26000...............91
NC26001...............91
NC26002...............91
NC26004...............91
NC26005...............91
NC26006...............91
NC26010...............91
NC26011...............91
NC26015...............91
NC26600 ............171
NC26601 ............171
NC26602 ............171
NC26781 ............190
NC27070 ............103
NC27071 ............103
NC27074 ............103
NC27170 ............108
NC27180 ............111
NC28025 ............173
NC28199 ............190
NC28202 ............190
NC28211 ............190
NC28212 ............190
NC28213 ............191
NC28216 ............193
NC28218 ............190
NC28219 ............194
NC28221 ............192
NC28222 ............192
NC28224 ............168

NC28225 ............169
NC28227 ............191
NC28229 ............188
NC28230 ............189
NC28231 ............195
NC28232 ............191
NC28233 ............194
NC28237 ............194
NC28238 ............194
NC28239 ............194
NC28242 ............194
NC28247 ............186
NC28249 ............186
NC28250 ............186
NC28251 ............190
NC28252 ............193
NC28254 ............191
NC28255 ............186
NC28263 ............192
NC28272 ............194
NC28277 ............186
NC28282 ............192
NC28283 ............186
NC28295 ............188
NC28299 ............192
NC28304 ............192
NC28324 ............165
NC28325 ............168
NC28330 ............168
NC28331 ............169
NC28332 ............209
NC28333 ............168
NC28335 ............168
NC28336 ............168
NC28370 ............169
NC28371 ............169
NC28372 ............169
NC28373 ............169
NC28374 ............167
NC28375 ............167
NC28376 ............169
NC28380 ............153
NC28381 ............153
NC28400 ............185
NC28402 ............185
NC28403 ............185
NC28404 ............185
NC28405 ............185
NC28406 ............185
NC28407 ............176
NC28409 ............176
NC28411 ............185
NC28413 ............176
NC28414 ............176
NC28415 ............176
NC28419 ............176
NC28425 ............194
NC28433 ............201
NC28436 ............125
NC28460 ............126
NC28480 ............178
NC28481 ............178
NC28500 ............209
NC28502 ............193
NC28503 ............193

NC28505 ............193
NC28517 ............177
NC28521 ............177
NC28522 ............177
NC28530 ............176
NC28531 ............176
NC28546 ............173
NC28547 ............173
NC28548 ............173
NC28549 ............173
NC28559 ............178
NC28560 ............178
NC28561 ............178
NC28575 ............175
NC28576 ............175
NC28577 ............175
NC28578 ............175
NC28585 ............172
NC28590 ............174
NC28595 ............173
NC28597 ............173
NC28600 ............172
NC28601 ............174
NC28602 ............174
NC28603 ............174
NC28604 ............174
NC28608 ............174
NC28609 ............174
NC28610 ............174
NC28611 ............174
NC28615 ............170
NC28616 ............170
NC28621 ............172
NC28624 ............171
NC28628 ............175
NC28631 ............170
NC28632 ............167
NC28634 ............170
NC28635 ............170
NC28638 ............167
NC28644 ............167
NC28645 ........6, 167
NC28649 ............166
NC28650 ............167
NC28661 ............172
NC28662 ............172
NC28667 ............170
NC28671 ............174
NC28672 ............174
NC28673 ............174
NC28674 ............174
NC28681 ............173
NC28685 ............173
NC28686 ............173
NC28687 ............173
NC28689 ............173
NC28690 ............173
NC28698 ............169
NC28703 ............163
NC28704 ............163
NC28707 ............163
NC28708 ............165
NC28709 ............164
NC28711 ............160
NC28712 ............160

NC28714 ............160
NC28715 ............164
NC28716 ............164
NC28717 ............164
NC28719 ............164
NC28721 ............164
NC28726 ............165
NC28728 ............164
NC28732 ............164
NC28734 ............173
NC28735 ............173
NC28736 ............173
NC28738 ............173
NC28739 ............173
NC28740 ............173
NC28741 ............173
NC28750 ............187
NC28760 ............163
NC28761 ............163
NC28767 ............163
NC28770 ............164
NC28771 ............163
NC28772 ............163
NC28802 ............182
NC28803 ............182
NC28804 ............182
NC28806 ............182
NC28811 ............183
NC28812 ............183
NC28813 ............183
NC28816 ............183
NC28817 ............183
NC28825 ............183
NC28830 ............183
NC28835 ............183
NC28841 ............181
NC28842 ............181
NC28843 ............181
NC28853 ............183
NC28857 ............183
NC28858 ............183
NC28862 ............184
NC28863 ............137
NC28886 ............139
NC28887 ............135
NC28900 ............184
NC28907 ............153
NC28911 ............152
NC28920 ............160
NC28921 ............156
NC28923 ............157
NC28925 ............159
NC28930 ............160
NC28934 ............162
NC28935 ............162
NC28945 ............162
NC28949 ............157
NC28950 ............160
NC28953 ............161
NC28954 ............155
NC28955 ............158
NC28966 ............160
NC28967 ............158
NC28968 ............157
NC28970 ............155

NC28971 ............155
NC28981 ............156
NC28982 ............156
NC28983 ............159
NC28984 ............159
NC29001 ............146
NC29003 ............146
NC29010 ............160
NC29011...............93
NC29012...............93
NC29013...............93
NC29014...............93
NC29015...............93
NC29017...............93
NC29018...............93
NC29019...............93
NC29029...............94
NC29034...............94
NC29100 ............184
NC29102 ............184
NC29103 ............184
NC29104 ............184
NC29106 ............184
NC29108 ............184
NC29109 ............184
NC29113 ............184
NC29114...............11
NC29119...............12
NC29510 ............188
NC30310...............88
NC31100...............43
NC31101...............43
NC31102...............43
NC31103...............43
NC31104...............43
NC31105...............43
NC31121...............43
NC31122...............43
NC31123...............43
NC31124...............43
NC31125...............43
NC31197...............76
NC31198...............76
NC31199...............76
NC31201...............76
NC31202...............76
NC31203...............76
NC31310 ............134
NC31311 ............134
NC31321 ............134
NC31328 ............134
NC32152...............10
NC32220 ............154
NC32500 ............171
NC32502 ............171
NC32511 ............187
NC32513 ............187
NC32514 ............196
NC32515 ............196
NC33800 ............112
NC33801 ............112
NC33802 ............112
NC33803 ............102
NC33804 ............102
NC33850 ............110
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NC34123 ............195
NC34200 ............152
NC34206 ............153
NC34207 ............153
NC34209 ............153
NC34210 ............155
NC34211 ............155
NC34212 ....155, 161
NC34214 ............161
NC34215 ............161
NC34216 ............162
NC34218 ............165
NC34220 ............162
NC34235 ............153
NC34406 ............200
NC34407 ............202
NC34547...............11
NC34565...............10
NC34568...............10
NC34569...............11
NC34573...............10
NC34800 ............111
NC34801 ............111
NC34802 ............111
NC34803 ............111
NC34804 ............111
NC34805 ............111
NC34806 ............111
NC34807 ............111
NC35001 ............187
NC35002 ............187
NC35003 ............187
NC35005 ............187
NC35007 ............187
NC35012 ....179, 187
NC35013 ....179, 187
NC35014 ....179, 187
NC35015 ....179, 187
NC35016 ....179, 187
NC35032 ............187
NC35033 ............187
NC35034 ............187
NC35040 ............111
NC35102 ............189
NC35103 ............189
NC35104 ............189
NC35105 ............189
NC35106 ............189
NC35107 ............189
NC35108 ............189
NC35110 ............189
NC35111 ............189
NC35114 ............189
NC35115 ............189
NC35116 ............189
NC35117 ............189
NC35130 ............189
NC35140...............78
NC35213 ............195
NC35220 ............204
NC35224 ............203
NC35225 ............196
NC35226 ............196
NC35228 ............202
NC35230 ............195

NC35233 ............196
NC35241 ............195
NC35244 ............195
NC35249 ............137
NC35251 ............204
NC35253 ............205
NC35254 ............205
NC35255 ............203
NC35256 ....203, 204
NC35261 ............205
NC35263 ............203
NC35264 ............203
NC35265 ............203
NC35266 ............205
NC35267 ............205
NC35268 ............205
NC35269 ............203
NC35271 ............203
NC35273 ............204
NC35274 ............204
NC35275 ............202
NC35276 ............203
NC35277 ............203
NC35278 ............202
NC35282 ............203
NC35284 ............204
NC35286 ............202
NC35288 ............202
NC35290 ............137
NC35291 ............137
NC35292 ............137
NC35321 ............201
NC35322 ............201
NC35323 ............201
NC35324 ............201
NC35325 ............201
NC35326 ............201
NC35331 ............201
NC35332 ............201
NC35333 ............201
NC35334 ............201
NC35335 ............201
NC35336 ............201
NC35337 ............201
NC35338 ............201
NC35339 ............201
NC35340 ............200
NC35341 ....199, 202
NC35342.............199
NC35344 ............200
NC35350 ....169, 201
NC35401 ............207
NC35403 ............207
NC35404 ............207
NC35405 ............207
NC35699 ............196
NC35789 ............192
NC35805 ............152
NC35806 ............152
NC35807 ............152
NC35808 ............152
NC35809 ............152
NC36031 ............197
NC36032 ............197
NC36033 ............197

NC36034 ............197
NC36041 ............197
NC36043 ............197
NC36044 ............197
NC36055 ............197
NC36056 ............197
NC36057 ............197
NC36058 ............197
NC36060 ............197
NC36093 ............200
NC36094 ............200
NC36095 ............200
NC36096 ............200
NC36155 ............205
NC36270 ............205
NC36271 ............205
NC36300 ............208
NC36301 ............208
NC36302 ............208
NC36303 ............208
NC36304 ............208
NC36350 ............197
NC36351 ............197
NC36352 ............197
NC36353 ............197
NC37260 ............209
NC37272 ............209
NC38001 ............130
NC38002 ............130
NC38003 ............130
NC38004 ............130
NC38005 ............130
NC38006 ............130
NC38007 ............130
NC38008 ............130
NC38009 ............130
NC38010 ............207
NC38011 ............207
NC38026 ............132
NC38027 ............132
NC38028 ............132
NC38029 ............132
NC38030 ............132
NC38031 ............132
NC38033 ............131
NC38034 ............131
NC38038 ............132
NC38039 ............132
NC38046 ............131
NC38047 ............131
NC38048 ............131
NC38050 ............131
NC38051 ............131
NC38052 ............131
NC38054 ............132
NC38055 ............132
NC38056 ............131
NC38057 ............131
NC38070 ............132
NC38071 ............132
NC38072 ............132
NC38073 ............132
NC38074 ............132
NC38075 ............132
NC38080 ............131

NC38081 ............131
NC38082 ............131
NC38335 ............166
NC38336 ............167
NC38337 ............167
NC38340 ............166
NC38452 ............145
NC39252 ............196
NC42500...............81
NC42501...............81
NC42502...............81
NC42503...............81
NC42504...............81
NC42505...............81
NC42507...............81
NC42508...............81
NC42509...............81
NC42510...............81
NC42511...............81
NC42601...............81
NC42602...............81
NC42603...............81
NC42604...............81
NC42605...............81
NC42607...............81
NC43066 ............209
NC43070 ............209
NC43071 ............209
NC43072 ............209
NC43073 ............209
NC43074 ............209
NC43075 ............209
NC43080 ............208
NC43081 ............208
NC43082 ............208
NC44110...............47
NC44111...............47
NC44112...............47
NC44113...............47
NC44258 ............200
NC44259 ............200
NC44589 ............101
NC44590 ............101
NC44591 ............101
NC45100...............97
NC49005 ............188
NC50038...............42
NC50039...............42
NC50048...............45
NC50100...............40
NC50101...............40
NC50102...............40
NC50103...............40
NC50104...............40
NC50105...............40
NC50115...............36
NC50120...............40
NC50200...............40
NC50201...............40
NC50202...............40
NC51005...............46
NC51008...............46
NC52014...............47
NC52060...............45
NC52063...............44

NC52068...............45
NC52069...............45
NC52101...............32
NC52104...............32
NC52107...............32
NC52112...............32
NC52114...............31
NC52121...............31
NC52130...............47
NC52131...............47
NC52132...............47
NC52133...............47
NC52134...............47
NC52135...............47
NC52139...............42
NC52140...............47
NC52141...............37
NC52143...............36
NC52150...............36
NC52250 ............109
NC52251 ............109
NC52405...............46
NC52410...............46
NC52415...............46
NC52420...............46
NC52956...............45
NC52960 ............106
NC52961 ............106
NC52962 ............106
NC52963 ............106
NC52964 ............106
NC52965 ............106
NC52966 ............106
NC52967 ............106
NC52968 ............106
NC52969 ............106
NC52970 ............106
NC52971 ............106
NC52972 ............106
NC52973 ............106
NC52974 ............106
NC52975 ............106
NC52976 ............106
NC52977 ............106
NC52978 ............106
NC52979 ............106
NC53022...............81
NC53023...............81
NC53108...............81
NC53885 ............136
NC53890 ............136
NC53893 ............136
NC53894 ............136
NC55002...............43
NC55003...............43
NC55004...............43
NC55005...............43
NC55006...............43
NC55011...............43
NC55060 ........30, 42
NC55062...............39
NC55520 ............110
NC55632 ............204
NC56200...............90
NC56201...............90
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NC57060...............37
NC57061...............37
NC57086...............95
NC57087...............95
NC57088...............95
NC57089...............95
NC57099...............96
NC57100 ........96, 97
NC57101 ........96, 97
NC57114...............97
NC57115...............97
NC57116...............97
NC57117...............97
NC57118...............97
NC57119...............97
NC57120...............97
NC57165 ............113
NC57166 ............113
NC57167 ............113
NC57168 ............113
NC57170...............94
NC57171...............94
NC57172...............94
NC57173...............94
NC57174...............94
NC57175...............94
NC57176...............94
NC57177...............94
NC57178...............94
NC57179...............94
NC57180...............94
NC57181...............94
NC57182...............94
NC57183...............94
NC57184...............94
NC57185...............94
NC57186...............94
NC57187...............94
NC57190...............94
NC57191...............94
NC57200...............96
NC57201 ............114
NC57205...............98
NC57255...............99
NC57258...............99
NC57260...............98
NC57265...............98
NC57275...............99
NC57276...............99
NC57277...............99
NC57278...............99
NC57279...............99
NC57280...............99
NC57281...............99
NC57282...............99
NC57283...............99
NC57284...............99
NC57285...............99
NC57286...............99
NC57600...............96
NC57900...............98
NC58800...............89
NC58801...............89
NC58210...............92
NC58211...............92

NC58236...............94
NC60001...............83
NC60002...............83
NC60003...............83
NC60005...............83
NC60006...............83
NC60007...............83
NC60011 ........79, 85
NC60012...............79
NC60016...............85
NC60017...............85
NC60020...............82
NC60021...............85
NC60022...............85
NC60023...............85
NC60024...............84
NC60027...............84
NC60028...............84
NC60029...............84
NC60030...............82
NC60031...............82
NC60032...............82
NC60040...............84
NC60061...............82
NC60062...............83
NC60063...............83
NC60064...............83
NC60065...............83
NC60068...............84
NC60069...............84
NC62385 ............166
NC62393 ............166
NC63100...............57
NC63102...............57
NC63103...............57
NC63104...............57
NC63105...............57
NC63110...............57
NC63111...............57
NC63113...............57
NC63150 ........58, 59
NC63222 ............136
NC63223 ............136
NC63224 ............136
NC63225 ............136
NC63232 ............136
NC63233 ............136
NC63234 ............136
NC63235 ............136
NC64401...............30
NC64402...............30
NC64405...............30
NC64420...............29
NC64421...............29
NC64425...............29
NC64604...............40
NC64609...............39
NC64613...............39
NC64614...............39
NC64615...............39
NC64616...............39
NC64617...............39
NC64632...............39
NC64640...............38
NC64641...............38

NC64642...............38
NC64643...............38
NC64670...............34
NC64671...............35
NC64672...............35
NC64673...............35
NC64825...............38
NC64851...............37
NC64852...............37
NC65210...............79
NC65220...............79
NC65240...............79
NC65260...............79
NC65280...............79
NC65560 ............199
NC65561 ............199
NC65562 ............199
NC65564 ............199
NC65565 ............199
NC65571 ............197
NC65572 ............197
NC65573 ............197
NC65574 ............197
NC65575 ............197
NC65576 ............197
NC65577 ............197
NC65585 ............198
NC65587 ............199
NC65588 ....199, 202
NC65590 ............199
NC65591 ............198
NC65592 ............198
NC65593 ............198
NC65594 ............198
NC65595 ............198
NC65596 ............199
NC65597 ............199
NC65598 ............199
NC65599 ............198
NC65600 ............199
NC65601 ............194
NC65602 ............194
NC65603 ............194
NC65609 ............194
NC65631 ............174
NC65632 ............174
NC65633 ............174
NC68500...............80
NC68501...............80
NC68502...............80
NC68503...............80
NC68510...............80
NC68511...............80
NC68513...............80
NC70005...............50
NC70030...............12
NC70040...............55
NC70041...............55
NC70042...............55
NC70046...............55
NC70050...............56
NC70051...............56
NC70058...............55
NC70059...............55
NC70060...............55

NC70061...............55
NC70062...............55
NC70063...............55
NC70065...............55
NC70067...............76
NC70079...............55
NC70081...............55
NC70082...............55
NC70083...............55
NC70084...............55
NC70102.................6
NC70108.................6
NC70109.................6
NC70110.................6
NC70119.................6
NC70125...............13
NC70126...............13
NC70132...............13
NC70133...............13
NC70141.................2
NC70142.................3
NC70143.................2
NC70144.................3
NC70145.................3
NC70146...............11
NC70147...............11
NC70152.................6
NC70155.................6
NC70156.................6
NC70159.................2
NC70160.................2
NC70161.................2
NC70163.................7
NC70164.................7
NC70169...............13
NC70170.................7
NC70171...............13
NC70172...............13
NC70173...............13
NC70174...............13
NC70179.................7
NC70181.................7
NC70182...............13
NC70183...............13
NC70186...............13
NC70187...............13
NC70188...............13
NC70189...............13
NC70190...............13
NC70191...............13
NC70192...............13
NC70193...............13
NC70194...............13
NC70199...............13
NC70227...............75
NC70228...............75
NC70229...............75
NC70231...............75
NC70232...............75
NC70234...............75
NC70235...............75
NC70275...............52
NC70290...............13
NC70291...............13
NC70292...............13

NC70293...............13
NC70294...............13
NC70295...............13
NC70296...............13
NC70300...............50
NC70301...............50
NC70302...............50
NC70310.................6
NC70320.................6
NC70321.................4
NC70322.................4
NC70323.................4
NC70350...............57
NC70360...............14
NC70369...............59
NC70370...............56
NC70371...............56
NC70372...............56
NC70373...............56
NC70405...............61
NC70420...............61
NC70441...............60
NC70442...............60
NC70443...............60
NC70444...............60
NC70445...............60
NC70449...............16
NC70450...............16
NC70451...............16
NC70455...............60
NC70460...............73
NC70461...............73
NC70462...............73
NC70463...............73
NC70464...............73
NC70470...............72
NC70479...............73
NC70481...............73
NC70482...............73
NC70492...............73
NC70498...............51
NC70499...............51
NC70517...............52
NC70519...............52
NC70520...............52
NC70530...............52
NC70531...............52
NC70532...............52
NC70533...............52
NC70534...............52
NC70535...............52
NC70573...............52
NC70574...............52
NC70575...............52
NC70576...............52
NC70577...............52
NC70625 ............106
NC70626 ............106
NC70630 ............106
NC70631 ............106
NC70634 ............106
NC70635 ............106
NC72110...............59
NC72310...............50
NC72311...............50
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NC73585 ............120
NC74458...............66
NC74570...............12
NC74571...............12
NC74572...............12
NC74590 ..............42
NC75000 ..............42
NC75001 ..............42
NC75002 ..............42
NC75003 ..............42
NC75004 ..............42
NC75005 ..............42
NC75006 ..............42
NC75007 ..............42
NC75008...............42
NC75009...............42
NC75011...............47
NC75012...............47
NC75013...............47
NC75019...............13
NC75021...............13
NC75023...............13
NC75025...............42
NC75026...............42
NC75027...............42
NC75028...............42
NC75029...............42
NC75030...............42
NC75040...............37
NC75041...............37
NC75210 ............176
NC75211 ............176
NC75212 ............176
NC75590...............13
NC79055 ............118
NC79490 ............107
NC79491 ............107
NC79492 ............107
NC79493 ............107
NC79494 ............107
NC79495 ............107
NC79496 ............107
NC79497 ............107
NC79498 ............107
NC79499 ............107
NC79510 ............107
NC79520 ............109
NC79521 ............109
NC79522 ............109
NC79540 ............113
NC79541 ............113
NC79542 ............113
NC79543 ............113
NC79546 ............107
NC79547 ............107
NC79548 ............107
NC79549 ............107
NC79550 ............107
NC79551 ............107
NC79556 ............107
NC79557 ............107
NC79558 ............107
NC79559 ............107
NC79560 ............107
NC79561 ............107

NC79562 ............107
NC79563 ............107
NC79564 ............107
NC79565 ............107
NC79566 ............107
NC79567 ............107
NC79570 ............107
NC79571 ............107
NC79572 ............107
NC79573 ............107
NC79574 ............107
NC79575 ............107
NC79576 ............107
NC79577 ............107
NC79580 ............107
NC79581 ............107
NC79582 ............107
NC79583 ............107
NC79584 ............107
NC79585 ............107
NC79586 ............107
NC79587 ............107
NC79588 ............107
NC79589 ............107
NC79590 ............107
NC79591 ............107
NC79592 ............107
NC79593 ............107
NC79630 ............185
NC79720...............92
NC79721...............92
NC80001 ............122
NC80002 ............122
NC80003 ............122
NC80004 ............122
NC80015 ............122
NC80019 ............122
NC80020 ............122
NC81001...............89
NC81002...............89
NC81004 ............123
NC81005 ............123
NC81006...............89
NC81012 ............125
NC81020...............92
NC81022...............93
NC81040...............56
NC81042...............51
NC81050...............92
NC81053...............91
NC82007 ............161
NC82010 ............149
NC82016 ............149
NC82017 ............149
NC82018 ............149
NC82022 ............121
NC82027 ............121
NC82028 ............121
NC82029 ............121
NC82030 ............121
NC82031 ............121
NC82033...............14
NC82040 ............122
NC82090...............75
NC82091...............75

NC82093...............75
NC82612...............53
NC82613...............53
NC82614...............53
NC82615...............53
NC82630...............50
NC83060...............54
NC83062...............54
NC83063...............54
NC84500 ............135
NC84501 ............135
NC84503 ............145
NC84504 ............145
NC84505 ............145
NC84507 ............146
NC84508 ............146
NC84509 ............146
NC84517 ............145
NC84518 ............145
NC84519 ............145
NC84525...............34
NC84599...............34
NC84600...............36
NC84602...............36
NC85011...............43
NC85012...............43
NC85013...............43
NC85014...............43
NC85015...............43
NC85016...............43
NC85017...............43
NC85018...............43
NC86000...............35
NC86001...............35
NC86002...............35
NC86003...............35
NC86004...............35
NC86009...............35
NC86611...............43
NC86612...............43
NC86613...............43
NC86614...............43
NC86615...............43
NC86616...............43
NC86617...............43
NC86618...............43
NC86620...............34
NC87100 ............156
NC87101 ............156
NC87110 ............142
NC87111 ............142
NC87113 ............142
NC87114 ............142
NC87118 ............142
NC87119 ............142
NC87120 ............142
NC88001 ............141
NC88011 ............141
NC88017 ............140
NC88018 ............140
NC88020 ............140
NC88021 ............140
NC88030 ............144
NC88031 ............144
NC88100 ............141

NC88101 ............141
NC88103 ............142
NC88104 ............141
NC88105 ............141
NC88108 ............141
NC88111 ............141
NC88112 ............141
NC88115 ............141
NC88120 ............143
NC88121 ............143
NC88122 ............143
NC88126 ............142
NC88127 ............142
NC88141 ............143
NC88142 ............143
NC88144 ............143
NC88145 ............143
NC88151 ............143
NC88152 ............143
NC88153 ............143
NC88180...............27
NC88181...............27
NC88380...............72
NC88381...............72
NC88382...............72
NC88406...............72
NC88410...............69
NC88411...............70
NC88412...............70
NC88413...............70
NC88414...............70
NC88418...............63
NC88419...............63
NC88424...............71
NC88425...............71
NC88426...............71
NC88427...............71
NC88428...............71
NC88429...............72
NC88430...............62
NC88431...............71
NC88432...............71
NC88435...............63
NC88440...............64
NC88450...............62
NC88451...............62
NC88460...............62
NC88708.................9
NC88709.................8
NC88710.................8
NC88713.................8
NC88720.................8
NC88721.................8
NC88722.................8
NC88990 ............120
NC88998 ............120
NC88999 ............120
NC89000 ............120
NC89005 ............121
NC89006 ............121
NC89007 ............121
NC89008 ............119
NC89009 ............119
NC89010 ............109
NC89011 ............109

NC89012 ............109
NC89014 ............121
NC89035...............79
NC89046...............79
NC89047...............79
NC89048...............79
NC89071 ............140
NC89072 ............140
NC89073 ............140
NC89074 ............140
NC89084 ............140
NC89085 ............140
NC89180...............65
NC89181...............65
NC89182...............65
NC89185...............65
NC89195...............67
NC89200...............67
NC89201...............67
NC89202...............67
NC89203...............67
NC89204...............67
NC89205...............67
NC89206...............67
NC89207...............67
NC89208...............67
NC89209...............66
NC89220...............67
NC89221...............67
NC89222...............67
NC89223...............67
NC89224...............67
NC89225...............67
NC89226...............67
NC89227...............67
NC89228...............67
NC89229...............67
NC89230...............67
NC89231...............66
NC89232...............66
NC89233...............66
NC89234...............66
NC89235...............66
NC89240...............67
NC89241...............67
NC89242...............67
NC89250...............65
NC89251...............65
NC89252...............65
NC89255...............65
NC89278...............66
NC89279...............66
NC89281...............66
NC89282...............66
NC89283...............66
NC89284...............66
NC89285...............66
NC89287...............66
NC89299...............64
NC89306...............68
NC89307...............68
NC89308...............68
NC89310...............68
NC89311...............68
NC89325...............67
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NC89326...............67
NC89350...............67
NC89351...............67
NC89352...............67
NC89353...............67
NC89354...............67
NC89355...............67
NC89356...............67
NC89357...............67
NC89358...............67
NC89371...............73
NC89373...............73
NC89400...............68
NC89401...............68
NC89402...............68
NC89403...............68
NC89405...............68
NC89406...............68
NC89407...............68
NC89408...............68
NC89409...............68
NC89410...............68
NC89414...............68
NC89420...............69
NC89421...............69
NC89425...............68
NC89521 ............137
NC89522 ............137
NC90011 ............127
NC90013 ............127
NC90016 ............127
NC91001 ............145
NC91017...............18
NC91018...............18
NC91019...............18
NC91101...............44
NC91102...............44
NC91103...............44
NC91104...............44
NC91105...............44
NC91106...............44
NC91200 ............127
NC91201 ............129
NC91203 ............129
NC91220...............41
NC91221...............41
NC91222...............41
NC91223...............41
NC91224...............41
NC91225...............41
NC91226...............41
NC91227...............41
NC91229...............41
NC91230...............41
NC91231...............44
NC91250 ............106
NC91251 ............106
NC91252 ............106
NC91253 ............106
NC91254 ............106
NC91255 ............106
NC91256 ............106
NC91257 ............106
NC91258 ............106
NC91259 ............106

NC91260 ............106
NC91261 ............106
NC91262 ............106
NC91263 ............106
NC91264 ............106
NC91265 ............106
NC91266 ............106
NC91267 ............106
NC91268 ............106
NC91269 ............106
NC91350 ............145
NC91351 ............145
NC91377 ............128
NC91380 ............145
NC91381 ............145
NC91382 ............145
NC91383 ............145
NC91400 ............129
NC91401 ............129
NC91405 ............129
NC91408 ............1 2 8
NC91409 ............1 2 8
NC91410 ............128
NC91434 ............125
NC91440 ............126
NC91441 ............126
NC91442 ............126
NC91443 ............126
NC91571 ............130
NC91572 ............130
NC91574 ............130
NC91652 ............130
NC91653 ............130
NC92008 ............126
NC92012 ............126
NC92013 ............127
NC92014 ............127
NC92015 ............127
NC92016 ............127
NC92025 ............127
NC92028 ............120
NC92029 ............148
NC92032 ............129
NC92033 ............129
NC92038 ............117
NC92039 ............117
NC92040 ............117
NC92041 ............117
NC92042 ............117
NC92043 ............117
NC92044 ............117
NC92045 ............117
NC92047 ............117
NC92051 ............117
NC92063...............15
NC92064...............1 5
NC92065...............15
NC92126 ............138
NC92134...............33
NC92135...............33
NC92142...............33
NC92143...............33
NC92145...............33
NC92201...............74
NC92202...............74

NC92208...............74
NC92220...............74
NC92221...............74
NC92312 ............128
NC92335 ............123
NC92343...............75
NC92345...............48
NC92348...............49
NC92350 ............123
NC92351 ............123
NC92353 ............123
NC92354 ............123
NC92355 ............128
NC92356 ............128
NC92357 ............128
NC92358 ............128
NC92359 ............128
NC92362 ............129
NC92363 ............129
NC92365 ............127
NC92367 ............128
NC92368 ............128
NC92370...............48
NC92380...............96
NC92390...............95
NC92391...............95
NC92410...............95
NC92411...............95
NC92420...............95
NC92421...............95
NC92445 ............119
NC95446 ............119
NC92450 ............119
NC92451 ............119
NC92452 ............119
NC92453 ............119
NC92454 ............119
NC92455 ............119
NC92456 ............119
NC92457 ............118
NC92458 ............118
NC92459 ............118
NC92463 ............118
NC92480 ............118
NC92565...............14
NC92566...............14
NC92567...............14
NC92568...............14
NC92569...............14
NC92601...............60
NC92602...............61
NC92610...............49
NC92613...............49
NC93010...............24
NC93011...............24
NC93019 ............151
NC93020 ............151
NC93021 ............151
NC93022 ............151
NC93024 ............151
NC93025 ............150
NC93026 ............150
NC93030 ............1 5 2
NC93031 ............152
NC93032 ............152

NC93107 ............183
NC93901...............23
NC93904 ............124
NC93920 ............124
NC94102 ............133
NC94103 ............133
NC94106 ............133
NC94118 ............133
NC94121 ............126
NC94123 ............126
NC94128 ............126
NC94129 ............125
NC94130 ............125
NC94133...............77
NC94136...............77
NC94138 ............133
NC94139 ............133
NC94140 ............133
NC94141 ............133
NC94203 ............144
NC94204 ............144
NC94205 ............144
NC94206 ............144
NC94214 ............144
NC94215 ............144
NC94218 ............144
NC94219 ............144
NC94222 ............144
NC94223 ............144
NC94231 ............147
NC94232 ............186
NC94234 ............147
NC94254 ............147
NC94255 ............148
NC94256 ............148
NC94257 ............148
NC94258 ............150
NC94264 ............147
NC94271 ............146
NC94272 ............149
NC94273 ............148
NC94274 ............150
NC94294 ............149
NC94300 ............146
NC94301 ............149
NC94302 ............151
NC94308 ............137
NC94310 ............139
NC94320 ............136
NC94322 ............138
NC94323 ............139
NC94326 ............139
NC94333 ............134
NC94340 ............137
NC94342 ............137
NC94348 ............138
NC94349 ............138
NC94350 ............138
NC94353 ............139
NC94515 ............182
NC94516 ............182
NC94517 ............182
NC94519 ............182
NC94520 ............182
NC94995 ............124

NC94996 ............124
NC95000 ............124
NC95001 ............124
NC95121 ............126
NC95122 ............126
NC95123 ............126
NC95124 ............126
NC95125 ............126
NC95126 ............126
NC95127 ............126
NC95128 ............126
NC95151 ............135
NC95152 ............135
NC95154 ............135
NC95155 ............135
NC95164 ............117
NC95165 ............117
NC95200...............86
NC95201...............87
NC95202...............87
NC95206...............87
NC95209...............86
NC95213...............87
NC97201...............92
NC98199...............46
NC98200...............46
NC98210...............46
NC98220...............46
NC98230...............46
NC99480 ............108
NC99481 ............108
NC99482 ............108
NC99485 ............102
NC99660 ............132
NCS70141...............2
NCS70142...............2
NCS70150...............2
NCS70153...............2
NCS70159...............2
NCS70160...............2
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A
Abduction Shoulder Sling, 115
Abduction Wedge, 89
Adhesive Remover Wipes, 78, 86
Adjustable Toilet Seat, 160
Advanceu Resistive Exercise Putty, 46
Advantage-Railu, 151
AFOs/Ankle Foot Orthoses, 92
Air Boot, Ehobr, 88
Air Pumps/Deflator, 39
Air-Puttyr, 46
Air-softu Resting Hand Splint, 108
Air Splints, 77
Aircastr,

Ankle Braces, 95
Cryo/Cuffu, 54
Tennis Elbow Strap, 113

Airexr Balance Pad, Beam, 35
Airexr Fitness Mats, 34
Alarms, Patient, 123
Ambulatory Aids/Accessories, 137-143
Analgesic, 55
Anatomical Wall Charts, 13
Anchoru Strapping Tape, 78
Ankle Arc Plusu, 37
Ankle Braces and Supports, 95-96
Ankle Contracture Boots, 90
Antiseptic Skin Cleanser, 86
Anti-Rollback System, Wheelchairs, 124
Anti-Spasticity Splints, 100, 105
Apollo Infrared Lasers, 62
Aquasonicr Ultrasound Gel, 73
Aqua/Whirl Whirlpools, 60
Arch Supports, Foot, 94
Arcorailu Bedside Handrail, 147
Arm, 

Elbow Positioning, 110-112
Rests/Trays, Wheelchair, 126, 133-135
Slings, 114-116
Supports, Edema Control, 77
Supports, Wheelchair, MAS, 132

Artiflexr, 84
Assistive Eating, 206-207
Assureu Safety Transfer Products, 146
Athletic Tape, 78-79
Automatic Card Shuffler, 184
Auto*Thermr, 64

B
Backnobberr II, 74
Back Support, 118-120, 121
BAGu Activity Kit, 11
Bagel Slicer, 195

Bags, 
Clips, 192
Holder, 188
Opener/Sealer, 192
Walker, 139
Wheelchair, 134-135

Balance Aids, 35-39
Ball Rebounders, 30
Ball Splint, Progressu I.F., 105
Balls, Exercise/Therapy, 39-40
BandITr Tennis Elbow Strap, 113
Band, Exercise, 41-43
Bariatric Support Plus, 119
Bandages, 80, 83-86
Baseliner Inclinometer, 6
Basic MAS Kit, 132
Baskets, Walker, 139
Bath,

Benches and Seats, 154-158
Brushes/Sponges/Mitt, 166-168
Rails/Grab Bars, 152-153
Safety, 152-162
Shampoo Basins/Accessories, 168

Bauerfeind,
Ankle Brace, 95
Elbow, 114
Knee Support, 97
Heel Cushion, 94

Bed,
Pillow Cases, 114
Positioning and Safety, 122-123
Transfer Devices, 147-151

BedCaneu,  148
Bed Rails, 147, 150
Belts, 

Sacroiliac, Wheelchair, 128
Walker and Transfer, 145

Beverage Holders, Wheelchair, 137
Bibs and Holder, Wheelchair, 207
Bidets, 163
Bikes, Exercise, 28
Biofreezer, 55
Biotoner Dual-Purpose Massage Cream, 75
Blood Pressure Monitors, 8
Body Careu,

Body Washer, 167
Long Handled Combs and Brushes, 169

Bolsters, 123
Book Holding Aids, 182
Books, 13, 38, 62, 66, 78, 79, 85, 119
Boots and Liners, 88-90
Boppyr Pillow, 122
BOSUr Balance Trainer, 37

Bottle,
Brush, 192
Openers, 190-191
Warmers, 73

Bowel Management, 163
Boxtopper, 190
Brushes, 

Bath, 166-168
Bottle, 192
Denture, 168
Floor, 189
Foot, 167
Hair, 169

Bunnellu Dynamic Wrist/IP Extension, 101
Burn Splint, 101
Button Hooks, 170

C
Calcium Alginate, CURASORBu, 87
Calibration Service, 2
Cambionu Inserts and Orthotics, 93
CamelBaku Drinking System, 137
CANDOr,  Exercise Band, 43
Canisters, Click Clackr, 191
Can/Jar Openers, 190-191
Canes, 142
Cane Accessories, 137
CarCaddieu, 146
Cardio/Exercise Therapy, 26-28
Card Shuffler, 184
Cards, Playing/Holders, 184
Carexr,  

Bathroom Safety, 155, 157, 158
Folding Canes, 142
Hand Held Shower, 166
Overbed Table, 188

CarryON!u Walker Bag, 139
Cellonar Synthetic Padding, 84
Cervical Traction, 48-49
Chair Back Cushions, 119-121
Chair Cycles, 33
Chair Transport, 144
Charts, Wall, 13
Chewy Tubesu, 208
Chlorazener, 60
Cho-Pat Knee Strap, 97
Cho-Pat Tennis Elbow Support, 113
Choppers, Food, 195
Citrus IIr, 16
Clamp-On Mouthstick, 183
Cleansers,

Clinical, 16
Wound Care, 86-87
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Clear Food Guard, 195
CLESSENCEu Bidet, 163
Click Clackr Accents Airtight Canisters, 191
Clinic Furniture, 17-23
Clinicau,

Mirrors, 23
Parallel Bars, 24
Stools, 23, 25
Tables/Platforms, 17-22
Training Stairs, 25
Weight Racks, 31

Clinical Supplies, 14-16
Clip-On Glass Holder, 137
Clocks/Timers, 7
Coated Spoons, 199-200
Coccyx Gel Seat Cushion, 128
Cognitive Evaluation, 10
Coilersu,  173
Cold Packs, 50-53
Cold Therapy, 50-55
Collars, 117
Colpacsr, 53
Comfort Coolu,

D-ring Thumb and Wrist Splint, 106
D-ring Wrist Splint, 106
Open Elbow Support, 113
Spiral Arm Splint, 111
Thumb Abductor Strap, 109
Thumb CMC Splints, 107
Ulnar Nerve Elbow w/Gel Pad, 110
Wide Wrist Wrap, 107
Wrist and Thumb Splints, 106-107

Comfortpreneu Knee Supports, 99
Comfyu,

Anti-tip, 124
Elbow and Arm Positioner, 110
Elbow Orthosis, 111
Wrist Hand Finger Orthosis, 108

Commodes, 158-159
Communication, 179-183
Comprilanr, 85
Compression Gloves, 81
Compression Stockinette, 81
Cones, Stacking, 12
CONSTANT-CLENSr Wound Cleanser, 87
Contracture Boots, 90 
Cooling Spray, 50
Cotton Elastic Bandages, 80
Cover-Rollr Stretch, 78
CPM Patient Kits, Norcou, 15
Crochet and Embroidery Hoop, 184
Count’R Forcer Arch Brace, 94
Crutches, 143

Cuffs, Cold Therapy, 54
Cuff Weights/Racks, 31-32
Cup Holders, Wheelchair, 137
Cups, Drinking, 202-205
CURASORBuCalcium Alginater, 87
CURI-STRIPr Adhesive Wound Closures, 86
CURITYr Non-Adhering Dressings, 87
Cutlery, 197-200
Cutting Boards, 193
CVA Sling, 115
Cycles, 28, 33
Cylindrical Foam, 187

D
Dakon Mobile Whirlpools, 61
Darcou Post-op Shoes, 92
Deluxe Elastic Shoelaces, 173
Deluxe Prism Glasses, 181
Demar Grip Compression Stockinette, 81
Demar Wrap, 80
Denture Brush, 168
DeRoyal Ankle Contracture Boot, 90
Dexterity Tests, 10, 12
D-Foam, Hydrotherapy Additive, 60
Digitr Finger Pulse Oximeter, 9
Digital Bowel Stimulator, 163
Dipstersr, Hydrotherapy Wear, 61
D-Ring Splints, 106
Dishes, 196, 202
Disinfectants, 16, 60
Disposable Clinic Supplies, 14, 16
Doidy Cup, 202
Door Knob Turners/Openers, 186
Door Pulleys, 45
Dorsal Anti-Spasticity Splint, Progressu, 105
Dorsal Finger Separator, Progressu, 104
Dr. Gripr Pen and Pencil, 179
Dr. Joseph’s Original Footbrush, 167
DressEZr Shoehorn/Dressing Aid, 175
Dressing Aids, 170-175
Dressing Stick, 175
Dressing, Wound Care, 86-87
Drink Thingr,  137
Drinking, 

Cups, 202-205
Straws and Holders, 203

Drinking System, CamelBaku, 137
Drop Arm Commodes, 159
Dry Heat Medium, 58-59
Dumbbell Racks, 31
Dust Pan and Broom, 189
Dycemr Nonslip Jar Openers, 190
Dycemr Pads/Matting, 189

Dynamometers, 2, 4
Dysphagia, 203, 208-209

E
Easel, 182
Easy Turn Lampswitch, 187
Eating, 195-209

Assistive Devices, 130-132, 206-207
Dishes/Utensils, 195-205
Dysphagia, 208-209
Speech Management, 209

Eco-Stimu Electrotherapy Units, 69-70
EcoLotionr Transmission Lotion, 73
Edema Care, 77, 80-82
Egg Crate Wheelchair Pad, 130
Ehobr Air Boot, 88
Elastic Bandages, 80
Elastic Shoelaces, 173
Elastic Wraps, 53
Elasto-Gelu Wraps, 53
Elastomer, Soft Putty, 109
Elastomullr, 84
Elvarexr Seamless Glove, 82
Elbow/Arm Protection, 89, 110-113
Elbow Splints, Progressu, 112
Electric Can Openers, 191
Electrodes, 65-68
Electrotherapy, 63-73
Elevated Toilet Seats, 160-162
Embroidery Hoop, 184
Emery Board, 169
EMS Units, 63
Epicondylitis Clasp, 113
EpiTrain Elbow Support, 114
Equalizerr Walkers, 92
ERGOu Can Opener, 191
ergoBeadsu Tennis Elbow Strap, 113
Ergowriter, 180
Evaluation, 2-10

Cognitive, 10
Monitoring Devices, 8-9
Perceptual Activities, 11-12
Reference, 13
Sensory Motor, 10-12

EVA Rollers, 38
Exam Clothing, 15
Exam Gloves, 16, 86
Exercise

Balls, 39-40
Bands, 41-43
Bikes, 28
Hand, 46-47
Cardio, 26-28
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Mats, 34
Pedalers, 33
Putty, 46
Therapy, 29-47
Treadmills, 26-27
Tubing, 43-44

EZr Assist Reachers, 178
EZcarryu Handle, 189
E-Z Reach Bowel Management Tool, 163

F
fabrifoamr NustimWrapu, 80
FeatherLiteu Reachers, 177
Feeders and Accessories, 206-207
Feeding Cups, 205
FingerBANDu, 85
Finger Contracture Cushion, 109
Finger Extension Remedial Game, 11
Finger Pulse Oximeter, 9
Fiskarsr Scissors/Cutters, 185
FitBallr Deluxe Board, 35
FitBallr Ball Stand, 40
Fitness Monitoring Devices, 9
Fitteru Rocker and Wobble Boards, 35
Flexi Cut Cup, 202
Flex-O-Lacer Shoelaces,  173
Flip Chart, 13
Fluidotherapyr Units, 59
Foam Arm Supports, 77
Foam Cushions, 128-130
Foam Logs, 38
Foam Tubing, 179, 187
Reachers, 177-178
Folding Shower Seat, 154
Food Chopper, 193
Food Guards, 195
Food Thickener, 208
Foot,

Brushes, 166-167
Elevators/Positioners/Supports, 88
Insoles, 93-94
Screening Forms, 5
Splints, 91-92
Volumeter, 6

Footrest, Wheelchair, 125
Forearm/Elbow Supports, 113
Forearm Support, MAS, 130-132
Free-Upr Soft Tissue Massage Cream, 75
Freedom Gripr, 147
Friction Feeder MAS Kit, 132
Functional Dexterity Test, 10
Functional Position Splint, Preformed, 100
Functional Resting Splint, Progressu, 105
Furniture, 17-23

G
Gait Transfer Belts, 145
Gauges, Pinch, 2
Gel,

Ankle Brace, 95
Cooling, 55
Cushions/Wedges, 127, 129
Elbow Protection, Comfort Cool, 110
Ultrasound, 73
Warmer, 73

Genutrainr Active Knee Supports, 97
GivMohru Sling, 114
Gizmou Cordless Can Opener, 191
Glasses, Prism, 181
Glass Holders, Wheelchair, 137
Glidepoint Massage Tools, 74
Gloves, 

Exam, 16
Lymphedema, 81-82
Wheelchair, 136

Good Gripsr,
Button Hook, 170
Jar Opener, 190
Knives, 194
Pediatric Spoon, 199
Peelers, 194
Shoehorn, 174
Utensils, 198-199

Goodie-Strapu, 199
Goniometers, 6
Goniometer Elbow Orthosis, 111
Grab Bars, 152-153
Grip Cert Reacher, 178
Gripping Tools, 170, 186
GripWareu Dishes, 196
Guardianr,

3-in-1 Heavy Duty Commode, 158
Crutches, 143
Hand Held Shower, 166
Toilet Frame/Elevated Seat, 160-161
Tub Safety Handles, 153
Uni-Poiser Cane, 142
Walkers, Accessories, 138, 141

Gulick Tape, 7

H
Hair Washing Aides, 168
Hairbrushes, 169
Hammer, Taylor Percussion, 6
HandBANDu, 85
Hand 

Exercisers, 46-47
Held Showers, 165-166
Screening Forms, 5

Volumeter Sets, 6
Wrist Positioning, 100-105
Wrist Supports, 106-107
Wrist and Thumb, 106-107

Handi-Gripr Reacher, 176
Handle Turners, 186
Handles, Band/Tubing, 42
Hands Free Bag Holder, 188
Hardcoated Utensils, 200
Head/Neck Supports, 117, 121
Headmaster Collar, 117
Heart Rate Monitors, 9
Heat Therapy, 52-59
Heel Cushions, Lifts, Pads, 93-94
Heelbor Heel/Elbow Protector, 88
Heeliftr Suspension Boot, 88
Helmets, 117
Hemi Arm Slings, 115-116
Hibicleansr Skin Cleanser, 86
High-Sided Dishes, 195-196
Hip Padding, 124
Hip Kit, 175
HomeCare EZ-Showeru and Basin, 168
Hot Packs, 52, 53, 56-57
Household, 183, 185-189
Hydraulic Pinch Gauge, 2
Hydraulic Dynamometers, 3-4
Hydrocollatorr Heating Units, 57
Hydrotherapy, 60-61
Hygeniquer Personal Hygiene Mirror, 164
Hygeniquer Plusu Bidet/Sitz Bath System, 163
Hygiene, 162-169

I-J
Ice/Cold Pack Wraps, 50-55
Ice Machines, 50
Ice Picks for Walkers and Canes, 137
Idealbinder, 85
IMAKr Arthritis Gloves, 81
Inclinometer, 6
Individual Finger Ball Splint, Progressu, 105
Infection Control, 16
Inflator-Deflator, Air Pump, 39
Insoles, 93-94
Inspection Mirrors, 164
Instant Iceu, 50
Insulated Mugs and Lids, 204
Intelectr Electrotherapy/Ultrasound System, 72
Interferential Therapy, 69, 71-72
Iontophoresis, 65
Isobandr Finished Edge Bandage, 85
Isotonerr Therapeutic Gloves, 81
J-Brace Patellar Stabilizer with Spiral Stays, 98
Jacknobberr II, 74
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Jaeco Mobile Arm Supports, 131
Jar/Can Openers, 190-191
Jar Holder, 190
Jaw Rehabilitation Program, 208
Jigglersu, 209
Jobstr Ready-to-wear, 83

K
KERLIXr Rolls, 87
Key Holders and Turners, 186
Kinesior Tapes and Accessories, 79
Kinesio Taping for Lymphedema 

and Chronic Swelling, 85
Kitchen Accessories, 189-194
Knee Braces/Supports, 97-99
Knee Spreader, 89
KneedITr, 97
Knives, 194
Knob Turners, 186
Komprexr Foam Rubber, 84
KompriBANDu, 85

L
Laces/Shoe, 173
Lampswitch, Easy Turn, 187
Lap Top Cushion, Wheelchair, 125
Lap Trays, Wheelchair, 133-135
Laryngeal Mirrors, 209
Laser Sys*Stimr 540, 62
Laser Therapy, 62
Lateral Wedge, 122
Leg Lifter, 149
Leukotaper P, 78
Leveronr Door Knob Turner, 186
Libertyu Sport Wrist Brace, 107
Lifeliner Econo Shoulder Pulley (ESP), 45
Light and Laser Therapy: 

Clinical Procedures, 62
Lightplastr Pro, 79
Lip Plates, 195-196
Lite-Touch Pen, 179
Logs, Exercise, 38
Lok-In-Elr Toilet Bracket, Tall-etter, 162
Long Bath Brush, 167
LOTCAu,  10
Lotion, 73, 76
LoVisionr Playing Cards, 184
Lower Extremity

Dressing Kit, 175
Positioning and Protection, 88-92

Lumbar Supports, 120-122
Lumexr, Toilet Safety Frame, 160
Lumexr, Tub-Guardr Bathtub Safety Rail, 153
Lymphedema Care, 80-85

M
Magnification Devices, 181
MalleoLocr Ankle Brace, 95
Manitowocr Ice Machines, 50
Maple Cutting Board, 193
Massage, 74-76
Maternity Support, 118
Mats, Exercise, 34
Matting, Dycemr, 189
Measuring Tapes, 7
Meat Cutter Knife, 194
Medallionu Treatment Tables, 21
MediBeadsu Microwave Heat Packs, 56
Medic-Airr Inflatable Support Pillows, 120
Mefixr, 79
Milk Carton Opener, 192
Millennial Crutch, 143
Mini Chopper, 193
Minnesota Manual Dexterity Test, 12
Mirrors,

Clinicau, Full Length, 23
Disposable, 208
Laryngeal, 209
Personal Hygiene, 164
Speech Management, 209

Mitt Splint, Preformed, 101
Mobile Arm Supports/Accessories, 130-132
Mobile Arm Support (MAS) Manual, 132
Mobile Tables, 188
Mobility/Transfer, 144-151
Modalities, 50-73

Cold Therapy, 50-56
Electrotherapy, 63-73
Heat Therapy, 52-59
Laser Therapy, 62
Neck Traction, 48-49
Whirlpools, 60-61

ModRailu and ModBaru Transfer Devices, 150
Moist Heat Packs Covers, 56-57
Molded Sock Aids, 171-172
Molinpic Tape, 80
Monitoring Devices, 8-9
Mother-To-Ber Maternity Support, 118
Motor Skills Tests, 10-12
Mouth Mirror, 208
Mouthsticks, 183
M-Railu, 150
Multi-DAYr Electrodes, 68
Mugs, Drinking, 203
Muscle Testing, 13
Muscle Test System, Lafayette, 4
Myofascial Pain and Dysfunction, 

Travell and Simons’, 13

N
Nail Care, 169
Needle Craft Aid, 184
NeckProu Overdoor Cervical Traction, 49
Neck Supports, 117
NeuroFlexu Hand Orthosis, 103
Neutral Hand Splints, Progressu, 104-105
Neutral Position Hand Splint, 100
9-Hole Pegboard, 11
Norcou,

Adaptable Walker Basket, 139
Air-Cell and Air-Gel Ankle Braces, 95
Ankle Contracture Boot, 90
Ankle Support, 96
Balance-Bubble, 36
Bathroom Safety, 152, 156-157, 159-160
Bed Pullup, 151
Boots and Liners, 88
Canes/Crutches, 142-143
Cervical Roll, 121
Cold Packs, Heavy Duty, 52
CPM Kits, 15
Dorsiflexion Splint, 91
Exercise Balls, 40
Foam Neck Support Collar, 117
Helmet, 117
Knee Spreader, 89
Knee Supports, 97-99
Leg Lifter, 149
Lumbar Supports, 120
Moist Heat Packs and Covers, 57
Narrow Walker Basket, 138
Orthopedic Pillows, 121
Over Door Exercise Pulleys, 45
Over Door Traction Kit, 49
Palm Protectors, 109
Plantar Fasciitis Night Splint, 90
Rolling Shower Transport Chair, 156
Shampoo Basin, 168
Shoulder Supports, 115-116
Transport Chairs, 144
Tennis Elbow Strap, 113
Universal Knee Supports, 99
Universal Quad Cuffs, 169, 200-201
Walkers, 139-141
Wash Mitts, 167
Wheelchair Positioning/Accessories, 

126, 128, 136
North Coastu,

Adjustable Position Foot Splint, 91
Band/Tubing Handles, 42
Buffered Iontophoresis Electrodes, 65
Cuff Weights, 32
Dynamometers, 3
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Eating Evaluation Kit, 206
Elbow/Heel Protectors, 89
Exercise Therapy, 40-44
Hemi Sling, 116
Hot/Cold Therapy Wraps, 52
Lower Extremity Dressing Kit, 175
Multi-Use Electrodes, 66
Paraffin Wax Beads, 58
Pinch Gauges, 2
Reachers, 177
Total Hip Replacement Kit, 175
UltraSound Gel, 73

Nose Cut-Out Glass, 204
N-Terface, 87
NustimWrapu, fabrifoamr, 80
Nylatex Wrapsr, 50

O
Oakworksr Massage Tables, 75
One-Handed in a Two-Handed World, 13
Omronr

Blood Pressure Monitors, 8
Hip Pedometer, 9
Stethoscopes, 8

Oral Stimulators, 208-209
Ortho Lacer,  173
Orthopedic Inserts, 93-94
Orthopedic Support Pillows, 121
Orthoses, Wrist Positioning, 102-103
Otto Bocku Shoulder Support, 118
Over Door Pulley, 45
Over Door Traction Kit, 49
Overhead Book Holder and Easel, 182
Oximeter, 9
Oxor All-Purpose Scissors, 185
Oxygen CarryON!u Wheelchair Bag, 134

P
Page Turners, 180, 183
Palm Protectors, 104, 109
Palm and Wrist Protector, Progressu, 104
PALSr Electrodes, 67
Pan Holder, 192
Pantyhose Aid, 172
Paper, Exam Table, 14
Paraffin Bath/Accessories, 58
Parallel Bars, Clinicau, 24
Patient Alarms, 123
Patient Kit, CPM, 15
Patient Walker Belt, Velcror, 145
Pedal Exerciser, 33
Pediatric,

Bibs, 207
Boppyr Pillow, 122

Eating, 199-202
Comfort Cool Spiral Arm Splint, 111
Comfyu Elbow and Arm Positioner, 110
Comfyu Elbow Orthosis, 111
Cups, 202-205
Feeder, Winsford, 207
Good Grips® Pediatric Spoon, 199
Good Grips® Goodieu Strap, 199
Guardianr Walker, 141
Hand Orthosis, 103
Headmaster Collar, 117
Heelbo® Elbow Protectors, 88
Norcou Adjustable Crutches, 143
Progress™ Elbow Splint, 112
Progress™ Functional Resting Splint, 105
Rainbow Reacher, 178
Security Walker Belt, 145
Sling, 116
Sock Aid, Soft Sock Starter, 172
Soft Splint Elbow/Knee Immobilizer, 110
Spoons, 199
T.O.T.™ Collar, 117

Pegboards, 9/Hole, 11
Pens/Pencils/Grips, 179
Perceptual Activities, 10-12
Percussion Hammer, 6
Personal Hygiene, 162-169
Phone Holder, 183
Physical Agents in Rehabilitation:

From Research to Practice, 47
Physio-ICEu, 55
PhysioPatchu, 64
Physio-Rollu,  39
Pill Crusher/Splitters, 183
PikStikr Reacher, 176
Pillows, 75, 120-121
Pil-O-Splintsu, 108, 110
Pinch Gauges, 2
Pizza Slicer, 194
Plantar Fasciitis Splints, 90-91
Plastic Coated Spoons, 200
Plastic Cup with Lid, 203
Plastizote Tubing, 187
Plates/Guards, 195-196
Platforms, 17
Playing Cards and Holders, 184
Plyobacku Phoenix, 30
PneuGelr Wraps, 51
Polarr Heart Rate Monitors, 9
Portable Cushion, 148
Poseyr,

Foot Hugger, 125
Gel Cushion, 127
Grip, 189
GSS Deluxe Wheelchair Cushion, 128

Hipsteru, 124
Molding Foam Wheelchair Cushion, 128
Palm Cone, Finger Separator, 109
Patient Alarms, 123
Siderail Wedges, 122
Slim Supports, 125
Wheelchair Cushions, 127-128
Wheelchair Wing-Backs, 125

Positioning in a Wheelchair, 13
Posterior Leaf Splint, 92
Post-op Shoe, 92
Posture Supports, 118-120
Posturiter, 182
Preformed Thermoplastic Splints, 100-101
Prelimu Balm, Lotion and Creams, 76
Pre-TENS, 68
Prism Glasses, 181
ProFlexr Wrist Supports, 106
Progressu Elbow Splints, 112
Progressu Hand/Wrist, Accessories, 104-105
Progressu Palm and Wrist Protector, 109
Progressu-PLUS Elbow Turnbuckle, 112
Progressu-PLUS Wrist Turnbuckle, 102
PrO–n PillO–u, 75
Pronexr Pneumatic Traction, 48
ProssageuHeat, 76
ProStretchr,  36
Protective Helmets, 117
Protocold™ Wraps and Pad, 51
PT Rail, 152
Pul-Ezu,  45
Pulleys, 29, 45
Pumps, 39
Putty, 46
Putty Elastomer, Soft, 109

Q-R
Quad-Care Cuffs, 201
Quad Inspection Mirror, 164
Quad Phone Holder, 183
QuadStarr Elite Electrotherapy Systems, 63
Rainbowu Hand Exerciser, 47
Rainbow Puttyu, 46
Rainbow Reacher, 178
Raised Toilet Seats, 160-162
Reachers and Accessories, 176-178
Reading Aids, 181-182
Rebounder, 30
Recreation, 184
Reference Materials, 13
REP Bandu/Tubing, 43
Resting Hand Splints, 101, 105, 108
Rocker Knives, 194
Rollers, Exercise, 38
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Rolling,
Carts, 188
Scissors, 185
Walkers, 140-141

Rosidalr
Lymphset, 83
Underpadding, 84

S
Sacroiliac Belts, 118
Safety, 

Balls, Norcou,  36
Bed Positioning, 122-123
Belts, 145
Rails/Bars, Bath, 152-153
Treads, 152

Safe-Tu Mate Wheelchair Safety, 124
SaniZener Hard Surface Disinfectant, 60
Saunders,

Cervical HometracrDeluxe, 48
Posture S’portr, 119
Sacroiliac Belt and Stabilization Padu, 118
Work S’portr, 119

Scissors, 79, 86, 169, 185
Scoop Dishes, 195-196
Seat Assist, UPliftu, 149
Seat Inserts, Wheelchair, 125-130
Security Walker Belt, Velcror, 145
Self Examination Mirrors, 164
Semmes-Weinstein Monofilaments, 5
Sensory Evaluation, 5
Sensory, Motor, Perceptual Activities, 10-12
Sensory Testing Shield, 11
Shampoo Basins and Trays, 168
Sheets, 

Drape, 15
Disposable, 14

Shieldsu Brace, 98
Shoe, 

Buttons, 173
Insoles/Heel Padding, 93-94
Laces and Fasteners, 173
Post-op, 92
Remover, 170
Shoehorns, 174

Shoulder Finger Ladder, 44
Shoulder Slings/Supports, 114-116
Shower Adapters, 165-166
Shower, Hand held, 165-166
Shower Seats/Stools, 154-158
Siliposr Soft Silicone Orthotics, 

Wonder-Cupu, 94
Wonder-Sportu, 94
Wonder-Spuru, 94

Single Panel Mirror, 23
Sitz Bath, 163
Skil-Careu Bed Bolsters, 123
Skil-Careu Sliding Wheelchair Support, 126
Skin Prep, 78-79
Slings, Arm and Shoulder, 114-116
Slip-On Writing/Typing Aids, 180
Slo-Foamu,  130
Snoopyr Arm Sling, 116
Sock Aids, 171-172
Sock-Assistu,  171
Soft Putty Elastomeru,  109
Soft Sock Starter, 172
Soft Splint Elbow/Knee Immobilizer, 110
Sombra Gel, 55
Sonicatorr Therapy Units, 71-72
Speech Management, 209
Spencor Slip-In Insoles, 94
SPIL-PRUFr Urinals, 160
Spill Proofu Kennedyu Cup, 203
Spinal and Posture/Head/Neck, 117-121
Spiral Arm Splint, 111
Splint Liners, Progressu, 104
Splints, 

Air, 77
Burn, 101
Elbow/Arm/Forearm, 111-113
Hand/Wrist, 100-108
Lower Extremity, 90-92
Preformed, 100-101
Wrist/Thumb, 107

Sponges, 166-168
SportsArt

Cycles, 28
Treadmills, 26

Spreadboard, 192
Stability Trainer, TheraBandr, 37
Stabilizer, 4
Stable Slideu, 206
Stacking Cones, 12
Stainless Steel Food Guard, 195 
Stairs, 25
Stand, Exercise Ball, 40
Standard Hemi Arm Sling, 115
Staph-CHEKr Covers, 130
Starr Cushions, 127
Star Tracr Treadmills, 27
Static Knee Spreader with Mirror, 164
Stereognosis Kit, 11
Sterile and Non-sterile Gloves, 16
Stethoscopes, 8
Stockinette, 81-84
Sock Assists, 171-172
Stools, 23-25
Stopwatches/Timers, 7

Straws and Holders, 203
Stretch Outr Strap, 34
Stretch-Riteu, 34
Stroke Rehabilitation: 

A Functional Approach, 13
Stump Support, 125
Suction Brush

Bottle, 192
Denture, 168
Economy, 169

Suction Emery Board, 169
Suction Lip Plate, 195
SuperPoleu System, 151
Supine Cervical Traction Kits, 49
Suppository Inserter, 163
SureFitu Food Guards, 195
Sure-Grip Mug, 202
Suspension Boot, 88
Suspension Rods, Slings and Mounts, 130
Swede-O Ankle Supports, 96
Swedish AFO, 92
Swedish Cutting Board, 193
Swell Spotsu, 82
Swiss Ball Applications for Orthopedic 

and Sports Medicine, 40
Swivel Cushion, 146
Synthetic Sheepskin, 130
Sys*Stimr Electrotherapy Units, 71

T
“T” Turning Handle, 186
Table Paper, 14
Tables, 18-22, 75
Tall-etter Toilet Seats, 162
Talonu Wrist Hand Orthosis, 102
Tape Measure, 7
Taping, 78-79
Taylor Percussion Hammer, 6
TELFAr Island Dressings, 87
TENDERWRAPr Unna Boot Bandage, 86
Tendon Traku Tennis Elbow Strap, 114
Tennis Elbow Supports and Straps, 113-114
TENS Units/Accessories, 68-70
Terry Cloth Bibs, 207
Terry Cloth Hand Cone, 109
Terry Cloth Walker Pads, 137
TG-Tubularu Bandage Stockinette, 84
Thera-Bandr,  

ASSISTu,  42
Balancing Aids, 36-39
Door Anchor, 42
Exercise Band, Tubing, 43
Exercise Station, 39
Hand Exerciser, 47
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Handles, 42
Latex-Free Exercise Bands, 42
Rehab and Wellness Station, 30
Wall Station, 42

Thera Caner, 74
Therabathr Pror, 58
Thermasonicr Gel Warmer, 73
Therapeutic Exercises Using Foam Rollers, 38
Therapy Balls, 39-40
Therapy Mats, 34
Therapy Units, Heat, 59
Therma-Cellu Dry Heat Medium, 58
Thermo Pellets, 187
Thermoskin Plantar FXTu, 91
Thermo-therapy Units, 59
Thermophorer Heat Packs, 56
Thick-Itr, 208
Thigh Lifter, 146
Thumb Splints, 106-107
Thumbs Upu Cup, 203
Timers, Stopwatches, 7
Tissue Mobilization, 74-76
Tissue Sheets, 14-15
ToeBANDu, 85
Toenail Scissors, 169
Toilet Seats, 

Bariatric, Big John, 162
Elevated, 160-162
Frames, 160-161

Toilet Tissue Aids, 164-165
Toilevatorr, 160
Tongue Depressors, 209
Toothettes, 209
Topricinr, 55
Torso Elevation Wedge, 122
Torso Support, 128
T.O.T.u Collar, 117
Total Hip Replacement Kit, 175
Touch-Testu Sensory Evaluators, 5
Touch-Testu Two-Point Discriminator, 5
Towels/Rack, 14
Traction, 48-49
Training Stairs, 25
Transfer,

Bath, 155-158
Belts, 145
Boards, 144, 146
Handles and Devices, 147-151
Seats, UPliftu, 149

Transport Chair, 144
Trays, Wheelchair, 133-135
Treadmills, 26-27
Treatment Furniture, 17-23

Tricofixr,  84
Trigger Points Flip Chart, 13
Trivarionu Electrotherapy, 65
Tub Safety Bars and Rails, 153
Tubing, Exercise, 42-43
Tubing, Foam/Plastizote, 187
Tuli’sr Classic Heel Cupsu,  94
Turning Devices, 186
Twixitu Bag Clips, 192
Typing Aid, 183

U-V
U-Neck Cushion with Hot and Cold Pack, 121
Uni-Tabr Elecrodes, 68
Ultra-Viewer, 181
Ultrasound,

Cleansing Solution, 72
Gels/Lotions/Bottle Warmers, 73
Units, 71-72

UPliftu Commode Assist, 161
UPliftu Power Seat, 149
UPliftu Seat Assists, 149
UPliftu Stumprestu, 125
Uriasr Air Splints, 77
Urinals, 160
Utensils, Eating, 197-200
Utensil Holders/Cuffs, 200-201
ValuTroder Electrodes, 67
Velcror Walker Belts, 145
VHI Rehabilitation Exercise Kits, 12
Vinyl Coated Foam Arm Support, 77
Vinyl Coated Weights, 32
ViscoSpotr Heel Cushions, 94
VitalWrapr System, Hot/Cold Therapy, 54
Volumeter Sets, 6

W-Z
Walkers, 140-141

Accessories, 137-139, 141
Folding, 140-141

Wall Charts, 13
Wall Grab Bars, 152
Wanchik Neutral Resting Wrist/Hand, 101
Wanchik’s Writerr,  180
Wand Mouthstick, 183
Wartenburg Pinwheel, 6
Wash Mitts, 167
Waterproof Cutting Board, 193
Wax, Paraffin, 58
Wedge Positioning, 89
Weighted Pen, 179
Weighted Utensils, 197, 199

Weights/Racks, 31-32
Wheelchairs, 

Accessories, 133-137
Arm Supports, MAS, 130-132
Bags, 134-135
Belts, 128
Beverage Holders, 137
Cushions, 125, 127-130
Easel, 135
Footrests, 125
Gloves, 136
Positioning, 125-129
Safety, 124
Seat Inserts, 126-127
Trays/Armrests, 126, 133-135

Whirlpools,
Dipstersr, Hydrotherapy Wear, 61
Disinfectants, 60
Units, 60-61

Winsford Feederr, 207
Wire-foamu Resting Splint, 108
Wobble and Rocker Boards, 35-36
Wonder Flo Vacuum Cup, 205
Wonder Rollu Lumbar Support, 119
WorkModr Back Supports, 120
Wound Care, 86-87
Wraps,

Elastic, 53
fabrifoamr, 80
Hot/Cold, 50-55
Knee, 99
Lymphedema, 80
Nylatex, 50

Wrist, 
Braces/Splints, 104-107
Hand Orthosis, 101-103
Positioning, 100-102, 104-105, 108-109
Wraps/Supports, 106-107

Wrist Support with Universal Cuff, 201
Writing Aids, 179-180
Writing-Birdu,  180
XEROFORMr Petrolatum Dressing, 87
Xtensorr, Hand Exerciser, 47
Zero Elevationu Seat Insert, 127
Zipper Bag Sealer, 192
Zipper Pulls/Grip, 170




